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Originally discovered in a search for RNA polymerase II-associated factors, the Paf1 complex 
(Paf1C) is best characterized for its roles in regulating transcription elongation. The complex co-
localizes with RNA polymerase II from the promoter to the 3’ end of genes and has been linked 
to a growing list of transcription-related processes including: elongation through chromatin, 
histone modifications, and recruitment of factors important in transcript maturation. The 
complex is conserved throughout eukaryotes and is comprised of the proteins Paf1, Ctr9, Cdc73, 
Rtf1, and Leo1. The domain structures of Paf1C subunits are largely undefined and have few 
clear homologs, making it difficult to postulate for or localize functions to the individual 
subunits. To understand mechanistically how Paf1C coordinates its functions and interactions, I 
took an approach utilizing biochemical, biophysical, and structural techniques to characterize 
proteins within Paf1C, specifically focusing on the Rtf1 subunit.  
The goal of my thesis work was to determine the molecular mechanism by which Rtf1 
influences transcription and chromatin structure. To this end I focused on studying different 
functional domains within Rtf1. I provided a molecular description of how Rtf1 mediates Paf1C 
recruitment to elongating RNA polymerase II. Recruitment of Rtf1 is controlled by its centrally 
located Plus3 domain and a direct interaction with the conserved elongation factor Spt5. I solved 
the co-crystal structure of the human Plus3 domain bound to a phosphorylated C-terminal repeat 
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of Spt5. The structure revealed the basis for recognition of the repeat motif of Spt5, an important 
component in the recruitment of regulatory factors to RNA polymerase II. I have performed 
further structural characterization of Rtf1, studying the N-terminal histone modification domain. 
To gain insight into the molecular mechanism underlying the domain’s function, I successfully 
crystallized and solved the structure of a minimal region of Rtf1 that is necessary and sufficient 
for Rtf1-mediated histone modifications. The structure, paired with conservation analysis and 
genetic phenotype data, have allowed us to identify important surfaces on Rtf1 that function in 
regulating chromatin structure. Taken together these studies shed new light onto the mechanism 
by which Paf1C influences the complex network of regulatory interactions required for 
eukaryotic transcription.  
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 
Gene expression is a fundamental cellular process allowing cells to utilize information stored 
within DNA to respond to the environment. A cell’s gene expression patterns can have profound 
consequences, as altered transcription levels are characteristic in numerous diseases, most 
notably cancers. The initial stage of gene expression is transcription, where an RNA polymerase 
catalyzes the synthesis of an RNA message that is used to generate a functional gene product. 
For the majority of eukaryotic genes, RNA polymerase II is the enzyme that catalyzes 
transcription. The polymerase’s progression through the transcription cycle is facilitated by a 
host of accessory factors that aid in every aspect of the process from recruitment of the 
polymerase to the promoter to termination. The Paf1 complex is one of these accessory factors 
that plays a vital role in gene expression, mediating a broad range of events, including 
transcription-coupled histone modifications, maintenance of chromatin, and recruitment of 
factors important in transcript maturation. In the following chapter, I will touch on important 
aspects of the transcription cycle and describe the role that the Paf1 complex plays in regulating 
transcription. 
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1.1 TRANSCRIPTION 
Life relies on the accurate and timely expression of genes. Gene expression begins with the 
process of transcription and the generation of messenger RNA (mRNA). Transcription revolves 
around the activity of RNA polymerase II (Pol II) transcribing a gene and making an mRNA 
transcript of it. While highly complex and multifaceted, transcription can be broken down in a 
cycle with three main steps, initiation, elongation, and termination (Figure 1, 2) [1]. The cycle 
starts with initiation, where general transcription factors (GTFs) are recruited to the target gene 
promoter, which in turn recruit RNA polymerase II (Pol II). These lead to the formation of the 
pre-initiation complex (PIC) and the synthesis of the 10-12 phosphodiester bonds of the mRNA 
transcript by RNA Pol II [2, 3]. Once productive mRNA production begins and the promoter is 
cleared, elongation starts. During elongation the transcribing polymerase travels through the 
body of the gene generating an mRNA transcript. Here the polymerase relies heavily on the aid 
of elongation factors, including histone modifying enzymes, chaperones, and remodelers to 
bypass the obstacles of chromatin structure. As transcription progresses, the growing mRNA 
transcript undergoes capping and processing events in its maturation process. When RNA Pol II 
finishes transcribing the last of the coding region of the target gene, the cycle shifts into 
termination where the transcript is processed and the polymerase is released to begin a new 
round of transcription. In the coming section, I will go into more detail about each stage of the 
transcription cycle, describing several of the defining features of each. Further, I will review 
chromatin structure and the role it plays in transcription with a focus on the mechanisms utilized 
by the transcribing polymerase to overcome chromatin structure.  
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Figure 1. The transcription cycle 
The major stages of the transcription cycle are represented in a circular schematic. The progression of RNA 
polymerase II on a chromatin template is depicted in the center of the circular diagram. A) Initiation phase of 
transcription: TBP (TATA-binding protein) along with the general transcription factors aid in the recruitment of 
RNA polymerase II and the formation of a stable pre-initiation complex capable of initiating transcription. B) 
Elongation phase of transcription: As the polymerase transitions into productive transcription, it is aided by a range 
of elongation factors including DSIF (DRB sensitivity-inducing factor; Spt4-Spt5 in yeast) and Paf1C (Paf1 
complex). Chromatin remodelers like Chd1 (chromodomain helicase DNA binding protein 1) and histone 
chaperones like FACT (facilitates chromatin transcription; Spt16-Pob3 in yeast) modify chromatin structure to 
facilitate the polymerase’s passage through the gene body. C) Termination phase of transcription: Once the 
polymerase finishes transcribing the last of the coding region of the target gene, termination and RNA processing 
factors are recruited. CPSF (cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor), CstF (cleavage stimulation factor), and 
PABP (poly(A) binding protein) are important in the proper maturation of mRNA transcripts. 
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Figure 2. Occupancy profile of RNA Pol II and transcription factors at an active gene 
Occupancy profiles for RNA Pol II and transcription factors important in regulating different stages of the 
transcription cycle are depicted below a diagram of the highly transcribed gene STE2 in S. cerevisiae. The location 
of the promoter, transcription start site (TSS), gene body, and poly(A) tail site are indicated. Genome-wide ChIP-
Seq data from Mayer et al. [4] was downloaded from the Saccharomyces Genome Database and viewed in the 
Integrated Genome Browser. Profiles for each of the transcription factors and RNA Pol II at STE2 were generated in 
the Integrated Genome Browser.  
1.1.1 Initiation 
The transcription cycle begins with initiation, where RNA Pol II is recruited to a target gene 
along with the general transcription factors to form the pre-initiation complex (Figure 1A, 2), 
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followed by promoter clearance and the start of productive mRNA synthesis by the polymerase. 
The process begins at the level of the gene and the specific elements characterizing its core 
promoter. The RNA pol II core promoter is characterized as the minimal sequence needed to 
direct the initiation of transcription at a gene (reviewed in [5-7]). The composition of a core 
promoter varies widely between genes and organisms. While structurally and functionally 
diverse, they all are comprised of a collection of sequence motifs that are recognized and serve 
as a nucleation point for the formation of a functional pre-initiation complex composed of RNA 
Pol II and associated general transcription factors (GTFs; TFIIA, TFIIB, TFIID, TFIIE, TFIIF, 
TFIIH) [8].   In the following section, I will discuss in more detail some of the key elements 
influencing initiation and some of the regulatory aspects involved.  
1.1.1.1 The core promoter and core promoter elements 
The core promoter of each gene is composed of a collection of core promoter elements that aid in 
PIC formation and regulation. In most cases, the core promoter includes the transcription start 
site and approximately 40 base pairs on either side. The first eukaryotic core promoter element 
identified was the TATA box which is located -31 to -30 base pairs from the transcription start 
site and is recognized and bound by TATA-binding protein (TBP) of TFIID [9, 10] (Goldberg. 
M. L. (1979). PhD thesis, Stanford University, California). Another common element that is 
recognized by TFIID is the Initiator element (Inr) which encompasses the transcription start site 
of some promoters [11, 12].  Inr often functions with the Downstream promoter element (DPE) 
as a counterpart of the TATA box in core promoters [13, 14]. In the case of most mammalian 
promoters, the TATA box and DPEs are uncommon and are instead replaced by DNA stretches 
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of CG dinucleotides, called CpG islands [15, 16]. These promoters are typically larger and 
contain multiple transcription start sites, unlike the focused TATA box promoters.  
In addition to the core promoter, there are several other cis-acting DNA elements that 
further regulate gene expression. These include proximal and distal promoter elements, silencers, 
enhancers, and insulators, all of which represent binding sites for sequence-specific transcription 
factors (reviewed in [17-19]).  Together these cis-regulatory elements work hand in hand with 
trans-acting factors, such as the PIC, chromatin remodelers, and histone modifying factors to 
ensure the target gene’s expression pattern is properly executed.   
1.1.1.2 Formation of the pre-initiation complex 
In vitro experiments using purified factors suggest that the PIC is formed through a stepwise 
recruitment and assembly of the GTFs and RNA Pol II [8, 20].  First to be recruited in the PIC’s 
sequential assembly is TFIID, a multiprotein complex containing TBP and 12-15 distinct TBP-
associated factors (TAFs). TFIID recognizes and associates specifically with different elements 
of the core promoter including the TATA box, Inr, and DPEs [9, 21]. Once bound, TFIID acts 
like a scaffold to facilitate recruitment of the remaining members of the functional PIC.  In 
addition to aiding in recruitment, components of TFIID possess other functions to promote 
productive initiation, including protein kinase and histone modification activity [22]. After 
TFIID, next in the sequence are TFIIA and TFIIB, both of which aid in stabilizing the promoter-
bound TFIID [23, 24]. This allows for the subsequent recruitment of a co-complex of RNA Pol 
II-TFIIF, further stabilizing the assembling PIC. Finally, the general transcription factors TFIIH 
and TFIIE along with the Mediator complex join and complete the PIC. TFIIH is critical in 
shifting the PIC into the open complex formation, the state required for productive transcription 
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[25]. In an ATP-dependent manner, TFIIH uses its helicase activity (XPB) to melt the promoter 
and its kinase activity to phosphorylate the largest RNA Pol II subunit, triggering promoter 
clearance [26]. In contrast to the stepwise assembly model for PIC formation, PIC formation may 
alternatively occur in a single recruitment step of a large preassembled holoenzyme, including 
RNA Pol II, GTFs, Mediator subunits, and other regulatory components of the transcription 
cycle [27-31].    
Once a functional PIC is formed on the promoter of a target gene, it must transition into 
productive transcription. RNA transcripts shorter than 10 nucleotides are unstable and result in a 
high frequency of premature termination (abortive initiation). Once 10 nucleotides of the 
transcript are formed, promoter escape is favored and the polymerase transitions into the early 
stages of elongation. During this transition the transcribing polymerase dissociates from TFIID, 
TFIIA, TFIIB, and the Mediator complex, leaving them bound to the promoter and free to initiate 
a new round of transcription (Figure 2) [3, 32].  
1.1.1.3 RNA polymerase II C-terminal domain  
One of the most important regulatory elements in the transition from initiation into elongation 
and the regulation of the entire transcription cycle is the post-translational modification state of 
the C-terminal domain (CTD) of the largest subunit of RNA Pol II, Rpb1 (RNA polymerase II 
subunit B1). The CTD is comprised of tandem hepta-peptide repeats (25-26 repeats in yeast, 52 
in mammals) of the consensus sequence Tyr1–Ser2–Pro3–Thr4–Ser5–Pro6–Ser7 (YSPTSPS). The 
motifs are capable of receiving a host of post-translational modifications, including glycosylation 
(Ser and Thr), peptidyl-prolyl isomerization (Pro), and phosphorylation (Ser, Thr, Tyr)[33]. 
These modified motifs then serve as a scaffold to recruit factors responsible in regulating each 
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stage of transcription and regulating co-transcriptional processes such as RNA capping and 
maturation. Perhaps best documented is the stage specific phosphorylation of serines 2, 5, and 7 
of the CTD [34, 35]. During initiation, RNA Pol II is recruited and loaded on the promoter with a 
hypo-phosphorylated CTD. Formation of a functional PIC catalyzes the kinase activity of TFIIH 
(CDK7) to phosphorylate serine 5 of the Pol II CTD [36]. This Ser5-phosphorylated CTD is 
recognized and bound by the 5’ mRNA capping enzyme which adds a methylguanosine cap to 
the end of the nascent RNA transcript, signaling productive transcription [37]. As transcription 
progresses the phosphorylation status of the CTD changes, seeing a gradual loss of Ser5 
phosphorylation along with a concomitant rise in Ser2 phosphorylation. These marks help 
facilitate RNA Pol II interactions with proteins important for elongation such as Set1, Set2, and 
Elongator [38-40]. 
1.1.2 Elongation 
After escaping the promoter, the RNA Pol II transitions into the elongation phase of the cycle 
(reviewed in [41, 42]). During this stage, the polymerase travels through the body of the target 
gene producing an mRNA transcript of the template. The transition into elongation results in 
significant changes in the composition of the transcribing RNA Pol II complex. Several of the 
GTFs dissociate from the polymerase, some including TFIID, TFIIA, and TFIIH remain bound 
to the promoter to aid in reinitiation (Figure 2) [43]. Others like TFIIF can remain bound to Pol 
II and serve as elongation factors [44, 45].  The elongation phase presents the transcribing 
polymerase with a set of obstacles unique from those seen during initiation, including RNA Pol 
II pausing and chromatin architecture throughout the gene body.  To overcome these barriers, the 
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transcribing polymerase is aided by numerous elongation factors, chromatin remodelers, and 
histone modification complexes (Figure 1B).    
1.1.2.1 Promoter pausing of RNA polymerase II 
In higher eukaryotes, early elongation is often characterized by promoter-proximal and distal-
nucleosome pausing, where the polymerase pauses after transcribing 20-80 nucleotides of the 
target gene [46-48]. Pausing within the promoter-proximal region (+40) correlates with the 
strength of the core promoter elements (similarity to consensus motifs) [49, 50]. Distal pausing 
(+80) is caused by a physical barrier created by the first nucleosome in the polymerase’s path 
[51]. Once paused, pausing factors NELF (negative elongation factor) and DSIF (DRB 
sensitivity–inducing factor) associate with Pol II and stabilize it in vivo [52]. Mechanistically 
how these pausing factors negatively influence transcription is still uncertain; however the ability 
of both factors to binding RNA may be involved. DSIF is capable of binding the emerging 
nascent RNA from RNA Pol II. Further, the crystal structure of the archaeal RNA polymerase 
bound to DSIF shows it binds the RNA Pol II clamp domain, closing the polymerase’s active 
center cleft and interacting with the RNA transcript, possibly modulating RNA Pol II 
processivity [53]. 
Genome-wide analysis using GRO-seq (global run-on sequencing) indicates that the 
RNA Pol II pausing is widespread, with an estimated Pol II pausing seen on 30-40% of active 
genes in humans and mice [46, 54]. With Pol II pausing being so prevalent in mammalian cells, 
proper regulation of the release of the paused polymerase must be critical for proper gene 
expression. The transition of paused Pol II to one engaged in productive elongation requires the 
activity of the protein kinase complex P-TEFb (positive transcription elongation factor b).  
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Composed of a heterodimer of CYC-T (cyclin T) and CDK9 (cyclin-dependent kinase 9) 
subunits [55] P-TEFb’s major function is to phosphorylate the CTD of Pol II at Ser2 [56], and 
the pausing factors DSIF and NELF [57-59]. Phosphorylation of NELF and DSIF relieves their 
negative influence on transcription, causing NELF to be released and DSIF to become a positive 
elongation factor, signaling productive transcription to begin anew.   
1.1.3 Termination 
The final stage in the transcription cycle is termination where the RNA transcript is finished 
being transcribed and RNA Pol II is released from the template DNA and is free to begin 
subsequent rounds of transcription (reviewed in [60, 61]). The process is coupled to 3’-end 
processing of the pre-RNA [62-65] (Figure 1C, 2). Proper termination is critical for proper 
expression of the target gene and ensures the polymerase does not interfere with downstream 
transcriptional units [66]. Termination can be accomplished through several pathways, dictated 
by the gene in question and the termination factors present [61, 67]. Two of the best 
characterized pathways utilized are the poly(A)-dependent pathway and the Nrd1-Nab3-Sen1-
dependent pathway. In the following section I will briefly discuss the poly(A)-dependent and the 
Nrd1-Nab3-Sen1-dependent termination pathways, as well as touch on the role of gene looping 
in transcription termination. 
1.1.3.1 Poly(A)-dependent termination 
In eukaryotes, the majority of protein-coding genes are terminated in the poly(A)-
dependent pathway, where RNA Pol II termination is directly coupled with 3’-processing of the 
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transcript. In the pathway, the 3’ end of the nascent RNA transcript must be cleaved and a 
poly(A) tail attached, along with degradation of the downstream Pol II-associated RNA [68, 69]. 
In eukaryotes, the pre-mRNA of most protein coding genes contains a conserved hexanucleotide, 
AAUAAA sequence followed by a loosely conserved U- or GU-rich region. These cis-acting 
RNA elements are specifically recognized by the 3’-end processing machinery and help direct 
cleavage and polyadenylation. Two of the primary protein complexes facilitating RNA 
processing are the cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor (CPSF; CPF in yeast) and the 
cleavage stimulation factor (CstF; CFIA in yeast). Both complexes are recruited to the 3’-end of 
genes through an interaction with the polymerase itself, CstF specifically recognizing the Ser2 
phosphorylated CTD [70, 71]. Once recruited, CPSF recognizes the AAUAAA motif, while CstF 
directly recognizes the U/GU-rich element. Endonucleolytic cleavage is then catalyzed by CPSF 
[72, 73] and the poly(A)-binding protein (PABP) is recruited to synthesize the poly(A) tail on the 
maturing RNA transcript [74].  
Soon after the AAUAAA sequence in the nascent RNA is transcribed and recognized by 
CPSF, RNA Pol II processivity decreases dramatically and it pauses [75, 76]. Once the nascent 
RNA transcript has been cleaved by CPSF and a poly(A) tail incorporated, the RNA fragment 
downstream of the cleavage site must be degraded and RNA Pol II released to complete 
termination. CPSF cleavage of the nascent RNA results in the exposure of a new 5’ RNA end, 
allowing the 5’-3’ exonuclease RNA-trafficking protein 1 (Rat1; Xrn2 in humans) to enter and 
begin degrading the RNA transcript [77-79]. It is thought that upon reaching the paused 
polymerase, Rat1 collides with Pol II, forcing Pol II to dissociate and hence promoting 
termination [80-82]. 
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1.1.3.2 Sen1-dependent termination 
In yeast, an alternative termination pathway, distinct from the poly(A)-dependent one, exists for 
most non-coding RNAs, focusing around the Nrd1-Nab3-Sen1 complex. Contrary to what is seen 
in protein-coding genes, most non-coding genes, including small nuclear RNAs (snRNA) and 
small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNA), do not contain a poly(A) tail when fully matured. Instead, their 
3’-ends are created through endoribonucleolytic cleavage and/or exoribonucleolytic trimming by 
the nuclear exosome–TRAMP complex [83]. This alternative termination pathway requires the 
essential RNA-binding protein Nrd1 (Nuclear pre-mRNA down-regulation), the associate 
DNA/RNA helicase Sen1 (Splicing endonuclease 1), and Nab3 (Nuclear polyadenylated RNA-
binding 3) [84-87]. Similar to what is seen with CPSF and CstF in the poly(A)-termination 
pathway, Nrd1 and Nab3 recognize specific RNA sequences at the 3’-end of the nascent RNA 
transcript. Once bound to the nascent RNA, it is thought that the complex promotes termination 
by unwinding the RNA-DNA duplex in the active site of RNA Pol II [85]. 
1.1.4 Chromatin architecture 
In eukaryotes transcription and all DNA templated processes (recombination, replication, DNA 
repair) take place in the context of chromatin [88]. Chromatin is a highly ordered protein-DNA 
assembly that acts to fold and compact DNA to fit within the boundaries of a cell’s nucleus 
(reviewed in [89]). The first level of chromatin’s organizational hierarchy is the nucleosome. 
Functioning as the basic repeating unit of chromatin, the nucleosome is composed of the 
nucleosome core particle, 145-147 base pairs of DNA, and the linker histone H1. The 
nucleosome core particle contains an octamer of four different histone proteins (H2A, H2B, H3, 
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H4) around which 145-147 base pairs of DNA are wrapped in 1.65 turns of a left-handed 
superhelix (Figure 3A) [90, 91]. Each of the histones in the core particle shares a conserved 
structural motif, the histone fold (Figure 3B). The fold averages 70 amino acids and is comprised 
of three alpha helices (α1, α2, α3) connected by short loops (L1, L2). The central α2 helix is 
longer than the neighboring α1 and α2 helices, and together they form a shallow groove that 
allows for dimerization with other histone folds [90].  
Each of the core histone proteins pair with one another to create H2A-H2B and H3-H4 
heterodimers. When dimerized, two histone folds align antiparallel to one another forming a 
large interaction surface with their aligned α2 helices (Figure 3C). These heterodimers assemble 
into the nucleosome octamer through the formation of four-helix bundle arrangements created 
with the C-terminal halves of the α2 helices and the α3 helices of H3, H2B, and H4 [90]. First a 
tetramer of H3-H4 dimers is formed through a single association between both H3 histones. The 
H2A-H2B dimers are then able to associate with the H3-H4 tetramer through an interaction 
between H4 and H2B. Under physiological conditions, the histone octamer is not stable without 
DNA. Instead, the H3-H4 tetramer and the H2A-H2B dimers are the biological subunits, only 
assembling into the octamer when DNA is present [89]. 
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Figure 3. The structure of the nucleosome core particle 
A) X-ray crystal structure of the nucleosome (PDB id: 1AOI). The histones and DNA (grey) are represented in 
cartoon form (H3, blue; H4, green; H2A, yellow; H2B, red). B) Diagram of a consensus histone fold motif along 
with the structure of the histone fold of H4. C) Structure of H3-H4 and H2A-H2B histone pairs bound to DNA. The 
N- and C- termini for each of the histones were omitted for clarity. D) X-ray crystal structure of the tetranucleosome 
(PDB id: 1ZBB). 
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The primary DNA binding interface on the nucleosome lies along the histone fold dimers 
in a continuous basic groove (Figure 3C) [90]. Each of the heterodimers organizes roughly 30 
base pairs of DNA, utilizing three DNA-binding motifs. When arranged as a heterodimer, two of 
the DNA-binding sites are created on either end of the dimer, formed by the juxtaposition of the 
L1 loop of one histone with the L2 loop of the other (Figure 3C). The third binding site is 
centrally located in the dimer and is formed by the alignment of the N-termini of the α1 helices 
of the dimerized histones (Figure 3C) [90]. These DNA-binding interfaces are capable of binding 
DNA irrespective of the DNA sequence. There are no direct interactions between the histones 
and the DNA bases; instead contacts are made through hydrogen bonding of the protein’s main 
chain amide atoms with the phosphate backbone of the DNA helix. In addition to L1L2 and α1α1 
DNA-binding motifs on the histone fold dimers, the entry and exit points of nucleosomal DNA 
are recognized by the N-terminal extensions of histone H3 [90]. 
Outside of the conserved histone fold, each of the core histones contains more variable 
structured extensions and flexible tails. The structured extensions are typically responsible for 
protein-protein interactions within the octamer [90, 91]. The C-terminal extension of H2A (also 
known as the docking domain) for instance, acts to stabilize the octamer through bridging 
another interaction with the H3-H4 tetramer and positioning the H3 extension to interact with 
nucleosomal DNA. Unlike the extensions, the flexible histone tails do not form an integral part 
of the nucleosome octamer and extend outside the body of the nucleosome [90, 91]. The tails are 
typically found on the N-terminus of the core histones and are the site of an extensive array of 
post-translation modifications, including acetylation, phosphorylation, ubiquitylation, 
methylation, and ADP-ribosylation (reviewed in [92]).  
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1.1.4.1 Higher order chromatin structure 
Nucleosomes are connected to one another through short stretches of linker DNA, forming 
nucleosomal arrays (primary structure, 10-nm fiber). Linker DNA is recognized by linker histone 
H1, and through an interaction with the histone octamer, H1 helps facilitate chromatin 
arrangement and compaction [93-95]. Nucleosomal arrays undergo further compaction, through 
short-range interactions between neighboring nucleosomes forming 30-nm chromatin fibers 
(secondary structure) [93, 95-97]. In the 30-nm fiber, a tetranucleosome structure is formed 
where four nucleosomes zigzag back and forth, creating two stacks of two nucleosome cores 
(Figure 3D) [98, 99]. These tetranucleosomal units stack together end on end to form the 30-nm 
fiber [99]. The main interaction mediating tetranucleosomal stacking is thought to be through 
internucleosomal contacts between the N-terminal H4 tail of one stack and the H2A-H2B 
interface (H2A-H2B acidic patch) of another [90, 99, 100]. Subsequent fiber-fiber interactions 
continue to compact the genome, forming the complex three-dimensional assemblages of higher-
order structures seen in chromatin (tertiary structure) [93].  
1.1.4.2 RNA Pol II elongation through chromatin 
Chromatin structure acts as a significant barrier for the transcribing RNA Pol II during 
transcription [101, 102].  The polymerases progression through the body of the gene is assisted 
by a variety of factors that act to weaken or remove the nucleosome obstacle, including 
nucleosome remodeling, histone modifications, and the incorporation of histone variants into 
nucleosomes. In the following section I will briefly discuss some of these factors and how they 
affect transcription. 
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Chromatin remodelers 
 ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes play an important role allowing RNA 
Pol II to bypass the nucleosome barrier during transcription. These remodeling complexes utilize 
the energy generated by ATP hydrolysis to modify chromatin structure through assembling, 
sliding, and displacing nucleosomes. All chromatin remodelers contain a core catalytic subunit 
with a conserved Swi2/Snf2 ATPase domain from superfamily 2 (SF2) DNA translocases [103]. 
Chromatin remodeling complexes are highly conserved from yeast to humans and can be broadly 
classified into four main families based on additional domains and motifs within their ATPase 
subunits. These chromatin remodeling families are SWI-SNF, ISWI, CHD, and INO80/SWR 
(reviewed in [104]).  
Remodelers in the SWI-SNF (SWItching and Sucrose Non-Fermenting) family are large 
complexes of 8-14 subunits that typically exceed a molecular weight of over 1 MDa [104, 105]. 
In S. cerevisiae, the SWI-SNF remodeling complex exists in two forms, SWI-SNF and RSC 
(Remodel the Structure of Chromatin). Humans contain an ortholog of RSC known as PBAF 
(Polybromo and BRG1-Associated Factors) [104]. Remodelers of this family typically function 
by sliding and ejecting nucleosomes, affecting processes such as DNA replication, transcription, 
and DNA repair. RSC for instance, is capable of stimulating RNA Pol II elongation in vitro 
through a reconstituted transcription system containing mononucleosomes [106]. Further, RSC is 
known to be recruited and required for RNA Pol II transcription through the body of stress-
activated genes in vivo [107].  
 The ISWI (Imitation SWItch) family of remodelers are much smaller than those of the 
SWI-SNF family, containing only 2 to 4 subunits [104, 105]. ISWI remodelers contain one or 
two catalytic subunits containing a conserved Swi2/Snf2 ATPase domain along with a SANT 
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(SWI3, ADA2, NCoR, TFIIIB) and SLIDE (SANT-like ISWI) domain characteristic of the 
family. Most eukaryotes utilize multiple ISWI remodeling complexes that differ in the inclusion 
of specialized accessory proteins that impart different functional domains. Some of the ISWI 
variants in humans include CHRAC (Chromatin Accessibility Complex), ACF (ATP-utilitzing 
Chromatin assembly and remodeling Factor), and NURF (Nucleosome Remodeling Factor). In 
yeast ISWI remodeling complexes include ISW1a, ISW1b, and ISW2. Many ISWI remodelers 
are capable of evenly spacing nucleosomes in an array and play important roles in chromatin 
condensation and gene silencing [104, 105].  
 The CHD (Chromodomain Helicase DNA-Binding) family of remodelers combines 1 to 
10 subunits depending upon the organism and the specific complex [104, 105]. The founding and 
the best characterized member of the family is the monomeric Chd1 [108, 109]. Chd1 and the 
other catalytic subunits in the family contain two tandemly arranged chromodomains followed 
by an ATPase domain. Similar to ISWI remodelers, Chd1 is able to generate evenly space 
nucleosomal arrays by sliding nucleosomes [110, 111]. Additionally, Chd1 in known to 
physically interact with the elongation factors DSIF, FACT, and the Paf1 complex (Polymerase-
associated factor 1 complex) and is found localized to sites of active transcription [112-116]. 
 Initially discovered in yeast [117, 118], chromatin remodelers from the INO80 (Inositol 
Requiring 80) family are comprised of 10 or more subunits [104, 119]. Each complex in the 
family shares a conserved catalytic core containing a characteristic ‘split’ ATPase domain, with a 
long insertion in the middle of the ATPase domain. This insertion functions as a binding site for 
other members of the remodeling complexes including AAA-ATPases (Rvb1/2) and actin-related 
proteins (ARP) [104, 119]. Remodelers of the INO80 family are important in a diverse range of 
functions, including transcriptional regulation, DNA repair, and DNA replication. In yeast, one 
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of the family members, SWR1 (Swi2/Snf2-related ATPase), is able to restructure nucleosomes 
by removing canonical H2A-H2B dimers and depositing H2A.Z-H2B dimers in their place [104, 
120, 121].  
Histone chaperones 
In addition to chromatin remodelers, there is a well-established role of histone 
chaperones in stimulating transcription elongation. One of these critical in elongation is the 
histone chaperone complex, FACT (facilitates chromatin transcription) [122]. Comprised of two 
subunits, SPT16 and SSRP1 (Spt16 and Pob3 in yeast), FACT promotes the dissociation of the 
H2A-H2B dimer from the nucleosome, allowing the polymerase to bypass the remaining histone 
hexamer. Once Pol II traverses the barrier, FACT can reassemble the nucleosome in the 
polymerase’s wake [123, 124]. Another important chaperone that travels with the transcribing 
Pol II is Spt6. Spt6 interacts with histones H3 and H4 and is important for maintenance of 
chromatin structure [125]. Loss of Spt6 activity in yeast results in reduced nucleosome 
occupancy over the coding region of several genes. This nucleosome depletion results in aberrant 
transcription initiation starting within gene coding regions from cryptic initiation start sites 
[126]. The precise mechanisms utilized by histone chaperones to remove and redeposit 
nucleosomes on DNA are not clear, however several possibilities exists. One possibility is that 
they may directly modulate nucleosome stability, promoting nucleosome disassembly. 
Alternatively, they may function as a reservoir to soak up histones released during elongation or 
as a pool of histones when reassembling nucleosomes post-elongation.  
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Covalent histone modification 
In addition to histone remodelers and chaperones, nucleosome structure is further 
modulated through covalent modification of histones themselves (reviewed in [92]). Histones are 
subject to a wide range of post-translation modifications including, acetylation, methylation, 
ubiquitylation, phosphorylation, and SUMOylation. The majority of these post-translational 
modifications are localized to the unstructured amino-terminal tails of the histones that lie 
outside the body of the nucleosome.  These modifications are known to affect elongation by 
acting as a binding surface to recruit regulatory factors and by directly altering chromatin 
structure through modifying electrostatics and internucleosomal contacts.  
Histone acetylation was the first modification to be discovered and is typically associated 
with active transcription [127, 128]. Occurring on lysine residues, the mark is thought to 
effectively weaken charge-dependent interactions between histones and DNA through charge 
neutralization [129-131]. This in turn increases DNA accessibility to RNA Pol II and any other 
regulatory factor. Studies using combinations of lysine-to-arginine substitutions in H4 and H3 
tails support the idea that the cumulative charge neutralization of multiple lysine acetylation 
marks primarily determines the transcriptional effect of acetylation [130, 131]. An increase in 
histone acetylation in the body of a gene is typically correlated with transcription activity [132]. 
This increase in histone acetylation often pales in comparison to the acetylation signal seen in the 
promoter region of active genes [133, 134]. Despite this, acetylation is critical for proper 
elongation as indicated by the enrichment of histone acetyltransferases (HATs) and histone 
deacetylases (HDACs) in the coding regions of genes [135-137]. Further, diminishing histone 
acetylation levels in yeast by removing the Gcn5 and Elp3 HATs results in reduced transcription 
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levels at constitutively active genes and correlates well with lower acetylation levels in their 
coding region [138]. 
Histone methylation is also another prevalent histone modification associated with 
transcriptional elongation. Lysine residues are capable of receiving up to three methyl groups, 
however unlike acetylation the marks do not affect the residue’s charge, making it more difficult 
to access the modification’s effect on nucleosome dynamics. Histone methylation’s role in 
transcriptional regulation is complex, regulating both activation (H3K4 and H3K36) and 
repression (H3K9 and H3K27) of transcription. The methylated lysine moiety is known to serve 
as a tag for effector proteins containing methyl-binding domains such as Tudor, MBP, chromo, 
and PHD domains [139, 140], suggesting the modification serves as a regulatory module. This 
notion is supported by the well-characterized recruitment of the Rpd3S HDAC complex in yeast 
to di- and trimethylated H3K36 [141], where it catalyzes the elongation-associated deacetylation 
of nucleosomes [135, 142-144]. Further, H3K9 and H3K27 methylation function in 
heterochromatin formation and Polycomb silencing through aiding in recruitment of HP1 
(Heterochromatin Protein 1) and Polycomb [145]. 
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Figure 4. Histone post-translational modifications 
A) Schematic of post-translational modifications on the S. cerevisiae histones. The globular histone fold within each 
of the proteins is represented by an oval. The specific residues that are modified are labeled and numbered. 
Alternative residue numbers that refer to mammalian histones are indicated (red). Ubiquitination of histone H2A on 
K119 is not observed in yeast (*). Figure adapted from [146]. B) Genome-wide distribution patterns of select histone 
modifications. The distribution of each of the histone modifications is mapped under the schematic of an arbitrary 
gene, depicting its promoter region and open reading frame (ORF). Histone modifications requiring Paf1C are 
marked with an asterix (*). Figure adapted from [147].  
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Histone monoubiquitylation also plays an important role in regulating histone dynamics. 
Unlike protein polyubiquitylation which serves as a signal for protein degradation by the 26S 
proteasome, monoubiquitylation acts as a signal to regulate many processes including 
transcription and DNA repair (reviewed in: [148]). In transcriptional regulation, H2B lysine 123 
(K123 in S. cerevisiae; K120 in mammals) monoubiquitylation has been well characterized, and 
is known to play roles in both transcriptional activation and repression [148-151]. The mark is 
found at the promoter and coding regions of genes and is coupled with RNA Pol II transcription 
[152-154]. In S. cerevisiae, monoubiquitylation is carried out by the Rad6–Bre1 ubiquitin 
conjugase–ligase complex [155-157]. The mark is a prerequisite for the downstream di- and 
trimethylation of H3 K4 and K79 by the Set1/COMPASS and Dot1 methyltransferases, 
respectively [158-160]. These di- and trimethylation marks facilitate the recruitment and 
stimulate the activity of histone acetyltransferase and deacetylase complexes, controlling gene 
expression by modulating the histone acetylation patterns of genes [161-164]. 
1.2 THE POLYMERASE-ASSOCIATED FACTOR 1 COMPLEX 
The Paf1 complex was initially identified in a search for accessory factors that associate with 
RNA Pol II in S. cerevisiae. RNA Pol II was affinity purified from a yeast transcription extract 
using an antibody directed against the CTD of Rpb1, the largest subunit of RNA Pol II.  
Surprisingly, a fraction of polymerase-associated proteins distinct from the fraction containing 
the activator responsive holoenzyme was discovered. In addition to containing known elongation 
factors like TFIIS, the fraction also contained novel proteins including Paf1 (polymerase 
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associated factor 1) and Cdc73 (cell division cycle protein 73) [165, 166]. Additional proteins 
associated in complex with Paf1 were discovered in subsequent studies and include Ctr9, Rtf1, 
Cdc73, and Leo1 [114, 167-169]. Each of these proteins was identified earlier via yeast genetic 
studies and was thought to have a role in transcription. In human Paf1C, an additional protein, 
Ski8, was found to be part of the complex [170]; Ski8 is known to play a role in exosome-
mediated mRNA decay when  part of the Ski complex [171]. Paf1C is evolutionarily conserved 
in eukaryotes and colocalizes with RNA Pol II at active genes from the transcriptional start site 
to the poly(A) site before dissociating (Figure 2) [4, 172]. Consistent with its association with 
RNA Pol II and localization along the body of active genes, the complex is known to regulate 
transcription elongation (Figure 5).  
Initial studies of the complex showed that its disruption resulted in numerous genetic 
phenotypes associated with transcription elongation defects. For instance, deletion of any Paf1C 
subunit causes growth sensitivity to 6-azauracil (6-AU), a nucleotide base analog that diminishes 
intracellular ribonucleotide levels [169, 173]. A similar phenotype is seen when Paf1C subunits 
are deleted and mutants are grown in the presence of mycophenolic acid (MPA) [169, 173], a 
metabolite that interferes with guanine nucleotide synthesis [174]. In the presence of 6-AU and 
MPA, Pol II processivity becomes more reliant on elongation factors to overcome low nucleotide 
levels. Paf1C mutants are more sensitive to 6-AU and MPA than wild type yeast, suggesting a 
role in elongation. Further, deletion of Paf1C subunits results in growth sensitivity to a host of 
compounds that evoke cellular stress responses, such as high temperature, caffeine, rapamycin, 
and hygromycin [173, 175, 176]. 
 Aside from its association with RNA Pol II, Paf1C has strong connections to numerous 
transcriptional regulatory factors and elongation factors. For instance, Paf1C has genetic and 
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physical interactions with elongation complexes such as FACT (Spt16-Pob3 in yeast) and DSIF 
(Spt4-Spt5 in yeast) [114, 169, 173]. Additionally, Paf1C interacts with the monomeric, ATP-
dependent chromatin remodeler Chd1 [113, 177], which associates along the bodies of active 
genes [112, 113] and is important for fast and efficient nucleosome sliding [178-180]. In 
humans, Paf1C physically interacts with the general transcriptional elongation factor TFIIS 
through the Paf1 and Leo1 subunits [181]. Together Paf1C and TFIIS act synergistically to 
facilitate transcription elongation on chromatin templates in vitro [181]. Mutations in genes 
encoding Paf1C subunits cause a range of synthetic phenotypes, including lethality, when deleted 
in combination with genes, SRB5, CTK1, FCP1, and POB3 [169, 173]. 
While Paf1C was initially thought to act primarily as a transcription elongation complex, 
in recent years, it has become increasingly evident that it functions more broadly, affecting 
nearly every aspect of RNA Pol II transcriptional regulation (Figure 5). Some of these functions 
include regulating proper phosphorylation levels of the CTD of RNA Pol II [182, 183], 
recruitment of termination and mRNA maturation factors [183-185], maintenance of chromatin 
during transcription [186], and transcription-coupled posttranslational modifications of histones 
[187-191].  
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Figure 5. Summary of the functional roles of Paf1C in transcription 
Paf1C is required for recruitment of chromatin remodelers, several transcription-coupled histone posttranslational 
modifications, proper phosphorylation levels of the CTD of RNA Pol II, maintenance of chromatin structure during 
transcription, and the recruitment of termination and mRNA maturation factors. 
 
Consistent with the expanding role of Paf1C in regulating gene expression, loss of Paf1 
in yeast results in positive or negative expression changes in approximately 15-20% of genes 
[192]. For those genes affected, there is an overrepresentation of essential genes, many of which 
are required for rRNA processing [192]. In both yeast and humans, Paf1C is required for full 
expression of a subset of cell cycle-regulated genes [193, 194], including CLN1 and RNR1. The 
Paf1 complex’s importance in regulating gene expression is further emphasized by its connection 
to a growing list of cancers (thyroid, breast, liver, pancreatic, and others) associated with 
alterations of subunits within the complex [195, 196]. Additionally, Paf1C is involved in cellular 
responses to viral infection [197, 198], and has an important role in maintaining embryonic stem 
cell pluripotency and preventing lineage specification [199-201]. 
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1.2.1 The role of Paf1C in transcription regulation 
The Paf1 complex is implicated in regulating processes in all stages of the transcription cycle. 
Surprisingly, none of the complex members have any known enzymatic activity. This suggests 
the complex’s regulatory role is that of a scaffold mediating protein-protein interactions and 
recruitment of other regulatory factors. Here I summarize some of the major functions attributed 
to Paf1C and briefly touch on their importance in proper gene expression.  
1.2.1.1 Paf1 complex-dependent histone modifications 
One of the Paf1 complex’s best characterized roles is its requirement for a number of 
transcription-coupled histones posttranslational modifications (Figure 4). These marks act as 
important transcriptional regulators, influencing chromatin accessibility at genes by facilitating 
the recruitment and activities of different proteins, including chromatin remodelers, histone-
modifying enzymes, and elongation factors. Here I summarize the histone modifications 
regulated by Paf1C. 
 
H2B K123 ubiquitylation and H3 K4 and K79 di- and trimethylation 
The Paf1 and Rtf1 subunits of Paf1C are required for the monoubiquitylation of histone 
H2B on K123 in yeast (K120 in human) by the Rad6 ubiquitin conjugase and Bre1 ubiquitin 
ligase [153, 191, 202]. Monoubiquitylation of H2B K123 is a prerequisite for the di- and 
trimethylation of histone H3 K4 and K79 by the methyltransferases Set1 (component of the 
COMPASS complex) and Dot1, respectively [158-160, 203]. Paf1C is thought to mediate H2B 
ubiquitylation by facilitating recruitment of the Rad6-Bre1 ubiquitin ligase to chromatin [153, 
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162, 189, 191]. In yeast H2B K123 ubquitylation is believed to be primarily controlled by the 
Rtf1 subunit of Paf1C. Yeast strains lacking Paf1 see a substantial reduction in Rtf1 protein 
levels, suggesting that Paf1’s role in the modification is a structural one, maintaining Paf1C 
integrity and Rtf1 localization [182]. The specific region of Rtf1 required for these histone 
modifications has been narrowed down to amino acids 62-152. Known as the histone 
modification domain (HMD), this region is necessary and sufficient for H2B K123 
ubiquitylation in vivo [177, 204, 205]. The HMD is one of the most highly conserved regions in 
Rtf1 amongst eukaryotes and contains several invariant residues that are required for H2B K123 
ubiquitylation, including glutamate 104 (E104) [204]. 
Similar to what is observed in yeast, human Paf1C also regulates proper gene expression 
through mediating H2B K120 monoubiquitylation and the subsequent di- and tri-methylation of 
H3 K4 and K79 [154, 206, 207]. Human Paf1C also helps recruit Rad6 and Bre1 to 
monoubiquitylate H2B on lysine 120 [154, 206]. Paf1C’s role in recruiting the Rad6-Bre1 
complex is thought to be mediated through a direct interaction of Paf1 with Bre1 [206]. H2B 
K120 ubiquitylation then facilities the downstream methylation of H3 K4 and K79 by Set1 and 
Dot1, respectively [206, 207]. 
H2B K123 ubiquitylation and H3 K4 and K79 methylation are enriched along the coding 
regions of active genes [153, 208, 209] where they play both positive and negative roles in 
regulating transcription. During elongation, the positive role of H2B ubiquitylation on 
transcription is mediated in part by a connection to the histone chaperone FACT and its ability to 
control nucleosome dynamics [154, 210]. In vitro studies using a fully reconstituted chromatin-
transcription system have shown that H2B ubiquitylation enhances RNA Pol II elongation rate 
through a chromatin template, in a manner requiring the histone chaperone FACT [154]. In vivo, 
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H2B ubiquitylation regulates nucleosome reassembly in the wake of transcribing RNA Pol II at 
galactose-inducible genes, in a mechanism requiring the histone chaperone Spt16 (component of 
FACT complex) [210]. Further, in humans H2B ubiquitylation is known to stimulate the 
expression of developmental HOX genes [211] and genes regulating pluripotency in embryonic 
stem cells [199]. 
A microarray study in yeast utilizing a strain unable to support H2B ubiquitylation 
indicates that the modification is important for regulating proper gene expression of a subset of 
protein coding genes (htb1-K123R substitution). For those genes affected, nearly 75% saw an 
increase in expression, suggesting H2B ubiquitylation has a predominantly negative influence on 
transcription [212]. This notion of repression is supported by studies showing that the H2B K123 
deubiquitylating enzyme, Ubp8, is needed for full expression of several genes, including ADH2, 
GAL1, GAL10, and SUC2 [149, 152, 212, 213]. H2B K123 ubiquitylation is also known to be 
important in mediating Paf1C-dependent repression of a subset of yeast genes, including the 
gene ARG1 [214]. Furthermore, Paf1C and histone modifications dependent upon the complex 
play a role in mediating heterochromatic gene silencing, in a mechanism involving silent 
information regulator proteins (Sir) [159, 177, 189, 215-218].  
 
H3 K36 trimethylation 
The Paf1 and Ctr9 subunits of Paf1C are required for trimethylation of H3 K36 [187]. H3 
K36 methylation is found throughout the bodies of active genes and is enriched towards their 3’-
ends [219-222], where it is associated with an inhibitory role in transcription. The mark is 
catalyzed by the histone methyltransferase Set2, which is recruited to actively transcribed genes 
through a direct interaction with the hyperphosphorylated form of the transcribing polymerase 
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[220, 223]. H3 K36 methylation plays an important role in regulating histone acetylation levels 
at active genes by facilitating the recruitment and activity of the HDAC Rpd3S. Specifically, H3 
K36 is recognized by the chromodomain of Eaf3, a subunit of the Rpd3S HDAC [135, 142-144]. 
Once Rpd3S is recruited to the actively transcribing polymerase, the HDAC mediates histone 
deacetylation within the 3’ coding regions of genes and in turn represses improper transcription 
at cryptic promoters. Interestingly, recruitment and activation of Rpd3S only requires 
dimethylation of H3 K36 [143], making the exact role of Paf1C and H3 K36 trimethylation in 
repressing internal cryptic transcription uncertain.  The two may function independently of the 
Set2-Rpd3S pathway, utilizing a pathway involving the cyclin-dependent protein kinase, Bur1-
Bur2 [187]. 
1.2.1.2 RNA Pol II CTD phosphorylation 
Paf1C is also important in mediating proper levels of RNA Pol II CTD phosphorylation. 
Specifically, in yeast loss of Paf1, Ctr9 or to a lesser extent, Cdc73, and Rtf1 results in a 
reduction in CTD phosphorylation at Ser2 [182, 183]. While the current mechanism for this 
requirement is unclear, the effect may be related to proper recruitment of the major Ser2 kinase, 
Ctk1. Both Paf1C and Ctk1 share similar occupancy profiles along transcriptionally active genes. 
Due to the fact that Ctk1’s recruitment to transcribing polymerase lies downstream of Paf1C, it 
may be possible that Paf1C loss affects Ctk1 activity or recruitment [172, 224]. This loss in Ser2 
phosphorylation levels likely affects downstream recruitment of termination factors and RNA 3’-
end processing factors [183]. Further it likely deregulates the acetylation-deacetylation cycle 
during transcription, as Ser2 phosphorylation aids in recruiting the methyltransferase Set2 which 
methylates H3 K36 [141, 220, 223, 225], a mark that is recognized by different HDACs [143].   
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1.2.1.3 Transcription termination and RNA 3’ end processing 
Aside from Paf1C’s roles in regulating transcription elongation, the complex is also tied to 
proper transcription termination and RNA 3’-end formation. Loss of Paf1C subunits results in 
changes in utilization of 3’-end formation sites in a subset of yeast genes [192]. These changes 
result in read-through errors at poly(A) sites, leading to extended transcripts that are subject to 
nonsense-mediated decay [192]. In addition to improper 3’-end site selection, loss of Paf1C 
subunits also results in shorter poly(A) tail lengths [182]. These errors in mRNA 3’-end 
formation can be partially attributed to the observation that loss of Paf1C reduces chromatin 
association of the cleavage and polyadenylation factor Pcf11 [182]. This effect could however be 
indirect because Pcf11 is known to associate with the Ser2 phosphorylated form of RNA Pol II 
[226], a mark which is reduced by the loss of Paf1C [224, 227]. In addition to Pcf11, Paf1C also 
associates with the cleavage and polyadenylation factor Cft1, facilitating its recruitment to the 
Ser5 phosphorylated form of RNA Pol II [183]. Akin to what is seen in yeast, human Paf1C is 
known to associate with subunits of the 3’ mRNA processing factors CPSF (CPSF-30, 73, 100, 
160) and CstF (CstF-66, 77) [184]. Further, loss of Paf1C in humans also results in a reduction of 
mRNA polyadenylation [228].  
In addition to mediating mRNA processing, Paf1C is also important for proper 
termination and 3’-end formation of non-polyadenylated RNA transcripts, including a class of 
non-coding RNAs known as small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) [185]. When properly terminated 
and processed these snoRNAs go on to complex with proteins to form small nucleolar 
ribonucleoproteins (snoRNPs) and catalyze ribosomal RNA processing and ribosome biogenesis 
(reviewed in [229]). Similar to what is seen with mRNA transcripts, when Paf1C is compromised 
snoRNA gene transcripts do not terminate properly, leading to RNAs with extended 3’ ends 
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[185, 204]. Of these snoRNAs, SNR13 and SNR47 have been best characterized and their proper 
termination is known to be further affected by Paf1C-dependent histone modifications [204]. 
These defects in proper snoRNA termination are associated with reduced levels of recruitment of 
the Nrd1-Nab3-Sen1 complex. This 3’-end processing complex recognizes non-coding RNA 
transcripts and prepares them for cleavage and maturation by the nuclear exosome–TRAMP 
complex  [83]. By disrupting recruitment and function of the Nrd1-Nab3-Sen1 complex and 
other termination factors, snoRNA transcripts often fail to terminate and continue into the body 
of downstream genes.  
1.2.1.4 Maintenance of chromatin during transcription 
Studies in the Marten’s lab, uncovered a previously uncharacterized role for Paf1C in controlling 
transcription-coupled nucleosome occupancy [186]. Specifically they found that members of 
Paf1C are required to maintain repression of the SER3 gene though maintenance of chromatin 
structure over the gene’s promoter [186].  
In S. cerevisiae the expression of the gene SER3 is controlled by a unique regulatory 
mechanism involving transcription interference. SER3 codes for an enzyme that catalyzes the 
first step in serine biosynthesis. Expression of SER3 is repressed in serine-rich conditions and 
rapidly activated in serine-starved conditions [230]. Repression is controlled by the serine-
dependent transcription of the non-coding RNA SRG1, which lies upstream of SER3 and extends 
across SER3’s promoter to its transcriptional start site [230-232]. Intergenic transcription of 
SRG1 helps promote nucleosome occupancy across the SER3 promoter, effectively preventing 
the binding of transcription factors to activate SER3 expression. SRG1 transcription-coupled 
nucleosome occupancy over SER3’s promoter requires the activity of several factors including 
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the chromatin remodeling complex Swi/Snf, the histone chaperones Spt6 and Spt16, and the 
HMG (high mobility group)-like protein Spt2 [233-235]. In a serine-dependent manner Swi/Snf 
is recruited to SRG1 by the Cha4 activator protein, where it facilitates RNA Pol II transcription 
of SRG1 by remodeling nucleosomes. SRG1 transcription positions and maintains nucleosomes 
over the SER3 promoter in a mechanism requiring Spt6, Spt16, and Spt2 [235, 236].  
Pruneski et al. found that SRG1 transcription-dependent repression of SER3 is also 
dependent on Paf1C, in a mechanism where Paf1C mediates nucleosome occupancy over the 
SER3 promoter [186]. Deletion of Paf1C subunits Paf1 and Ctr9 strongly derepresses SER3 
expression (8-10 fold), while deletion of Leo1, Cdc73, and Rtf1 show only modest SER3 
derepression (2-3 fold). This derepression does not appear to be controlled through Paf1C-
dependent histone modifications or RNA Pol II CTD phosphorylation. Under SER3 repressive 
conditions, Paf1C colocalizes with RNA Pol II along the SRG1 transcribed region. Strains 
lacking Paf1 and Ctr9 exhibit reduced nucleosome occupancy and reduced recruitment of Spt16 
at the promoter of SER3 [186]. Together, these lead to a model where Paf1C controls 
transcription-coupled nucleosome occupancy at the SER3 promoter by maintaining localization 
and activity of the histone chaperone FACT. Future studies are needed to determine whether 
Paf1C functions more broadly across the genome in regulating gene expression through 
nucleosome occupancy. 
1.2.2 The subunits of the Paf1 complex 
In the following section, I will briefly discuss each of the Paf1C subunits and describe what the 
community has learned about them. First I will summarize the discovery of the subunit and some 
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of the known functional roles of the subunit. Finally, I will touch on the current structural 
information on the subunits.   
1.2.2.1 Paf1 
As mentioned earlier, the Paf1 subunit in yeast was initially discovered in an search for RNA Pol 
II associated proteins, where RNA Pol II was affinity-purified from yeast using an antibody 
directed against the CTD tail of RNA Pol II. From those initial immunoprecipitations, the protein 
Paf1 along with Cdc73 was discovered to associate with the polymerase in a complex distinct 
from the Srb-containing mediator complex [165, 166]. The other members of the complex were 
found to associate with Paf1 in subsequent studies through immune-affinity and tandem affinity 
purification [167, 237]. In humans the Paf1 subunit was discovered as a novel protein interacting 
with the human homolog of Cdc73, parafibromin [238, 239]. 
Recently, the crystal structure of a subcomplex of human Paf1 and Leo1 was solved 
(Figure 6), giving the first structural information on the intersubunit interactions within Paf1C 
[240]. The Paf1 segment is composed of residues 161-250 and forms a structure consisting of 
three β-strands flanked on either side by an α-helix. The Leo1 fragment is comprised of residues 
370-462 and consists of a single α-helix and six β-strands (Figure 6A). The two fragments form a 
tight heterodimer, creating a mixed antiparallel β-sheet (Figure 6B). Co-immunoprecipitation 
experiments suggest that the Paf1-Leo1 interaction observed in the structure is critical in Leo1 
recruitment to Paf1C. Further, deletion of the Ctr9 subunit prevented Leo1 and Paf1 association 
with the remaining Paf1C complex members, strongly suggesting that Ctr9 acts as the key 
scaffold mediating Paf1C formation. Finally, through in vitro pull-down assays it was shown that 
both Paf1 and Leo1 are capable of interacting with the N-terminal tail of histone H3 (residues 1-
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28), the histone octamer, and the nucleosome. Proper nucleosome binding is mediated by the C-
terminal portion of Paf1 (residues 376-531) and the N-terminal portion of Leo1 (residues 1-369), 
and requires Paf1-Leo1 heterodimerization [240].  
 
Figure 6. Crystal structure of the human Paf1-Leo1 subcomplex 
A) The observed secondary structure in the human Paf1 161-250 – Leo1 370-462 complex structure (PDB id: 
4M6T) [240]. The protein used for crystallization was a fusion protein with a linker containing a TEV cleavage site. 
The TEV cleavage site forms a β-strand in the structure (white arrow). B) Ribbon diagram of the Paf1-Leo1 
complex structure. Paf1 is shown in yellow, Leo1 in violet, and the TEV linker in white. Residues 399–406 in Leo1 
are not visible in the crystal structure and are represented as a dashed violet line.  
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1.2.2.2 Ctr9 
Ctr9 is the largest member of the Paf1 complex and was discovered around the same time in both 
yeast and human. In yeast, Ctr9 (Cln three (CLN3) requiring 9) was first identified genetically by 
its connection to the cell cycle, where it is required for proper expression of G1 cyclin genes, 
including CLN2 [237, 241]. Additionally, Ctr9 was discovered independently in another genetic 
screen looking for factors affecting chromosome segregation and named Cdp1 (Cbf1p-dependent 
mutant 1) [242]. Subsequently, Ctr9 was determined to be identical to Cdp1 and was found to 
associate with the other members of the Paf1 complex [167, 237]. In humans, Ctr9 was first 
identified from a collection of cDNA clones [243], and found to be a nuclear protein involved in 
protein-protein interactions between TPR-containing and SH2-containing proteins [244]. It was 
only until much later, in a study looking for Cdc73 associated proteins was Ctr9 determined to be 
a member of Paf1C, analogous to that seen in yeast [238].  
Currently no NMR or x-ray crystallography data for Ctr9 exist to aid in functional 
characterization. In silico analysis of the primary amino acid sequences of both yeast and human 
Ctr9 reveal that both contain numerous tandem tetratricopeptide repeats (TPR) motifs (Figure 7) 
[242, 244]. TPR motifs are typically thought of as protein-protein interaction motifs and are 
involved in regulating a wide range of cellular functions (reviewed in [245]). The TPR motif is a 
degenerate, 34 amino acid repeat that is often arranged in tandem arrays of 3-16 repeats [246]. 
The consensus sequence of the TPR motif is characterized by a pattern of small and large 
hydrophobic amino acids, with the highest conservation at residues 8, 20, and 27 (typically 
glycine or alanine). Structurally, the TPR motif is composed of two antiparallel α–helices in a 
helix-turn-helix arrangement [247]. Adjacent TPR motifs pack together in a parallel fashion, 
creating a helical array of repeating antiparallel α–helices [247-250]. As more co-crystal 
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structures of TPR helical arrays have been solved, it has become evident that TPR arrays are 
versatile in their ability to recognize and bind different protein binding partners. Some TPR 
arrays, like those seen in the Hsp70/Hsp90 organizing protein (Hop), utilize the concave surface 
formed from the helical array of multiple TPR motifs to bind interacting partners [248]. Others, 
like those seen in p67phox (component of NADPH oxidase), create a binding surface along the 
edge of the TPR arrays utilizing the connecting loops between adjacent TPR motifs [249]. In the 
case of Ctr9, the presence of tandem arrays of TPR motifs strongly suggests the subunit acts 
primarily as a molecular scaffold mediating the formation of Paf1C. Future studies are needed to 
uncover mechanistically how Ctr9 utilizes its TPR motifs to bind with members of Paf1C.  
 
Figure 7. Domain structure of the S. cerevisiae Paf1 complex 
Each of the Paf1 complex subunits are represented by grey bars with their amino acid residue length indicated. 
Colored boxes indicate predicted or known structural domains in S. cerevisiae. Ctr9 has 8 predicted tetratricopeptide 
repeat (TPR) motifs [251], however secondary structural predictions suggest it contains many more, forming a TPR 
region. The structured regions indicated in Leo1 and Paf1 indicate the regions homologous to those co-crystallized 
from the human Paf1 complex [240]. Blue bars above the subunits indicate regions required for subunit association 
with the indicated protein(s). Orange bars below the subunits indicate regions predicted to be disordered [252].   
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1.2.2.3 Leo1 
Leo1 (Left open reading frame 1) was initially identified in yeast when a 5.6 kp DNA segment of 
chromosome XV was sequenced [253]. The gene was briefly characterized and found to be 
constitutively expressed at low levels and non-essential for viability. Further they found that the 
protein was extremely hydrophilic and likely interacted with other basic proteins [253]. It was 
only much later that the protein was determined to be a component of Paf1C, and its deletion 
suppresses several paf1Δ phenotypes [167]. In humans, Leo1 was identified as a member of 
Paf1C when it along with Ctr9 and Paf1 was found to co-immunoprecipitate with the human 
homolog of Cdc73, parafibromin [238, 239]. Around the time Leo1 was determined to be a 
component of human Paf1C, the gene was identified by another lab and named RDL (replicative 
senescence down-regulated Leo1-like gene). They found the gene was down-regulated upon 
replicative senescence in human 2BS fibroblasts and that exogenous expression of the C-terminal 
fragment of the protein accelerated senescence and shortened the lifespan of 2BS fibroblasts 
[254].   
In yeast, Leo1 has been shown to play a role in recruiting Paf1C to chromatin [255]. 
Deletion of LEO1 in yeast reduces occupancy of the remaining members of Paf1C on active 
genes (YEF3, PYK1). This is thought to be in part mediated by Leo1’s RNA binding capabilities, 
as both Leo1 and Rtf1 are capable of binding RNA in vitro. RNA binding of Paf1C in vivo does 
not appear to be affected by loss of RTF1, suggesting Leo1 is the major contributor in Paf1C’s 
RNA binding function [255]. Further when LEO1 is deleted in yeast, the ability of Paf1C to co-
precipitate with cross-linked mRNA transcripts is greatly reduced, suggesting Leo1 is important 
for the stable association of mRNA with Paf1C in vivo [255]. Interestingly, strains lacking LEO1 
do not exhibit strong phenotypes related to chromatin modifications or elongation [167, 169], 
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suggesting Leo1 may cooperate with Rtf1 and Cdc73 in the recruitment and stability of Paf1C 
with elongating RNA Pol II. Future studies are needed to fully establish Leo1’s RNA binding 
capabilities and its biological significance in Paf1C recruitment and stability at active genes. 
As detailed previously, a region of Leo1 heterodimerized with a fragment of Paf1 was 
recently crystallized. The structure revealed the two proteins form a tight interaction that is 
important for proper Paf1C formation (Figure 6) [240]. Further, both Paf1 and Leo1 were shown 
to associate with the N-terminal tail of histone H3 and nucleosomes in vitro, suggesting another 
mechanism to aid in Paf1C recruitment and stable association with Pol II on a chromatin 
template [240]. 
1.2.2.4 Cdc73 
In yeast Cdc73 (Cell division cycle 73) was initially identified as a protein  involved in mating 
signaling pathways and cell division [256], before it was found to co-purify with Paf1 and RNA 
Pol II [168]. In humans, Cdc73 was first identified and known as Parafibromin and recognized as 
a tumor suppressor gene, that when mutated in the germ line often results in 
hyperparathyroidism-jaw tumor syndrome [257-259]. The C-terminal region of Parafibromin 
was recognized to display modest homology (27%) to the yeast version of Cdc73 and later found 
to co-purify with human homologs of Paf1C [238, 239].  Parafibrombin’s role as a tumor 
suppressor is in part regulated by recruiting histone methyltransferases to reduce cyclin D1 
expression [260, 261]. It has also been found to act as an oncogenic factor, regulating nuclear 
Wnt signaling through a direct interaction with β-catenin [262]. Interestingly, the regions 
responsible for these seemingly antagonistic functions are not found within the yeast sequence 
[262, 263]. 
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Cdc73 along with Rtf1 plays an important role in recruiting Paf1C to chromatin. Deletion 
of either subunit reduces Paf1C occupancy levels at transcribed genes and reduces the levels that 
immunoprecipitate with RNA Pol II [177, 182, 183, 255]. The region of Cdc73 responsible for 
recruitment is contained within the highly conserved C-terminal region, known as the C-domain 
(Figure 7) [264, 265]. Removal of the C-domain in yeast results in a significant reduction of 
Paf1C association with active genes, but importantly does not affect Paf1C assembly [264]. 
Additionally, in vitro studies have shown the C-terminal region is capable of binding 
diphosphorylated RNA Pol II CTD repeats and phosphorylated Spt5 C-terminal repeats (CTR) 
[265]. Furthermore, substitution mutations in the C-terminal region of Cdc73 that reduce in vitro 
binding to CTD and CTR peptides also reduce Paf1C recruitment to coding regions of several 
active genes [265]. Taken together, these data suggest that the C-domain of Cdc73 mediates 
Paf1C recruitment to chromatin through a direct interaction with the phosphorylated forms of 
RNA Pol II and Spt5. This also partially explains the requirement of the cyclin-dependent 
kinases, Bur1(phosphorylates the CTR and Ser5 of the CTD) and Kin28 (phosphorylates Ser5 
and 7 of the CTD) in Paf1C recruitment to active genes [265-268].  
In yeast, the C-domain of Cdc73 (amino acids 236-393) has been crystallized and found 
to form a stable, globular domain (Figure 8). Remarkably despite having little sequence identity, 
the C-domain of Cdc73 adopts a fold with significant structural similarity to small GTPases of 
the Ras superfamily [264, 269]. Most proteins in the Ras superfamily are small nucleotide-
binding proteins that utilize the energy in nucleotide hydrolysis to alternate between two 
different conformations (reviewed in [270]). In the case of GTPases, they toggle between GDP- 
and GTP-bound states, each of which supports association with different sets of effector proteins. 
This effectively allows nucleotide binding to serve as a molecular switch to regulate protein-
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protein interactions. Despite its high sequence similarity to small GTPases, the C-domain does 
not contain a discernible binding pocket for a nucleotide. The critical loops that aid in nucleotide 
recognition and hydrolysis (P-loop, Switch I, Switch II) differ in conformation and are not well 
conserved [264]. Mutational analysis of conserved surface exposed residues of the C-domain 
identified a signal tryptophan residue (W321A) that when mutated exhibits sensitivity to 6-AU 
[264]. This suggests that the residue is functionally important and may represent a protein-
protein interaction site important for Paf1C recruitment to chromatin. Further, parafibromin has 
been shown to interact with β-catenin in a manner important for proper activation of the Wnt 
signal-transduction pathway, a commonly altered pathway in many cancers [262].  
 
 
Figure 8. The Cdc73 C-domain shares structural similarity with small GTPases 
Structural overlap of the S. cerevisiae Cdc73 C-domain (red; 3V46) with Rab33 (white; PDB id: 1Z06). The two 
structures deviated by a r.m.s.d of 3.2 Å over 120 Cα atoms. Within the Rab33 structure, the P-loop (green), and 
Switch I (magenta) and II (yellow) are indicated. 
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1.2.2.5 Rtf1 
Rtf1 was first identified in an S. cerevisiae suppressor screen looking for factors that restored 
TATA box-binding protein (TBP) function (restores TBP function) in a TBP mutant with relaxed 
DNA binding specificity [175]. Shown to be a member of Paf1C [167], Rtf1’s role in 
transcriptional regulation has been greatly expanded over the years to include regulation of co-
transcriptional histone modifications, recruitment of Paf1C to active open reading frames, and 
recruitment of the chromatin remodeler Chd1[188, 189, 205, 271]. Structural and functional 
analysis in the Arndt lab has shown that each of these functions is mediated by discrete non-
overlapping regions of Rtf1 (Figure 7) [177]. Rtf1’s N-terminal region (amino acids 3-30) is 
required for physical interaction with the chromatin-remodeling protein Chd1 [271, 272]. The 
histone modification domain (HMD; animo acids 62-152) is required for the mono-
ubiquitylation of histone H2B (K123) and the subsequent di- and trimethylation of histone H3 
K4 and K79 [188, 189, 205, 271]. The centrally located Plus3 domain (amino acids 201-395) is 
needed for Rtf1 recruitment to active open reading frames. Finally, Rtf1’s association with 
Paf1C is mediated by a C-terminal region (amino acids 491-558) [177]. While the regions of 
Rtf1 important for its diverse functions have been established, the molecular mechanisms driving 
each of these functions are still unclear. 
 The Paf1C-dependent histone modifications H2B K123 ubiquitylation and the 
downstream di- and trimethylation marks of H3 K4 and K79 require the HMD of Rtf1 in yeast. 
Comprised of only 90 amino acids (residues 62-152), when expressed as the only source of Rtf1 
in yeast, the HMD is capable of promoting H2B K123 ubiquitylation and H3 K4 and K79 
methylation [177, 205]. Several conserved residues within the domain have been identified that 
impair the histone modification function of Rtf1, including glutamate 104 and phenylalanine 123 
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[204]. Sequence conservation analysis suggests that the HMD is evolutionarily conserved [177]. 
This is supported experimentally in S. cerevisiae, where its HMD sequence can be replaced by 
the predicted HMD sequences of other organisms (S. pombi, D. melanogaster, D. rerio, H. 
sapiens) and reconstitute Rtf1-dependent histone modifications to varying degrees, strongly 
suggesting the HMD histone modification functions are evolutionarily conserved [205]. 
The HMD can also support Rtf1-dependent histone modifications in the absence of other 
Paf1C members [205], including Paf1 and Ctr9 which are known to be important in Paf1C 
stability and integrity [181, 182]. Remarkably, when the HMD is expressed as the only source of 
Rtf1 in yeast, the HMD is still capable of localizing to chromatin in vivo and associating with 
nucleosomes in vitro [205]. Amino acid substitutions in E104 and F123 of the HMD, both 
residues known to reduce histone modification activity of full-length Rtf1 [204], reduce the 
HMD’s ability to associate with nucleosomes in vitro. This suggests the HMD’s ability to 
associate with chromatin is important for proper histone modifications [205]. Interestingly, when 
the HMD is expressed in the absence of the rest of Rtf1, the HMD and HMD-mediated histone 
modifications are found enriched at transcriptionally inactive loci, suggesting the other regions 
of Rtf1 act to direct HMD association and function to transcribed genes [205].  
 As mentioned earlier, both Rtf1 and Cdc73 are critical for regulating recruitment of 
Paf1C to chromatin, as deletion of either results in reduced occupancy levels of Paf1C at active 
genes [177, 182, 183, 255]. Rtf1’s role in recruiting Paf1C to chromatin is localized to its Plus3 
domain (named for the domain’s three invariant basic residues), also known as the ORF-
Association Region (OAR) [177]. The molecular mechanism detailing the Plus3 domain’s 
involvement in Paf1C recruitment to chromatin was recently shown to be mediated through a 
direct interaction with the essential transcriptional regulator Spt5 [273]. Spt5 forms a complex 
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with the zinc finger protein Spt4 (Spt4-Spt5, known as DSIF in humans), and together are 
recruited to elongating RNA pol II through Spt5’s NusG N-terminal domain and KOW 
(Kyprides, Ouzounis, Woese) domains (Figure 9) [53, 274]. Akin to the CTD in the Rpb1 
subunit of RNA Pol II, Spt5 contains a set of short repeats at its C-terminus (CTR) that are 
capable of being phosphorylated (Figure 9) [58, 266, 275, 276]. Phosphorylation of the CTR by 
the kinase Bur1/P-TEFb, regulates recruitment of Paf1C to elongating RNA pol II [58, 266, 267]. 
The direct interaction between the Plus3 domain and Spt5 is through the CTR region of Spt5 and 
association is stimulated by CTR phosphorylation [273]. Additionally, the Plus3 domain can 
localize to chromatin independently of other Paf1C members and exhibit occupancy patterns 
similar to what is seen for full-length Rtf1. The ability of the Plus3 domain to occupy chromatin 
is significantly reduced in strains missing the Spt5 CTR or Bur2 [273], the cyclin in the Bur1-
Bur2 protein kinase responsible for phosphorylating the Spt5 CTR [266, 267, 277]. Mutation of 
the invariant Plus3 residues (R251, R273, K299) of the domain, particularly when mutated 
simultaneously, caused transcription-related mutant phenotypes and reduced the ability of Rtf1 to 
associate with chromatin [273].  Taken together, these data strongly suggest that the Plus3 
domain of Rtf1 acts to recruit Paf1C to the elongating polymerase through a direct interaction 
with the CTR region of Spt5.  
An NMR structure of the internal Plus3 domain of human Rtf1 marked the first structural 
information on any of the members of Paf1C [278]. The NMR study revealed the Plus3 domain 
forms a globular fold comprised of six α-helices and six β-strands aligned in a mixed α/β 
topology. The six β-strands arrange in a four-stranded antiparallel β-sheet, forming a β-
subdomain. The β-subdomain is surrounded by the N- and C-terminal α-helices. Utilizing the 
DALI server [279], de Jong et al. found that the β-subdomain has structural homology to a wide 
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variety of nucleic acid binding proteins, including the PAZ domains of Dicer and Argonaute and 
tutor domains [278]. Based on the Plus3 domain’s structural homology to DNA binding motifs 
and the prevalence of surface exposed basic amino acids, the investigators suggested the domain 
might mediate nucleic acid binding. This notion was supported by 15N-HSQC titration 
experiments and electrophoretic mobility shift assays showing the Plus3 domain was capable of 
binding single-stranded DNA substrates. The domain’s DNA binding surface was narrowed 
down to one surface of the β-subdomain, including conserved residues R402, R430, and R436 
[278]. The biological role for the Plus3 domain’s single-stranded DNA binding is currently 
uncertain, however it has been suggested the interaction could help in structural organization of 
the elongating transcription bubble.   
 
Figure 9. Elongation factor Spt5 
A) Diagram of functional regions within S. cerevisiae Spt5 (NGN, NusG N-terminal domain; KOW, Kyprides 
Ouzounis Woese; CTR, C-terminal repeat). The CTR region is expanded to show the primary sequence and 
individual CTR motifs are underlined. The serine residues that are phosphorylated in the CTR region are highlighted 
in red. A consensus CTR sequence is shown. B) Diagram of the functional regions within the human Spt5.  
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1.2.3 Composition of the Paf1 complex 
Our understanding of the interaction networks within Paf1C are slowly emerging. In yeast, 
overexpression or deletion of individual Paf1C subunits can affect the levels of other members of 
the complex. Overexpression of Paf1 or Cdc73 can stabilize and increase the expression of one 
another [168]. Deletion of PAF1 results in a dramatic decrease in cellular levels of Ctr9, Cdc73, 
and Rtf1 by over ten-fold. Similarly a three-fold decrease in the cellular levels of Paf1, Rtf1, and 
Leo1 results from the deletion of CDC73 [182].  Rtf1’s association with Paf1C is significantly 
compromised in strains lacking CDC73. Deletion of RTF1, however does not appear to affect the 
Cdc73’s association with the rest of Paf1C [183]. 
In humans, the composition and intersubunit interactions within Paf1C are more well 
defined. In vitro work by the Roeder lab has established an elaborate network of interactions 
between Paf1C subunits [181]. Paf1C subunits were co-expressed in pairs recombinantly in 
insect cells and direct interactions monitored via co-immunoprecipitation. Further they 
determined the effect of individual subunit deletion on complex formation. They concluded that 
the Paf1 subunit acts as the main scaffold in the complex because it is capable of binding every 
member of Paf1C with the exception Ski8. Ctr9 also appears to play an important scaffolding 
role interacting with Paf1, Cdc73, and mediating the only interaction with Ski8. Cdc73 was 
found to interact with Ctr9, Paf1, Leo1, and weakly with Rtf1. Rtf1 binds to Paf1 and weakly 
associates with Cdc73. Interestingly; in humans it appears as if the Rtf1 subunit is less stably 
associated with Paf1C [170, 239], and may exist in several different splice forms [181]. The 
recent co-crystal structure of the Paf1 and Leo1 heterodimer and corresponding co-
immunoprecipitation studies support the network established by the Roeder lab [240]. 
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1.2.4 The Paf1 complex’s role in disease state and cancer progression 
Due to the Paf1 complex’s broad range of functions in transcriptional regulation, it is not 
surprising that alterations in its subunits result in numerous diseases. Here I will briefly touch on 
some of the known connections between Paf1C and disease states.  
The Paf1 complex has been shown to play a role in the innate defense against viral 
infection [197, 198]. Components of Paf1C were identified in a screen to find anti-viral factors 
acting at the early events of infection and integration of HIV-1 into the host genome [197]. 
Knockdown of all members of Paf1C results in enhanced HIV-1 infection. Additionally, 
expression of Paf1C restricts infection of HIV-1, HIV-2, and SIV (Simian immunodeficiency 
virus). Paf1C does not exert its anti-viral activity through up regulating expression of known 
anti-HIV restriction factors (p21, APOBEC3G, Tetherin, TRIM5α, SAMHD1, TREX1). Further 
it does not appear to be mediated through controlling the cell cycle or affecting viral genome 
stability [197]. Paf1C is known to associate with the HIV-1 protein Tat (trans-activator of 
transcription). Tat forms a stable complex with P-TEFb, Paf1C, and several MLL-fusion partners 
(mixed lineage leukimia) and is thought to enhance transcription of the HIV-1 promoter [280]. 
Subunits of Paf1C are also implicated in suppressing infection of influenza virus [198]. Upon 
influenza virus infection, influenza non-structural protein 1 (NS1) interacts with the infected 
cell’s epigenome, hijacking host proteins. Interestingly, the NS1 protein of influenza A possesses 
a histone H3-like sequence, mimicking the first four residues of H3. This histone-mimic 
sequence is able to target and bind Paf1, preventing Paf1C from activating antiviral genes to 
combat the infection. Moreover, loss of Paf1-NS1 binding attenuates influenza infection [198]. 
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Paf1C is also known to be involved in MLL fusion-mediated leukemogenesis [281, 282]. 
The protein MLL (mixed-linage leukemia) is a histone methyltransferase that regulates HOX 
gene expression through H3 K4 methylation via its C-terminal SET domain [283, 284]. 
Translocations in the MLL gene are associated with aggressive forms of leukemia, where the N-
terminal amino acids of MLL are fused in frame with over 60 translocation partners [283]. These 
fusion proteins lack the C-terminal SET domain of MLL and deregulate transcriptional activity 
of MLL target genes, leading to immortalization. In most cases, transcriptional activation is 
thought to be mediated by the MLL fusion protein and a complex of other proteins including P-
TEFb and the histone methyltransferase Dot1 [285-287]. Components of Paf1C have been shown 
to bind MLL at the region immediately upstream of the fusion point, containing CxxC and RD2 
domains [281]. Paf1C is also capable of stimulating MLL and MLL-AF9 (fusion protein) 
transcriptional activation of a Hoxa9 reporter construct, in a manner requiring the CxxC and 
RD2 domains. Moreover, knockdown of Paf1C reduces localization of MLL to target genes and 
reduces MLL fusion-mediated transcriptional activation. Finally, deletion of the MLL-Paf1C 
interaction region appears to prevent MLL-AF9 mediated immortalization of bone marrow cells, 
strongly suggesting Paf1C is critical for leukemogenesis [281]. 
 Paf1C is strongly linked to a growing number of cancers, including thyroid, breast, liver, 
and pancreatic (reviewed in [195]). Expression of the Paf1 subunit is found upregulated in 
pancreatic cancer cell lines and overexpression of Paf1 in NIH 3T3 (mouse embryonic 
fibroblast) cells results in enhanced growth rates in vitro and tumor formation in vivo [288]. Of 
all of Paf1C subunits, Cdc73/parafibromin’s role in cancer progression has been best studied and 
characterized. Encoded by the gene HRPT2 (hyperparathyroidism 2), Cdc73/parafibromin is 
associated with suppression of the hyperparathyroidism-jaw tumor (HPT-JT) syndrome [257-
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259].  Two-thirds of patients with parathyroid carcinomas have mutations in Cdc73/parafibromin 
that result in lower expression levels, truncations, or inactivation of the protein [289]. Many of 
these truncation mutants expressed in tumors lose their ability to associate with Paf1 and RNA 
Pol II, suggesting that tumorigenesis is in part mediated by its separation from Paf1C [239]. 
More research is needed to fully define Paf1C’s role in cancer development. Its close ties to 
transcriptional regulation and gene expression ensure many more connections to cancer 
progression exist.  
1.3 DISSERTATION AIMS 
The ability of the Paf1 complex to mediate such a broad range of functions throughout the 
transcription cycle makes Paf1C a very interesting subject for study. Currently, however, for the 
majority of these functions, the molecular mechanisms and the specific subunits required are 
unknown. Analysis of the domain structure of Paf1C subunits has yielded minimal clues to how 
it performs its range of functions. Few of the Paf1C subunits have recognized structural domains, 
making it difficult to assign functions to individual subunits (Figure 7). Rtf1 has the clearest 
domain structure of Paf1C subunits. Structural and functional analysis of Rtf1 has revealed 
several domains, including the histone modifying domain (HMD) and Plus3 domain (Figure 7) 
[177, 278]. While we appreciate the HMD is required for several Paf1C-dependent histone 
modifications and the Plus3 domain is required for proper Paf1C recruitment to chromatin, the 
molecular mechanism and physical basis for both are uncertain. The goal of my thesis work is to 
determine the molecular mechanism by which Rtf1 influences transcription and chromatin 
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structure. To this end I have focused on studying the HMD and the Plus3 domain of Rtf1 in both 
S. cerevisiae and H. sapiens, utilizing biochemical, biophysical, and structural techniques. 
Additionally I have studied Paf1C as a whole, focusing on identifying the regions of the complex 
critical in maintaining a stable core complex structure.   
Aim 1: The structural basis for Spt5-mediated recruitment of the Paf1 complex to 
chromatin  
Recruitment of Rtf1 to actively transcribing RNA pol II is controlled by its internally 
located Plus3 domain [177]. The goal of this aim is to uncover the molecular and physical basis 
controlling Plus3-dependent recruitment of Paf1C to chromatin.  
Aim 2: Structural characterization of the histone modification domain of Rtf1 
In yeast, the HMD is necessary and sufficient for histone H2B monoubiquitylation of 
K123 and the subsequent di- and trimethylation of histone H3 K4 and K79 [177, 205]. The goal 
of this aim is to uncover the molecular and structural basis for HMD-mediated histone 
modifications.  
Aim 3: Structural characterization and identification of the core of the Paf1 complex 
A comprehensive understanding of Paf1C function requires detailed knowledge of the 
spatial arrangement of Paf1C subunits. Currently very little is known about how Paf1C organizes 
its functional and structural domains. The goal of this aim is to identify the domain structure 
required for complex formation and characterize the complex and sub-complexes with 
biophysical and biochemical techniques.    
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2.0  THE STRUCTURAL BASIS FOR SPT5-MEDIATED RECRUITMENT OF THE 
PAF1 COMPLEX TO CHROMATIN 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Eukaryotic gene expression utilizes numerous accessory factors to aid progression of RNA 
polymerase (Pol) II through the transcription cycle and to regulate transcript levels. Additionally, 
some of these factors, including the Polymerase Associated Factor 1 Complex (Paf1C), influence 
gene expression through their ability to modify chromatin structure or regulate RNA processing 
[290, 291]. Originally identified in yeast during a search for RNA Pol II-associated factors [165, 
166], Paf1C is conserved throughout eukaryotes and is minimally composed of the subunits 
Paf1, Ctr9, Cdc73, Rtf1, and Leo1 [114, 167, 169]. Human Paf1C also contains an additional 
subunit Ski8 [170], which functions to regulate exosome-mediated mRNA degradation [171]. 
The complex co-localizes with RNA Pol II from the promoter to the 3’ end of genes [4, 172] and 
mediates a diverse set of events, including transcription-coupled histone modifications [187-
191], phosphorylation of the RNA Pol II C-terminal domain (CTD) [182, 183], recruitment of 
termination and RNA 3’-end processing factors [183-185], and maintenance of chromatin during 
transcription [186] (Figure 5). Proper transcription-coupled ubiquitylation of histone H2B at 
lysine 123 in yeast is dependent on Paf1C recruitment to chromatin [273]. Phenotypes caused by 
mutations that dissociate Paf1C from active genes argue that the ability of Paf1C to carry out its 
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diverse set of activities in a controlled manner requires proper recruitment of Paf1C to actively 
transcribing RNA pol II [177, 264, 265, 273]. 
Several Paf1C-interacting factors have been shown to play a role in the recruitment of 
Paf1C to transcribed genes. In humans, Paf1C promotes transcription elongation through direct 
interactions with RNA Pol II as well as the elongation factor SII/TFIIS [181]. Paf1C also co-
purifies with the elongation factor Spt4-Spt5/DSIF complex and the histone chaperone Spt16-
Pob3/FACT [114, 167, 169, 292], all of which travel with the elongating polymerase and could 
thus be mediating Paf1C recruitment. Spt5 is of particular note since it is the only RNA pol II 
associated factor known to be conserved in all three kingdoms of life (NusG in bacteria, RpoE in 
archaea) [53]. Outside of bacteria, Spt5 is found in complex with the small zinc binding protein 
Spt4 [293], which stabilizes Spt5 and improves Pol II processivity [274]. Recruitment of Spt4-
Spt5 to polymerase is mediated by a direct interaction between the Pol II clamp domain and the 
Spt5 NusG N-terminal domain (NGN) [53, 274]. Similar to the RNA Pol II CTD, Spt5 contains a 
series of short repeating sequence motifs at or near its C-terminus, known as C-terminal repeats 
(CTR; Figure 9). Also similar to the RNA Pol II CTD, the Spt5 CTR has been proposed to serve 
as a scaffold for the recruitment of elongation factors, such as TFIIF, FACT, and Paf1C [169, 
266, 267, 294], as well as RNA 3’-end processing factors [295]. Phosphorylation of the Spt5 
CTR by the kinase Bur1/P-TEFb [58, 266, 275, 276] regulates its interactions with these factors. 
The subunits Rtf1, Cdc73, and Leo1 have all been shown to play a role in recruitment of 
Paf1C to chromatin at active genes [177, 182, 183, 255]. In Cdc73, a highly conserved C-
terminal domain containing a Ras-like fold mediates binding to both phosphorylated CTR and 
CTD peptides in vitro and facilitates chromatin occupancy in vivo (Figure 8) [264, 265, 269]. 
Within Rtf1, a central region called the ORF-Association Region (OAR) was shown to be 
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required for recruitment of Paf1C to chromatin (Figure 7) [177]. The OAR, defined through a 
series of internal deletions within Rtf1, is a conserved domain also named the Plus3 domain after 
the presence of three invariant positively charged amino acids. NMR structural analysis and 
chemical perturbation studies revealed that the Plus3 domain adopts a fold similar to Tudor and 
PAZ domains and identified residues on the Plus3 surface required for interactions with DNA 
substrates that mimic the transcription bubble [278]. A direct role for the Plus3 domain in 
recruitment of Paf1C to chromatin had remained elusive until a recent report demonstrating that 
the yeast Plus3 domain is both necessary and sufficient for binding to the C-terminal repeats of 
Spt5 [273]. Further, deletion of the Spt5 CTR or loss of Bur1 activity impairs recruitment of full-
length Rtf1 [202, 265-267, 296] and the isolated Plus3 domain to chromatin [273], demonstrating 
that modification of the Spt5 CTR is crucial for recruitment of Paf1 to active genes. 
Here we provide the first structural insight into how the Spt5 CTR mediates recruitment 
of a transcription elongation factor to RNA Pol II through the structure of the Plus3 domain from 
human Rtf1 in complex with a phosphorylated Spt5 CTR motif. The structure reveals the basis 
for recognition of the CTR motif as well as the molecular basis for phosphate specific 
recognition. Peptide binding is driven by two interfaces, one that discriminates phosphorylation 
at the T4 position within a CTR repeat while a second, hydrophobic surface interacts with 
position P5 and the Spt5 sequence between canonical CTR repeats.  Both interaction surfaces 
observed in the Plus3-Spt5 crystal structure are critical for CTR peptide binding in vitro, and 
together contribute to Paf1C recruitment to chromatin in yeast. 
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2.2 RESULTS 
2.2.1 A distinct conserved surface distinguishes the Plus3 domain from other Tudor-
containing proteins. 
To elucidate the mechanism by which the Plus3 domain of Rtf1 recognizes Spt5 and mediates 
recruitment of Paf1C, we crystallized and determined the structure of the Plus3 domain from 
human Rtf1 (residues 353-484) (Figure 10), refining to an Rfree value of 24.0% against data to 
2.12 Å resolution (Table 1). The Plus3 domain crystallized with two structurally similar 
monomers in the asymmetric unit (0.6 Å r.m.s.d. over 125 Cα atoms). A six-stranded antiparallel 
β-sheet anchors the core of the Plus3 domain and is encircled by six α-helices to form a compact, 
globular fold (Figure 11A). Overall the fold is similar to that observed using NMR (1.0 Å 
r.m.s.d. over 123 pairs of Cα atoms) [278], as is disorder within loop residues 392-397 observed 
in one of the two molecules in the asymmetric unit. Comparison with the structural database 
using DALI [297] identified similarity between the β-sheet core of the OAR and members of the 
Tudor superfamily including Tudor, MBT, chromo-, PWWP, and the related PAZ domains 
[278]. Tudor domains are best known as methyl-arginine and methyl-lysine binding domains that 
play roles in a broad range of biological functions including histone modifications [298], 
chromatin remodeling [299], and RNA maturation [300].  Recognition of methyl modifications is 
accomplished through a cage of two to four aromatic residues, typically contained within the 
Tudor domain itself, with enhanced peptide specificity achieved through neighboring sequences 
in Tandem [301, 302] or Extended [303-305] Tudor domains. While adopting a similar fold, the 
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aromatic residues required for methyl recognition are not conserved in the Rtf1 Plus3 domain 
(Figure 11B), suggesting it is unlikely to bind these substrates. 
 
 
Figure 10. Crystallization and structure determination of the Plus3 domain 
A) Schematic of the crystallization and data collection process for the Plus3 domain. Representative images from the 
crystallization process are shown, including the buffer conditions used in each case. A frame from the x-ray 
diffraction data is shown along with the resolution range and experientially determined space group. B) Section of 
the electron density map of the human Rtf1 Plus3 crystal structure. 
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Figure 11. Structure of the human Rtf1 Plus3 domain 
A) Ribbon diagram of the human Rtf1 Plus3 crystal structure. Secondary structural elements are labelled and the 
invariant Plus3 residues are shown as sticks (green). B) Structural overlap of the Rtf1 Plus3 domain (blue) with a 
Tudor-histone H4 methyllysine complex from p53-Binding Protein 1 (53BP1) (orange; PDBid 2IG0) [301]. 
Aromatic cage residues (yellow) in 53BP1 are indicated.  
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We mapped sequence conservation onto the surface of the Rtf1 Plus3 domain from an 
alignment of nine Rtf1 sequences (Figure 12, 13). A surface on Rtf1 that functions in the 
recognition of DNA substrates that mimic the transcription bubble has been reported [278]. This 
surface is located near the methyl recognition cage in Tudor domains (Figure 13B) and contains 
a number of residues that are conserved within Rtf1. Our conservation mapping also identified 
an additional conserved surface on Rtf1, which contains two of the three Plus3 residues (R366 
and R388; Figure 13A). This newly identified surface is completely separate from any known 
Rtf1 interaction surface, and we hypothesized that it may represent an additional binding site 
within the Plus3 domain. 
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Table 1. Data collection and refinement statistics for human Rtf1 Plus3 domain 
 Human Rtf1 Plus3 Plus3-pCTR complex 
Data collection   
Space group P212121 C21 
Cell dimensions   
a, b, c (Å) 33.6, 68.0, 117.0 112.9, 172.5, 58.48 
α, β, γ (°) 90.0, 90.0, 9.0 90.0, 107.0, 90.0 
Unique Reflections 14,681 40,278 
Resolution (Å) 50.0 - 2.12 (2.16-2.12) 50.0 - 2.43 (2.52-2.43) 
Rmerge (%) 8.5 (62.4) 6.8 (37.6) 
I / σI 9.82 (2.60) 14.6 (2.31) 
Completeness (%) 91.9 (94.1) 99.9 (99.9) 
Redundancy 4.6 (4.5) 3.6 (3.4) 
Refinement   
Resolution (Å) 29.2-2.12 (2.19-2.12) 46.9-2.42 (2.51-2.43) 
Rwork / Rfree (%) 20.6/24.0 (26.3/33.4)  17.7/22.4 (22.6/29.4) 
          Number of. atoms 
Protein 2109 6484 
Peptide  235 
Solvent 101 280 
B-factors (Å2) 
Protein 51.1 49.5 
Peptide  69.2 
Solvent 53.8 68.5 
R.m.s. deviations 
Bond lengths (Å) 0.006 0.004 
 
Bond angles (°) 0.94 0.92 
Ramachandran 
Outliers (%) 
 
0.00 0.00 
Allowed (%) 1.19 1.74 
Favored (%) 98.8 98.3 
Values in parentheses are for highest-resolution shell. 
Rmerge = (|(ΣI - <I>)|)/(ΣI), where <I> is the average intensity of multiple measurements. 
Rwork = Σhkl||Fobs(hkl)|| - Fcalc (hkl)||/Σhkl|Fobs(hkl)|. 
Rfree represents the cross-validation R factor for 5% of the reflections against which the 
model was not refined. 
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Figure 12. Alignment of Rtf1 Plus3 sequences 
Multiple Rtf1 sequences were aligned using Clustal Omega and colored with Jalview at an identity cutoff of 85%. 
Invariant Plus3 residues (green) and positions that form the hydrophobic cage in Tudor domains (magenta) are 
indicated above the alignment. Rtf1 secondary structure observed in the Plus3-pCTR structure is indicated below the 
alignment and residues making contacts with the Spt5 pCTR peptide are indicated (blue squares). Residues making 
direct hydrogen bonds with the pT784 are indicated (blue triangles). 
 
 
Figure 13. Sequence conservation on the Rtf1 Plus3 domain surface 
A and B) Surface representation of the Rtf1 Plus3 domain with residues that contain >85% sequence identity in an 
alignment of Rtf1 sequences colored blue. Residues involved in DNA recognition are labeled red. The invariant 
Plus3 residues are labeled green. 
2.2.2 Phosphospecific recognition of a Spt5 CTR motif by the Rtf1 Plus3 domain. 
The transcription elongation factor Spt5 exists as a dimer with Spt4 in a complex known as DSIF 
in humans [306] and contains between one and fifteen CTR repeats (Figure 9). The CTR motifs 
can be phosphorylated by the kinase Bur1/P-TEFb [266, 267, 292], which was shown to enhance 
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recruitment of Paf1C to chromatin [202, 265-267, 273, 296], and enhanced RNA Pol II 
processivity during transcription elongation [58, 292]. Recent biochemical and in vivo evidence 
has demonstrated a direct interaction between the Rtf1 Plus3 domain and the CTR of Spt5 in 
yeast [273]. We sought to characterize the human Plus3-Spt5 interaction and determine whether 
this interaction was phospho-specific. To clarify the interpretation of biochemical results and 
provide a unique binding register for our structural work, we synthesized two Spt5 peptides 
corresponding to residues 779 to 790 of human Spt5. These peptides contain one complete CTR 
repeat including its spacer and were constructed either with or without a phosphothreonine at 
position T784 (Figure 14A). We labeled both peptides with 6-carboxyfluorescein at their N-
terminus and monitored binding of recombinant human Rtf1 Plus3 domain to these peptides 
using fluorescence anisotropy (Figure 14B). We found that the Plus3 domain binds the 
phosphorylated form of the Spt5 CTR (pCTR) with a calculated equilibrium dissociation 
constant of 5.45 ± 0.38 µM (Figure 14B). Binding to unphosphorylated peptide resulted in a 
negligible change in anisotropy, with an estimated Kd of 1.57 ± 3.78 mM. These data suggest 
that the Plus3 domain can recognize and directly bind a single phosphorylated repeat of the Spt5 
CTR and strongly suggest Paf1C recruitment to RNA Pol II is mediated through a direct 
interaction with Spt5.  
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Figure 14. Human Rtf1 Plus3 domain recognizes phosphorylated Spt5 CTR 
A) Domain architecture of human Spt5. Spt5 sequence (767-815) containing the CTR repeats is expanded, with 
pentapeptide CTR motifs underlined and phospho-capable threonine residues indicated with an asterisk. B) 
Increasing concentrations of purified Plus3 were titrated into 20 nM of fluorescein-labeled pCTR or CTR peptide 
and binding was assessed via fluorescence anisotropy. Binding measurements were performed in triplicate and the 
standard deviation plotted. The Kd was extrapolated using nonlinear regression. 
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2.2.3 Structure of the Plus3-Spt5 pCTR complex. 
To determine the molecular basis for phosphospecific recognition of a Spt5 CTR repeat by the 
Rtf1 Plus3 domain, we crystallized and determined the structure of a Plus3-pCTR complex 
(Figure 15). Phases were determined using molecular replacement and the Plus3 structure as a 
search model. The final model was refined at 2.43 Å resolution with Rwork and Rfree values of 
17.7 and 22.4 %, respectively (Table 1). Six Plus3 molecules are contained within the 
asymmetric unit, four of which are in complex with a CTR motif (Figure 16). For clarity we are 
describing the complex that is best resolved and whose model is most complete, however all four 
complexes adopt a similar conformation (maximum r.m.s.d of 0.8 Å over 131 Cα atoms). The 
two remaining Plus3 proteins are making crystal contacts that occlude the peptide binding cleft. 
The conformation of the Plus3 domain is not significantly altered as a result of peptide binding, 
with an r.m.s.d. of 0.8 Å over 133 Cα atoms. Similar to what was seen in the unbound structure, 
the loop between β1 and β2 was disordered in two of the molecules in the asymmetric unit. 
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Figure 15. Crystallization and structure determination of the human Rtf1 Plus3-Spt5 pCTR complex 
A) Schematic of the crystallization and data collection process for the Plus3-Spt5 pCTR complex. Representative 
images from the crystallization process are shown, including the buffer conditions used in each case. A frame from 
the x-ray diffraction data is shown along with the resolution range and experientially determined space group. B) 
Section of the electron density map of the human Rtf1 Plus3-Spt5 pCTR complex structure. There is clear positive 
difference density for the Spt5 pCTR peptide (green mesh). 
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Figure 16. Human Rtf1 Plus3 uses two surfaces to recognize the Spt5 pCTR motif 
A) Ribbon diagram of the Rtf1 Plus3 domain (blue) in complex with the Spt5 pCTR (yellow). B) Surface view of 
the Plus3 domain (white) in complex with the Spt5 pCTR peptide (yellow). Omit map density (Fo-Fc, contoured at 
4.0 σ, green) is shown for the peptide. The side chain of Spt5 R783 has been removed for clarity. C) The 
phosphothreonine recognition pocket. The Spt5 pCTR peptide is shown in yellow. Critical Plus3 residues involved 
in peptide recognition (white sticks) and the hydrogen bonds involved in recognition (black) are indicated. D) The 
hydrophobic Spt5 pCTR binding surface. Van der Waal interactions (magenta) between Plus3 residues (white) and 
the pCTR peptide (yellow) are shown. Spt5 residue pT784 and P785 are contained within the CTR motif while 
residues M786 and Y787 are found within the spacer between CTR repeats and are making significant contacts with 
the Rtf1 Plus3 domain. 
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Figure 17. Stereo image of the phosphothreonine recognition pocket 
The Spt5 pCTR peptide is shown in yellow with omit map density (Fo-Fc contoured at 4.0 σ) in green. Critical 
Plus3 residues involved in peptide recognition (white sticks) and the hydrogen bonds involved in recognition (black) 
are indicated. 
 
The CTR peptide lies across a shallow groove formed by the β1- β2 central hairpin and 
the loop connecting β6 and α5 (Figure 16A,B), burying 443 Å2 of surface area on the Plus3 
domain. The Plus3-Spt5 interface is distant from the location of methyl binding in Tudor 
domains, and largely overlaps the conserved surface observed earlier (Figure 13). Interactions 
between the Plus3 and the Spt5 pCTR peptide can be divided into two sections, a 
phosphothreonine recognition interface and a hydrophobic peptide binding interface. 
Recognition of the CTR phosphothreonine is accomplished through a series of hydrogen bonding 
interactions that form a cage around the phosphate. Two of the conserved positively charged 
residues from which the Plus3 domain derives its name are found in this interface. One of these, 
R366, makes a hydrogen bond with the gamma oxygen of pT784, orienting the position of the 
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threonine residue within the binding pocket (Figure 16C, 17). The positioning of pT784 is also 
conferred by hydrophobic interactions between the gamma carbon of the pThr residue and the 
aromatic ring of Y400 and the Cα positions of S443 and F441. The other canonical Plus3 residue 
in this interface, R388 stabilizes the positions of Y400 and S443 both of which are making direct 
hydrogen bonds to the O3 position of the phosphate moiety (Figure 16C, 17). Combined with 
residue Q445, which is making a direct hydrogen bond to the O2 oxygen, this network of 
hydrogen bonding interactions recognizes 3 of the 4 oxygens within the pT784, providing a 
mechanism for phospho-specific recognition by the Plus3 domain. 
The second Plus3-pCTR interface is hydrophobic, and unexpectedly, we found it 
primarily contained Spt5 residues from the spacer region between repeats (Figure 14A, 16D). 
The size of this spacer in humans is often conserved and typically contains residues with 
hydrophobic character (Figure 18). In the complex we crystallized, Plus3 residues Y400, P398, 
G390, and G392 combine to form a small pocket that accommodates Spt5 spacer residue M786. 
The first spacer position is occupied by a large hydrophobic residue such as Met, His, or Leu, 
any of which could be accommodated within this pocket. The second spacer position, Y787 in 
our peptide, is interacting through its aromatic ring with a hydrophobic surface on Rtf1 formed 
by residues F441, F437, and I391. While the tyrosine in our peptide is the consensus residue at 
this position, it seems quite reasonable that the Plus3 surface could accommodate glutamine and 
histidine residues which are also found in this position. Outside of the phosphothreonine 
recognition surface, the central organizing residue on the Plus3 surface is F441. This residue 
makes van der Waals contacts with Spt5 residues P785, M786, and Y787 (Figure 16D). 
Interactions with P785 are with the Cβ and Cγ positions explaining its preference for this cyclic 
residue, while interactions with M786 and Y787 are largely through the peptide backbone 
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allowing for some flexibility in CTR sequence recognition. Together the structure of the Rtf1 
Plus3 domain in complex with a pCTR peptide reveals the basis for phosphothreonine specific 
recognition of Spt5 while interactions outside of pT784 can accommodate the observed variation 
in CTR sequence. 
 
Figure 18. Conservation within the human Spt5 CTR motif 
A) The six recognized CTR motifs from human Spt5 were aligned and colored by hydrophobicity [307] or percent 
identity. Hydrophobicity color scheme: Hydrophobic - Red>Green>Blue – Hydrophilic  B) Alignment of human and 
S. cerevisiae Spt5 CTR repeats, highlighting conservation of chemical properties. Repeats are aligned based on their 
phosphorylated CTR residues. Residues are colored based on hydrophobicity, using the scheme in panel A. 
Phosphorylated residues are highlighted in magenta.   
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2.2.4 Identification of critical residues within the Plus3 domain that mediate pCTR 
binding. 
The binding interface observed in our Plus3-pCTR complex is separate from both the DNA 
binding surface identified by NMR chemical perturbation studies [278] and the canonical 
methyllysine binding site in Tudor domains [301], suggesting the Plus3 domain has evolved a 
separate binding surface specifically to interact with Spt5 (Figure 13B).  We next tested the 
importance of residues at the Plus3-pCTR interface for peptide binding in solution. Guided by 
our structural data, we used site-directed mutagenesis to alter amino acids that lie on the Plus3 
surface, avoiding residues that may play a significant role in conferring protein stability. We 
tested the ability of purified wild-type and mutant Plus3 domains to interact with pCTR peptide 
using differential scanning fluorometry [308-310]. In this assay, a hydrophobic fluorescent dye is 
used to monitor the change in melting temperature conferred by the addition of ligand. We 
observe a ΔTm of 1.5°C when using wild-type Plus3 and pCTR peptide as compared to a ΔTm 
of 0.5°C when using wild-type Plus3 and an unphosphorylated Spt5 peptide (Figure 19A). 
Introducing Plus3 variants into this assay, we found that a R366A substitution abolished binding, 
suggesting an important role in peptide binding for this residue. This role may be to orient the 
side chain of Spt5 T784, thereby positioning the attached phosphate group into the hydrogen 
bonding cage, and suggesting why the effect of a R366A mutant was stronger than that of 
Q445A which is also hydrogen bonding to pT784 (Figure 19A). Alanine substitutions within the 
hydrophobic interface at positions F437 and F441 significantly compromised peptide binding, 
while a R435A variant had a subtle effect, all consistent with their role in peptide recognition 
observed in the structure. Substitutions in conserved residues K413 and F440, located outside the 
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binding interface had no effect (Figure 19A), further validating predictions based on the 
structure. 
 
 
Figure 19. Substitutions of residues at the Plus3-pCTR interface affect peptide binding 
A) Increase in the unfolding temperature for Plus3 and the indicated Plus3 variants upon the addition of pCTR 
peptide as measured by differential scanning fluorometry. Asterisks denote p-values of <0.05. Error bars represent 
standard deviation from 12 replicates. B) Binding isotherms for human Plus3 or the indicated Plus3 variant to 6-CF 
labeled pCTR peptide. Increasing concentrations of purified Plus3 variants were titrated into 20 nM of pCTR 
peptide and binding was assessed via fluorescence anisotropy. Experiments were performed in triplicate and the 
standard deviation plotted.  
 
We used fluorescence anisotropy to test the importance of residues at the Plus3-pCTR 
interface using an alternative approach. R366A and F441A substitutions both severely reduced 
pCTR binding (Figure 19B), in agreement with the results from differential scanning 
fluorometry. These results suggest that both hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic surfaces are 
critical for proper pCTR binding. Titrations using a F437A variant of Plus3 resulted in reduced 
affinity for pCTR, consistent with an important but not critical role in peptide recognition. 
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Together, these data demonstrate that the pCTR binding surface observed in the crystal is also 
being utilized for peptide binding in solution. Further it demonstrates that both the 
phosphothreonine recognition cage and the hydrophobic binding interface centered on F441 are 
critical determinants for Spt5 binding. 
2.2.5 Rtf1 Plus3 residues are important for proper chromatin association. 
My structural and biochemical studies of human Plus3 identified several residues critical for 
Plus3-pCTR interaction in vitro (R366, F441). Next we wanted to test if these residues were 
important in vivo in the recruitment of Rtf1 to chromatin. Due to the high degree of conservation 
of many of these residues in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Figure 12), in collaboration with Manasi 
Mayekar of the Arndt lab, we analyzed the consequence of making alanine substitutions to Plus3 
residues R251 and Y327 in S. cerevisiae, which correspond to human Plus3 residues R366 and 
F441 respectively. To test the importance of these residues in Rtf1 recruitment to chromatin, 
Manasi performed chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays where alanine substitutions of 
Rtf1 residues R251 and Y327 were introduced together and separately. When incorporated 
individually or simultaneously, alanine substitutions at residues R252 and Y327 caused a 
decrease in Rtf1 occupancy on two active genes, PYK1 and PMA1 [311]. The R252/Y327 double 
alanine substitution caused a more severe reduction of Rtf1 recruitment than either of the 
individual substitutions, causing an approximately additive reduction in chromatin occupancy. 
None of the alanine substitutions assayed affected the stability of Rtf1 as assessed by western 
analysis [311]. These results strongly suggest that the Plus3-pCTR interface identified in our 
structural studies acts as a critical mediator of Rtf1 and Paf1C recruitment to chromatin.   
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Knowing that the carboxy-terminal domain of Cdc73 (Cdc73 C-domain) is important in 
Paf1C recruitment to chromatin [264, 265, 273], we reasoned that simultaneous removal of the 
Cdc73 C-domain and alanine substitutions of Plus3 residues R252/Y327 would result in an even 
more severe reduction in Paf1C localization to chromatin. To test this, Manasi created yeast 
strains that contained a cdc73 C-domain deletion mutation, the rtf1-R251A, Y327A Plus3 
domain mutation, or both mutations. Using ChIP analysis of Cdc73 occupancy, we found that 
simultaneous removal of the Cdc73 C-domain and the Plus3 Spt5 CTR-interacting residues 
(R252/Y327) resulted in an even greater defect in Paf1C chromatin localization than either of the 
single mutant conditions [311]. The stability of each mutant protein was assessed by western 
analysis and found to be at wild-type levels [311]. Taken together, these results support the role 
of our identified Plus3-Spt5 CTR interface in Paf1C recruitment and further support the notion 
that Paf1C’s association with RNA Pol II is facilitated by a dual attachment mechanism.  
2.2.6 Role of the Rtf1 Plus3 domain in binding the phosphorylated CTD of RNA Pol II  
Recent work in S. cerevisiae has demonstrated that Rtf1 is capable of binding RNA Pol II CTD 
peptides diphosphorylated on serine 2 and 5 (S2P,S5P) [265]. Given the Plus3 domain’s affinity 
for phosphorylated Spt5 CTR motifs, I decided to investigate the possibility that the domain was 
also capable of binding the Pol II CTD. Given Rtf1’s apparent binding specificity for S2P,S5P 
peptides [265], I used fluorescence anisotropy to test human Plus3’s ability to bind an RNA Pol 
II CTD S2P,S5P peptide (pCTD, Figure 20A). The peptide was fluorescently labeled at its N-
terminus with 6-carboxyfluorescein and contained two tandem CTD repeats each 
diphosphorylated on serine 2 and 5. Surprisingly, I found that the human Plus3 domain binds the 
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S2P, S5P CTD peptide with an estimated Kd of 4.83 ± 0.46 µM (Figure 20B). Directly 
comparing this Kd to the Spt5 pCTR Kd (5.45± 0.38 µM) is difficult owing to the differences in 
the number of repeats and phosphorylation marks used in the two peptides. It is very likely that 
our calculated Kd for Plus3-pCTD binding is misleadingly tight when compared to Plus3-pCTR 
binding because it contains an additional 3 phosphorylated moieties.  
It is possible that the Plus3 domain is capable of mediating interactions with both 
phosphorylated motifs, either through individual or overlapping binding surfaces. In an effort to 
tease apart Plus3’s CTR and CTD binding surfaces, I performed a set of fluorescence anisotropy 
experiments using Plus3 R366 and F441 alanine substitutions, both mutants which largely 
abolish pCTR binding (Figure 19) [311]. We found that F441 alanine substitution did little to 
affect pCTD binding, suggesting it is not important for mediating pCTD binding (Figure 20C). 
The R366 substitution on the other hand significantly reduced pCTD binding, resulting in an 
estimated Kd of 88.4 ± 14.1 µM (Figure 20D). These data suggest the under the conditions tested 
the two peptides utilize different peptide binding surfaces that share a common phospho-
recognition surface.  
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Figure 20. The human Plus3 domain recognizes phosphorylated RNA Pol II CTD 
A) Fluorescently labeled Spt5 phospho-CTR peptide and RNA Pol II phospho-CTD peptide used in anisotropy 
studies. B) Increasing concentrations of purified Plus3 were titrated into 20 nM of fluorescein-labeled pCTD, pCTR 
or CTR peptide and binding was assessed via fluorescence anisotropy. Binding measurements were performed in 
triplicate and the standard deviation plotted. The Kd values for pCTD and pCTR were extrapolated using nonlinear 
regression. C) Binding isotherms for human Plus3 F441A to pCTD and pCTR peptide. Increasing concentrations of 
purified Plus3 F441A was titrated into 20 nM of peptide and binding was assessed via fluorescence anisotropy. 
Binding measurements were performed in triplicate and the standard deviation plotted. D) Binding isotherms for 
human Plus3 R366A to pCTD and pCTR peptide. Increasing concentrations of purified Plus3 R366A was titrated 
into 20 nM of peptide and binding was assessed via fluorescence anisotropy. Binding measurements were performed 
in triplicate and the standard deviation plotted. 
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The Plus3-pCTD interactions I observed were under buffer conditions containing a very 
low salt concentration (50 mM NaCl) and could simply represent non-specific interactions. Thus 
before becoming too invested in narrowing down the Plus3-pCTD interaction surface, I wanted 
to ensure the interaction was resilient to increasing NaCl concentrations. To test this, I titrated 
increasing amounts of NaCl into a reaction containing Plus3-pCTR or Plus3-pCTD complex and 
measured dissociation via fluorescence anisotropy. Surprisingly, I found that the Plus3-pCTD 
interaction dissipates rapidly as the NaCl concentration increases, dropping below 30% bound at 
150 mM NaCl. The Plus3-pCTR interaction is much more stable, retaining over 60% bound at 
150 mM NaCl. These data suggest that the Plus3-pCTD interaction observed in vitro may not be 
biologically relevant and is likely due to the fact that both peptides share a common phosphate 
moiety.  
 
 
Figure 21. The Plus3-pCTD interaction is labile to NaCl concentration. 
Increasing concentrations of NaCl were titrated into 20 nM of fluorescein-labeled pCTR or pCTD bound to 20 μM 
Plus3 domain and binding was assessed via fluorescence anisotropy. Binding measurements were performed in 
triplicate and graphed as percent bound with the standard deviation plotted. 
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2.2.7 Role of the Plus3 domain in binding nucleic acids 
When the structure of the human Plus3 domain was first determined, its structural homology to 
nucleic acid binding proteins, including the Dicer and Argonaute PAZ (Piwi Argonaut and 
Zwille) domains, led researchers to ask whether the domain was capable of binding DNA [278]. 
Using electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA), they found the domain was capable of 
binding a bubble DNA substrate (Figure 22A) with an apparent affinity of approximately 3 μM. 
Using 15N-HSQC (heteronuclear single quantum coherence) spectroscopy and mutational 
analysis, they partially mapped the DNA recognition surface on a highly conserved region of the 
human Plus3 domain, including residues R401, R429, and R435 [278]. This DNA binding 
surface lies on a distinct surface from the Plus3-Spt5 interface I identified, presenting the 
possibility that the domain could mediate both interactions. 
To begin investigating Plus3’s DNA binding properties, I designed DNA substrates 
mimicking those used in the previous NMR study of Plus3 (Figure 22A) [278]. Minor changes to 
the single stranded probe were made to reduce internal hairpin formation. I used fluorescence 
anisotropy to measure human Plus3 affinity to the different DNA substrates. I found that the 
Plus3 domain preferentially binds the single-stranded DNA substrate (ssDNA) with a calculated 
Kd of 11.51 ± 0.99 µM (Figure 22B). Plus3 affinity to the double-stranded bubble DNA 
(dsBubble) and double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) fall off markedly compared to the single-
stranded substrate. These data conflict with the previous study showing the Plus3 domain 
preferentially associates with the bubble DNA substrate [278]. These discrepancies may be 
partially explained by internal hairpin formation in the single-stranded substrate used in the 
NMR studies (Tm : 42°C). Additionally, all of the EMSAs reported by de Jong et al. were 
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performed in a buffer containing 75 mM NaCl [278], a concentration that could permit non-
specific protein-DNA interactions that are not biologically relevant.  
 
 
 
Figure 22. The human Plus3 domain recognizes single-stranded DNA 
A) Fluorescently labeled DNA probes used to assess the human Plus3’s DNA binding affinity. Probes were adapted 
from those by de Jong et al. [278]. B) Increasing concentrations of purified Plus3 were titrated into 20 nM of 
fluorescein-labeled ssDNA, dsDNA, or dsBubble DNA and binding was assessed via fluorescence anisotropy. 
Binding measurements were performed in triplicate and the standard deviation plotted. The Kd for ssDNA was 
extrapolated using nonlinear regression. 
  
 To test whether the Plus3-DNA interactions I observed were stable at biologically 
relevant NaCl concentrations (100-150 mM), I performed a competition experiment where I 
titrated increasing amounts of NaCl into a reaction containing human Plus3 bound to fluorescein-
labeled ssDNA, dsDNA, or dsBubble DNA and monitored the loss in anisotropy. Similar to what 
I observed for the Plus3-pCTD interaction, the Plus3 domain’s association with all of the DNA 
substrates drops off dramatically with increasing NaCl concentrations when compared to the 
interaction with the Spt5 pCTR (Figure 23). These data suggest that the interaction between the 
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Plus3 domain and DNA is possibly a consequence of the domains highly basic surface and not 
likely to be functionally relevant.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 23. The Plus3-DNA interactionsare labile to NaCl concentration 
Increasing concentrations of NaCl were titrated into 20 nM of fluorescein-labeled ssDNA, dsDNA, and dsBubble 
DNA bound to 20 μM Plus3 domain and binding was assessed via fluorescence anisotropy. Binding measurements 
were performed in triplicate and graphed as percent bound with the standard deviation plotted. 
2.2.8 Rtf1 Plus3 domain may recognize multiple phospho-Spt5 CTR motifs 
In the structural studies of the Plus3-Spt5 CTR complex described earlier, only one of five CTR 
repeats found within human Spt5 was contained within the peptide used during crystallization 
[311]. Each of the annotated CTR repeats (Figure 14A, 18; consensus: G-S-R/Q-T-P) are 
arranged sequentially, separated by a short hydrophobic spacer ranging from two to four amino 
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acids [58]. Due to the close proximity of each CTR motif and that each contains a phospho-
capable threonine, it is intriguing to speculate that multiple CTR motifs could work together to 
enhance binding strength and specificity to the Plus3 domain of Rtf1. In support of this notion, 
the Plus3 domain has several highly conserved surface-exposed pockets that could potentially 
accommodate additional CTR motifs (Figure 24). Further, several of these conserved surface 
exposed regions contain charged and polar residues that could support hydrogen-bonding 
interactions with CTR phosphothreonines (Figure 24). To begin exploring the possibility that the 
Rtf1 Plus3 domain is capable of binding multiple Spt5 CTR motifs simultaneously, I conducted 
molecular dynamic simulations in collaboration with Dr. Michael Grabe and Dr. Pushkar Pendse.  
 
 
Figure 24. Predicted Spt5 CTR binding sites on human Rtf1 Plus3 
A,B) Surface representation of Plus3-Spt5 CTR complex. The surface of the Plus3 domain is colored based on 
amino acid conservation from a multiple sequence alignment of model organisms (Figure 12). Predicted Spt5 CTR 
binding surfaces are highlighted with red circles and predicted residues are labeled. 
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To assess whether multiple Spt5 CTR motifs are capable of binding the Plus3 domain of 
Rtf1, we conducted a set of molecular dynamic simulations, assessing whether several CTR 
motifs could associate with the Plus3 domain surface simultaneously. The Plus3-Spt5 CTR 
structure (PDB id: 4L1U) [311] was used to construct a model containing three tandem Spt5 
CTR motifs in Coot [312]. Since the Plus3-Spt5 CTR crystal structure contains a single complete 
CTR motif, we manually built in the additional residues required to reconstitute another CTR 
motif to the N and C-terminus of the crystallized CTR peptide. We phosphorylated the threonine 
residues in the newly built CTR motifs, since they are critical determinates in Plus3-Spt5 binding 
[311]. Finally, the extended CTR peptide model was checked for any irregular amino acid 
geometry or steric clashes and modified accordingly.  
In human Spt5, the phospho-capable threonine residues of the CTR region are separated 
from one another by 7-9 amino acids, differing based on the length of the hydrophobic spacer 
separating CTR motifs (Figure 14A, 18). In a fully extended form, each threonine residue would 
be separated by roughly 25 Å (assuming an amino acid is 3.5 Å in length). In the crystal structure 
the visible CTR motif (7 residues), including the hydrophobic spacer residues (M786 and Y787), 
measures approximately 18 Å. With these distance considerations in mind, one can predict two 
surface exposed patches on the Plus3 surface that could accommodate another phosphorylated 
CTR motif (Figure 24). The first patch, spaced roughly 20 Å from T784, contains residues R361 
and R363 (Figure 24A). The second is composed of residues R401, E451, and K454 and clusters 
approximately 24 Å from T784 (Figure 24B). Both of these surface exposed patches are highly 
conserved and contain polar residues suitable for hydrogen-bonding with CTR 
phosphothreonines.   
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Over the course of the 20 ns simulation, the Plus3 domain remained relatively 
unchanged, maintaining its overall globular fold (r.m.s.d. of 1.04 Å). Unlike the Plus3 domain, 
the Spt5 peptide deviated from its starting position greatly resulting in RMSD values greater than 
5.14 Å. Much of this variation was confined to the N-terminal region of the Spt5 peptide, which 
contains the first CTR motif (G772-Y778). This region remained solvated for the duration of the 
simulation, making no notable contacts with the surface of Plus3. The internal CTR motif in the 
peptide, and that seen in the crystal structure (G781-Y787), remained relatively stationary over 
the simulation with a maximum RMSD of 1.61 Å. This was due to favorable hydrogen-bonding 
and hydrophobic interactions of CTR residues with the Plus3 domain. In particular, 
phosphothreonine 784 remained locked in the hydrogen-bonding cage seen in the crystal 
structure (Figure 16C, 17). Further, Spt5 residues M786 and Y787 stayed in place due to 
hydrophobic interactions on the Plus3 surface seen in the structure (Fig. 1E, 3C).   
Within the first nanosecond of the simulation, the C-terminal residue of the Spt5 peptide 
locks itself into position on a surface exposed basic patch of Plus3 comprised of residues K413, 
Y415, and R438 (Figure 25). This interaction was mediated by the carboxylic acid of D795 
hydrogen bonding with Plus3 residues K413 and R438. Van der Waal interactions between Plus3 
residue Y415 and Spt5 D795 further strengthen the association (Figure 25B). While the 
interaction is stable throughout the course of the simulation, it is unlikely to be biologically 
relevant because CTR phosphothreonine 791 is positioned away from the surface of Plus3. It is 
interesting to note that K413 is one of the three invariant positively charged residues the Plus3 
domain was named after (R366, R388, K413) [278]. The other two invariant Plus3 residues 
(R366, R388) are utilized to bind CTR 2 in the co-crystal structure (Figure 16, 17). Had the C-
terminal D795 residue not contacted this basic patch (K413, Y415, R438) it is possible that 
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phosphothreonine 791 could have taken its place. Further molecular dynamic simulations are 
needed to more conclusively assess whether multiple phosphor-CTR motifs can associate the 
Plus3 domain simultaneously. These simulations would be aided by increasing the simulation 
times and altering the starting position of the extended Spt5 CTR peptide.  
 
Figure 25. Molecular dynamics simulation of an extended Spt5 CTR peptide binding the Plus3 domain 
A) Surface representation of the Rtf1 Plus3 domain bound to an extended Spt5 CTR peptide (yellow sticks) after a 
20 ns molecular dynamic simulation. The phosphothreonine in each of the CTR motifs are indicated. Plus3 residue 
positions that contain >85% sequence identity in an alignment of Rtf1 sequences (Figure 12) are colored blue. The 
invariant Plus3 residues are labeled green. B) The Plus3 recognition surface for Spt5 D795 (CTR repeat 3). The Spt5 
CTR peptide is shown in yellow. Critical Plus3 residues (white sticks) involved in D795 recognition are depicted. 
The hydrogen bonding (black) and van der Waal (magenta) interactions are indicated as dotted lines. 
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2.3 CONCLUSIONS 
The universally conserved transcription elongation factor Spt4-Spt5 plays an important role in 
the recruitment of transcription elongation and RNA processing factors to RNA Pol II. The 
recruitment of these factors is regulated by Bur1/P-TEFb-mediated phosphorylation of short 
repeated CTR motifs in Spt5 [294, 295]. The CTR could then serve as a scaffold for the 
phosphorylation-dependent recruitment of factors to transcribed genes in a manner analogous to 
the CTD of RNA Pol II. Structural data of RNA Pol II CTD peptides in complex with several 
different interacting proteins [226, 313, 314], has shown a remarkable diversity in the manner in 
which these proteins recognize specific residues within the CTD motifs.  In contrast, the 
molecular basis for phospho-specific Spt5 CTR motif recognition has remained elusive. 
Here we present the first structural insight into this important region of Spt5 in complex 
with the Plus3 domain of human Rtf1. Interestingly, CTR recognition is contained within a 
conserved surface distinct from its DNA binding surface [278]. The CTR binding surface is also 
distinct from binding surfaces utilized by its structural homologs and we believe this represents a 
new variation in peptide recognition by a Tudor domain. Since the Plus3-pCTR interface is 
separate from the DNA binding surface, it is possible that the Plus3 domain of Rtf1 could bind 
DNA and the Spt5 CTR simultaneously. Interactions with DNA could then serve a regulatory 
role to either enhance or hinder Spt5 binding. A precedent for this type of regulation can be 
found in the chromodomain of MSL3, which requires recognition of both double stranded DNA 
and histone H4 mono-methylated on lysine 20 to facilitate chromatin recruitment [315]. While 
some of our data argues against the biological relevance of the DNA binding observed by the 
Plus3 domain, further work is needed to show this conclusively.  
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The human CTR motif (GS[Q/R]TP) used in this study is also conserved in a diverse 
range of organisms including mouse, zebrafish, mosquito, S. pombe, and Arabidopsis [58]. The 
structural data described here suggest an expansion of the CTR motif to include sequences 
between traditional repeats. Spt5 residues G782 and S783 do not make significant contacts with 
the Plus3 domain in our structure; however these residues are strongly conserved within the CTR 
motif. One explanation for this apparent discrepancy is that while these two positions are not 
important for Plus3 binding, they are recognized by other CTR binding proteins providing 
evolutionary pressure to avoid changes at those positions within the CTR. Alternatively, the 
highly flexible GS pair may provide a malleable linkage between CTR motifs. This could be 
important for factors that may be simultaneously recognizing multiple CTR motifs. While we 
cannot rule out this possibility for the Rtf1 Plus3 domain, we note that binding affinity for a 
single CTR motif already exceeds that of Scaf8, Pcf11, Nrd1, and Rtt103 for a tandem CTD 
repeat [313, 316], suggesting that increased affinity provided by multiple CTR motifs may not be 
necessary at least for Rtf1. Lastly, it is possible that the conserved GS residues allows Spt5 
sequences containing multiple CTR motifs to adopt additional structure such as has been 
observed with phosphorylated CTD peptides [226, 313, 317, 318]. 
Substitution of residues critical for CTR peptide binding disrupted the recruitment of Rtf1 
to chromatin in yeast, demonstrating the importance of this conserved interaction surface and 
providing a molecular mechanism for CTR-mediated recruitment of Paf1C to chromatin. Studies 
in humans have demonstrated that Spt5 is capable of interacting with Paf1C without the need of 
CTR phosphorylation or the CTR itself [292] suggesting that there is an additional contact point 
within Paf1C for Spt4-Spt5. Future effort will be needed to reveal the details of this interaction.  
Our results on the Plus3-pCTR interaction shed new light on the diverse mechanisms by which 
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eukaryotes coordinate RNA synthesis with important co-transcriptional processes, including 
histone modification and recruitment of RNA processing factors.  
Moving forward, it will be important to delve deeper into the mechanism behind Spt5-
mediated recruitment of Paf1C to chromatin. Of particular interest is determining if the Plus3 
domain is able to interact with multiple phosphorylated CTR repeats simultaneously and whether 
there is an apparent specificity towards one phosphorylated repeat motif over another. 
Particularly in the case of yeast, where the CTR repeats are more numerous and variable in 
nature (Figure 9) [266], there is a distinct possibility that the Rtf1 Plus3 domain preferentially 
recognizes specific repeats.  
The Plus3 domain’s affinity towards multiple Spt5 CTR repeats could easily be assessed 
via fluorescence anisotropy and differential scanning fluorometry with larger peptides containing 
multiple phospho-CTR repeats. Alternatively, the larger Spt5 fragments could be recombinantly 
expressed in insect cells with a baculovirus expression system, which should correctly modify 
the CTR repeats.  
Aside from assessing the effects of multiple CTR motifs on Plus3-Spt5 association, it 
would also be interesting to further investigate the possibility that other regions of Spt5 enhance 
this interaction. Spt5 contains numerous KOW repeats, some of which are known to be important 
in the interaction of Spt5 with RNA Pol II [274, 319]. Intriguingly, the Spt5 KOW motifs share 
structural homology to the Plus3 domain [278]. This homology is confined to the β-sheet core of 
Plus3, specifically aligning with β-strands 1, 2, 5, and 6 with an r.m.s.d of 2.3 Å over 48 Cα 
atoms. Functionally what this structural homology means is uncertain, but a more detailed 
investigation of the effect of the KOW motifs on Rtf1-Spt5 interaction could be informative.  
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3.0  STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE HISTONE MODIFICATION 
DOMAIN OF RTF1 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Rtf1 is required for the transcription-coupled monoubiquitylation of H2B K123 and the 
downstream di- and trimethylation marks of H3 K4 and K79 [177, 205]. Specifically, these 
marks require a small N-terminal region of Rtf1 known as the histone modification domain 
(HMD) [177, 205]. Remarkably, the HMD is capable of supporting Rtf1-dependent histone 
modifications in the absence of the other Paf1C members. In S. cerevisiae several residues within 
the evolutionarily conserved domain have been identified as being required for proper levels of 
Rtf1-dependent histone modifications, including E104 and F123 [204].  In humans, Paf1C is 
known to aid in the recruitment of the Rad6–Bre1 ubiquitin conjugase–ligase responsible for the 
monoubiquitylation mark [154, 206].  
The molecular mechanism underlying the role of the HMD in H2B K123 
monoubiquitylation and the downstream methylation marks on H3 is currently unknown. To 
begin understanding the mechanism and physical basis behind HMD function, I determined the 
crystal structure of a region of the HMD spanning residues 74-139. I have found that the HMD 
adopts a simple α-helical fold, with several highly conserved surface exposed residues likely 
serving as interaction surfaces for binding partners. Several of the conserved residues are 
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required for proper levels of H2B K123 ubquitylation as well as H3 K4 and K79 methylation. 
The fold of the HMD structurally resembles the high-mobility group protein Nhp6 and the 
canonical histone fold, potentially providing clues to how the HMD functions.  
3.2 RESULTS 
3.2.1 Identifying HMD constructs suitable for crystallography 
To facilitate expression, purification, and the eventual crystallization of the S. cerevisiae HMD, 
we initially sought to refine the domain’s boundaries.  The original boundaries of the HMD 
(amino acids 62-152) were determined using a series of sequential rtf1 deletion mutations 
spanning the entire coding region of the gene [177]. To refine these boundaries, Aubrey Lowen 
in our lab used a collection of techniques including conservation analysis, secondary structural 
predications, and protein NMR. Secondary structural predictions using the PSIPRED server 
[320, 321] in combination with conservation analysis of full length Rtf1 suggest the boundaries 
for the domain fell somewhere between residues 74 through 184 (Figure 26). The amino acid 
sequences outside these boundaries drop off rapidly in sequence conservation and are not 
predicted to have secondary structure (until reaching the Plus3 domain). The predicted secondary 
structure of the region between 74 and 184 is comprised entirely of α-helices and loops. 
Sequence conservation of the residues aligns well with the regions predicted to be α-helical and 
can roughly be broken into two regions, one ranging from residues 74-131 and another from 149-
178 (Figure 26). Deletion of Rtf1 residues 151-202, results in a moderate Spt- phenotype, 
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suggesting its deletion results in a transcriptional defect [177]. This phenotype combined with 
the sequence conservation and predicted secondary structure of residues 149-178 convinced us 
that we should focus on two constructs. The first construct was designed to contain the conserved 
α3 helix and span residues 74-184, while the second from 74-139 would lack the α3 helix. 
The Rtf1 sequence from residues 74-139 and 74-184 were cloned into the pET151/D-
TOPO (Invitrogen) vector and used to recombinantly express the two fragments in E.coli 
Codon+ (RIPL) cells (Stratagene) using ZY autoinduction media [322].  Both constructs 
expressed well and were amenable to purification, eluting from an S200 size exclusion column 
as monodisperse samples with no visible contaminants. After concentrating both proteins 
(between 15-100 mg/ml), they were put into crystallization trials using the lab’s Crystal Phoenix 
crystallography robot (Art Robbins). For each protein multiple conditions yielded quasi- or 
pseudo-crystals, appearing as amorphous bodies of protein. Despite extensive efforts to optimize 
the crystallization conditions in the range of initial hits from the robot screens, both proteins 
resisted growth of ordered and periodic crystals suitable for data collection. This led Aubrey to 
establish a collaboration with Dr. Angela Gronenborn’s lab (Department of Structural Biology, 
University of Pittsburgh) to perform NMR spectroscopy analysis of the HMD 74-184 construct. 
The protein NMR analysis (data not shown) led to the conclusion that the HMD 74-184 construct 
contains two well folded and structured regions that move independently of one another, one 
composed of residues 74-139 and the second of residues 140-184.  
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Figure 26. S. cerevisiae Rtf1 domain diagram and sequence alignment of its internal HMD 
A) Domain architecture of S. cerevisiae Rtf1, showing the original boundaries of the HMD (62-152) in slate [177]. 
Below the domain architecture of the protein is a schematic showing the internal deletion mutants of Rtf1 used to 
identify the HMD and other functional region [177]. B) A region of Rtf1 (74-184) is expanded to show sequence 
conservation and predicted secondary structure. Multiple Rtf1 sequences were aligned using Clustal Omega and 
colored with Jalview at an identity cutoff of 30%. Amino acid conservation is displayed as a histogram below the 
alignment. The predicted secondary structure of the S. cerevisiae HMD, estimated with PSIPRED, is shown below 
the alignment. The secondary structure observed in the HMD74-139 R124/6/8A structure is indicated below the 
alignment, with unobserved residues marked with a dashed line (grey). Functional HMD residues (green) [204] and 
the residues targeted for surface entropy reduction mutations (red) are indicated below the alignment. 
 
The NMR studies refocused our attention on crystallizing the shorter HMD74-139 
construct. The protein’s ability to form pseudo-crystals in a wide range of buffers and protein 
concentrations suggested the protein was on the verge of crystallizing but needed one more 
modification to promote favorable crystal contacts and lattice formation. Despite being only 66 
amino acids in length, HMD74-139 is extensively charged, containing 16 negatively charged (13 
Glu, 3 Asp) and 14 positively charged residues (8 Arg, 6 Lys; Figure 26). This suggested that it 
might be possible to promote protein-protein crystal contacts by neutralizing the charge of 
regions of the protein sequence through alanine substitutions. Two sets of charge reduction 
mutants were designed, one targeting residues E100, E102, and E104 and another targeting 
residues R124, R126 and R128 (Figure 26). Both sets of residues were substituted to alanines via 
site-directed mutagenesis and recombinantly expressed in bacteria. The E100/102/104A HMD 
mutant suffered from low expression levels and was difficult to purify, owing to poor TEV 
protease cleavage and a tendency to precipitate in solution. Our difficulties working with the 
E100/102/104A HMD mutant are interesting in light of the functional importance of residue 
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E104 in yeast [204, 205]. The R124A, R126A, R128A HMD mutant (R124/6/8A) on the other 
hand expressed and purified normally, eluting from a gel filtration column as a single 
monodisperse sample. Unlike the wild-type HMD constructs, the R124/126/18A mutant 
generated crisp well-defined crystals in several conditions without the need for further 
optimization. Crystals grown in 0.1M phosphate-citrate (pH 4.2) and 40% PEG 300 were looped 
directly from the crystallography robot screening tray and flash frozen with liquid nitrogen for 
data collection. 
In addition to the wild-type HMD74-139 R124/6/8A crystals, crystals with 
selenomethionine-substituted HMD74-139 R124/6/8A were grown in similar conditions (0.1M 
phosphate-citrate (pH 4.2) and 38% PEG 300). These crystals were cryoprotected by increasing 
the concentration of PEG 300 to 44% before being flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. The 
selenomethionine-substituted HMD crystals were used to collect single wavelength-anomalous 
dispersion (SAD) data to estimate the phases for the diffraction data for the HMD74-139 
R124/6/8A crystal.  
3.2.2 Determining the crystal structure of HMD74-139 R124/6/8A 
In x-ray crystallography, one measures the diffraction of an x-ray beam by a crystal formed from 
protein or other macromolecules. These diffracted x-rays are measured by a detector and 
visualized as spot or reflections, making up a diffraction pattern. The information contained in 
the diffraction pattern, specifically the indices and intensities of each spot, are used to generate 
an electron density map for the protein in the crystal. This is done by solving the electron density 
equation, which requires the indices, the intensities, and phases of each unique reflection in the 
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x-ray diffraction data. Unlike the indices and intensities, the phases cannot be measured directly 
from the diffraction data. Instead they must be estimated from another similar protein structure, 
or an experimental technique like single wavelength-anomalous dispersion (SAD), where 
anomalous scattering of selenium atoms are used to calculate phases. 
 
 
Figure 27. Crystallization and structural determination of S. cerevisiae Rtf1 HMD74-139 R124/6/8A 
A) Schematic of the crystallization and data collection process for HMD74-139 R124/6/8A. Representative images 
from the crystallization process are shown, including the buffer conditions used in each case. The charge reduction 
mutations critical for crystal optimization are indicated. A frame from the x-ray diffraction data is shown along with 
the resolution range and experientially determined space group. B) Section of the electron density map of the S. 
cerevisiae HMD74-139 R124/6/8A crystal structure. 
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Native and SAD data for the HMD74-139 R124/6/8A crystals were collected by Annie 
Héroux at the National Synchrotron Light Source on beamline X25A. We were successful in 
determining the crystal structure of the R124/6/8A HMD mutant, spanning residues 74-139. 
Phases were determined using the SAD dataset and an interpretable electron density map was 
generated and used to build an initial model. This was then used as a search model for molecular 
replacement [323, 324] into the native dataset. The final model was refined at 1.4 Å resolution 
with Rwork and Rfree values of 15.8 and 17.3 %, respectively (Table 2). The crystal’s asymmetric 
unit contains two molecules that are tightly packed together.  
In the HMD74-139 R124/6/8A structure, residues 77-126 are ordered and are clearly visible 
in the electron density map. The protein is composed of a short N-terminal α-helix (E89-S97) 
followed by a longer C-terminal α-helix (E100-R126), assembled anti-parallel to one another at a 
~60o angle (Figure 28A). The HMD’s fold is relatively planar, exposing the majority of the 
residues to the surface, and confining buried surface area to the interface between the two 
helices. This interface helps maintain the protein’s fold through several conserved nonpolar 
residues (F80, L95, L106), forming a small hydrophobic core (Figure 28B). There are also two 
highly conserved residues that form electrostatic interactions in our structure (D91, R110). Only 
two of the charge reduction mutations are visible in the structure (R124A and R126A) (Figure 
28A). Both are situated at the end of the larger C-terminal helix of the HMD and are not 
involved in maintaining the domain’s fold. This strongly suggests the overall structure of the 
domain was not affected by the alanine substitution mutations. It is clear however, that the 
substitutions were critical in facilitating crystal formation by generating an additional crystal 
contact (Figure 29). Specifically, alanine substitution at R126 creates several favorable van der 
Waal interactions with residues E102, T105, and L106 on a neighboring HMD molecule in the 
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lattice. R124A on the other hand is not close enough to neighboring HMD molecules to form 
favorable contacts. Since R128A is not visible in the electron density map, one can infer that it is 
highly flexible in the lattice and is unlikely to be playing a major role in facilitating crystal 
formation under these conditions.  
 
Figure 28. Crystal structure of the S. cerevisiae Rft1 HMD74-139 R124/6/8A 
A) Ribbon diagram of the Rtf1 HMD74-139 R124/6/8A crystal structure. Charge reduction mutations critical in 
crystallization are indicated (red). B) HMD buried surface area. Residues important in maintaining the HMD fold 
are shown as white sticks. Van der Waal (magenta) and H-bonding (black) interactions important in maintaining the 
domain’s fold are indicated as dashed lines. C) Sequence conservation from a multiple sequence alignment (Figure 
26) of Rtf1 sequences was scored and displayed on the HMD surface with low conservation in white and invariant 
residues in blue. Highly conserved surface exposed residues and charge reduction mutations (red) are indicated.  
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Table 2. Data collection and refinement statistics for S. cerevisiae Rtf1 HMD74-139 R124/6/8A  
 SeMet Native 
Data collection   
Space group R32:H R32:H 
Cell dimensions   
a, b, c (Å) 94.3, 94.3, 76.4 94.3, 94.3, 76.8 
α, β, γ (°) 90.0, 90.0, 120.0 90.0, 90.0, 120.0 
Unique Reflections 13,524 30,553 
Resolution (Å) 50.0 - 1.74 (1.77-1.74) 50.0 - 1.32 (1.34-1.32) 
Rmerge (%) 11.6 (54.7) 5.1 (62.6) 
I / σI 32.57 (2.40) 77.79 (1.30) 
Completeness (%) 100.0 (100.0) 98.3 (78.5) 
Redundancy 10.2 (7.2) 13.7 (3.5) 
Refinement   
Resolution (Å)  20.00-1.40 (1.46-1.40) 
Rwork / Rfree (%)  15.8/17.3 (27.4/29.8) 
Number of. atoms 
Protein  1831 
Water  88 
B-factors (Å2) 
Protein  23.2 
Solvent  39.8 
R.m.s. deviations 
Bond lengths (Å)  0.009 
 
Bond angles (°)  1.206 
Ramachandran 
Outliers (%) 
 
 0.00 
Allowed (%)  3.19 
Favored (%)  96.8 
Values in parentheses are for highest-resolution shell. 
Rmerge = (|(ΣI - <I>)|)/(ΣI), where <I> is the average intensity of multiple measurements. 
Rwork = Σhkl||Fobs(hkl)|| - Fcalc (hkl)||/Σhkl|Fobs(hkl)|. 
Rfree represents the cross-validation R factor for 5% of the reflections against which the 
model was not refined. 
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Figure 29. The R126A substitution in HMD 74-139 introduces an additional crystal contact 
The R126A substitution in the HMD creates several favorable crystal contacts with neighboring HMD molecules in 
the crystal lattice. HMD R124/6/8A is shown (cyan) with neighboring symmetry mates in the crystal lattice shown 
in white. R124A and R126A substitutions are labelled and highlighted as red sticks. Van der Waal interactions 
important in mediating crystal contacts are shown as dashed lines (magenta) with the distances indicated. The 
interaction distance between R124A and S97 (7.4 Å, symmetry mate B) is too great for a proper van der Waal 
interaction.  
 
To begin identifying functionally important residues within the HMD, I performed a 
multiple sequence alignment of different yeast species (acquired from the Saccharomyces 
Genome Database) and mapped the alignment on the surface of the HMD as a heat map (Figure 
28C). There are several highly conserved surface exposed residues on the HMD, with the most 
prominent being a patch on one face of the protein containing residues K85, R92, E100, R103, 
E104, L107, and F108. Based on the requirement of residue E104 for HMD-histone 
modifications [204], this conserved region likely acts as a protein-protein interaction surface to 
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mediate Rtf1-dependent histone modifications. On the opposite face of the protein, the two 
residues D91and R110 are highly conserved and are partially surface exposed, along with 
residues P79, D88, K87, E109, and Q112 (Figure 28C). Finally, toward the C-terminal region of 
the domain, there is a moderately well conserved patch comprised of residues E119, R120, and 
F123. It is interesting to note that simultaneous alanine substitution mutations of residues 120-
121 were shown to have little effect on HMD function [204]. 
3.2.3 Designing HMD74-139 mutations for genetic phenotype analysis  
Having determined the structure of the R124/6/8A HMD mutant, I designed a set of mutants to 
probe the residues important for HMD function. The protein’s small size (66 residues) and the 
prevalence of surface exposed residues, allowed me to base candidate mutations primarily off of 
sequence conservation (Figure 28C). All of the mutants designed target a single amino acid and 
can be broadly broken up into four groups, based on their location on the structure (Figure 30A, 
Table 3). Residues in group 1 make up the largest conserved surface on the HMD (E83, K85, 
R92, E96, P99, E100, R103, E104, L107) and contains residue E104 which is known to be 
important for HMD function [204]. On the opposite face of the HMD is another conserved 
surface that contains residues in group 2 (D91, E102, L106, R110). Group 3 residues (F108, 
Q112, Q115, K116) are located within the center of the long C-terminal helix and form a small 
basic patch on the HMD’s surface (Figure 30A). One final residue, not falling in any of the 4 
groups, was chosen for mutation, the internally buried residue L95. The residues targeted for 
charge reduction mutations in the crystal structure make up group 4 (R124, R126, R128). All of 
the mutations designed change the target residue to alanine, with the exception of E102 and 
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R110 which are also mutated to lysine and glutamic acid, respectively. Based on the location and 
conservation of these residues, we predicted many of the amino acid substitutions would have a 
profound effect on Rtf1 function.  
 
 
Figure 30. Rtf1 HMD amino acid substitution mutations and H2B K123 ubiquitylation defects 
A) Sequence conservation from a multiple sequence alignment (Figure 26) of Rtf1 sequences was scored and 
displayed on the HMD surface with low conservation in white and invariant residues in blue. Amino acid residues 
targeted for mutation are indicated and colored based on the group they fall into (Group 1 : green, Group 2 : orange, 
Group 3 : magenta, Group 4 : red). B) Amino acid substitutions that result in H2B K123 monoubiquitylation defects 
are highlighted in red. Amino acid substitutions that result in monoubiquitylation levels less than 50% of wild-type 
are colored in dark red, while those with levels less than wild-type are colored in light red. The phenotypic analysis 
depicted here was carried out by Branden Van Oss of the Arndt lab.  
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Table 3. S. cerevisiae Rtf1 HMD74-139 amino acid substitution mutations 
Residue(s) Substitution(s) Notes 
E83 alanine Surface exposed, conserved 
K85 alanine Surface exposed, invariant 
D91 alanine Salt bridge residue, invariant 
R92 alanine Surface exposed, invariant 
L95 alanine Maintains HMD fold, conserved 
E96 alanine Surface exposed 
P99 alanine Surface exposed 
E100 alanine Surface exposed, invariant 
E102 alanine, lysine Surface exposed, conserved 
R103 alanine Surface exposed, invariant 
E104 alanine, lysine Functionally important [204], invariant 
L106 alanine Maintains HMD fold 
L107 alanine Maintains HMD fold, invariant 
F108 alanine Surface exposed, invariant 
R110 alanine, glutamic acid Salt bridge residue, invariant 
Q112 alanine Surface exposed, conserved 
Q115 alanine Surface exposed 
K116 alanine Surface exposed 
R124 alanine Charge reduction mutation 
R126 alanine Charge reduction mutation 
R128 alanine Charge reduction mutation 
R124, R126, R128 alanine Charge reduction mutation 
 
In collaboration with the Arndt lab, Branden Van Oss introduced each of the HMD amino 
acid substitutions into full-length S. cerevisiae RTF1 on a low-copy expression level vector 
(pLS21-5). After being transformed into yeast, he assessed the effects of the HMD amino acid 
substitutions for growth phenotypes associated with transcription-related defects, including the 
Spt- phenotype, sensitivity to the base analog 6-azauracil, cryptic initiation within coding 
regions, and telomeric silencing. He also tested protein stability for each of the mutants via 
western analysis to avoid confounding effects of the mutations. Importantly, using western 
analsis he determined the effects of the mutations on the HMD-dependent histone modifications 
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H2B K123 mono-ubiquitylation and di- and trimethylation of H3 K4 and K79. Branden also 
performed all of the assays with the R124/6/8A mutant to determine if the charge reduction 
mutations disrupt HMD function.  
As expected, Branden found that several of the residues mutated on the HMD surface 
have strong defects on HMD function. Substitution mutants in all four groups (Figure 30A) show 
a range of defects in H2B monoubiquitylation (Figure 30B). The majority of these defects fall 
along an extended surface of the HMD created by the domain’s longer α2 helix and the elbow 
region between the α1 and α2 helix (Figure 30B; E100, E104, L107, F108, Q115, K116). The 
two strongest defects seen within this patch are from substitutions of residues E104 and F108. 
F108 is particularly interesting because bulky hydrophobic residues like phenylalanine are 
typically confined within the interior of a protein. It is possible that this exposed phenylalanine is 
critical in mediating protein-protein interactions with a binding partner. Both of the conserved 
residues D91 and R110, forming electrostatic interactions with one another in the HMD, also 
exhibit strong defects in H2B monoubiquitylation when mutated (Figure 30B). Interestingly, the 
charge reduction mutations (R124/6/8A), critical for HMD crystallization, show strong H2B 
K123 monoubiquitylation defects. Branden has found that the majority of the defect is localized 
to substitution R126A. It is important to note that while R124, R126, and R128 are required for 
proper HMD function, their mutation is unlikely to have affected the overall fold observed in the 
HMD74-139 R124/6/8A structure. In addition to causing H2B K123 ubiquitylation defects, the 
majority of the HMD substitutions caused defects in H3 K4 and K79 methylation along with 
other growth phenotypes suggesting transcription-related defects. Together, these data support 
the idea that conserved residues on the surface of the HMD’s fold are needed for HMD function.  
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3.2.4 HMD structural alignments suggest possible functional mechanisms 
To gain more insight into how the HMD functions, I performed a structural comparison of the 
HMD to all of the structures in the PBD (Protein Data Bank) using PDBeFold [325]. Based on 
the simplicity of the overall HMD structure (two α-helices), I had to be wary of each of the 
structural homologs identified. Any protein with an extended α-helix would likely be recognized, 
making analysis difficult and reliant on other structural or functional similarities. As expected, I 
received several hundred hits from the structural homology search, the majority of which were 
recognized for their alignment to the larger α2 helix of the HMD. In the following section I will 
briefly describe some of the interesting structural similarities found. It is difficult however to 
draw any definitive conclusions from any of the alignments due to the small size and lack of 
complexity seen in the HMD fold.  
3.2.4.1 The HMD has structural similarities to Nhp6A 
 
HMD R124/6/8A shares structural similarity to the non-sequence specific DNA binding protein 
Nhp6A (Non-histone protein 6A) in S. cerevisiae. The two proteins align with an r.m.s.d of 2.47 
Å over 43 Cα atoms (PDB id: 1J5N; Figure 31A). Nhp6A belongs to a class of chromatin-
associated proteins known as high-mobility group (HMG) proteins that are important in 
mediating a wide range of functions including altering chromatin structure and V(D)J junction 
recombination [326, 327]. Nhp6A, like other HMG proteins, functions by binding and bending 
the DNA helix. HMG proteins bind DNA with a three helix HMGB motif that forms a 
characteristic L-shaped fold that sits in the minor groove of DNA [326, 328, 329]. The N-
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terminus of Nhp6A wraps around and contacts the major groove of DNA with numerous basic 
residues. DNA bending occurs at two conserved hydrophobic amino acids that act as wedges to 
distort the DNA towards the major groove.  In yeast, Nhp6A has been suggested to play a role in 
recruiting the chromatin chaperone complex FACT (Spt16-Pob3) to chromatin (reviewed in 
[330]).  
 
Figure 31. The HMD shares structural similarity with Nhp6A 
A) Structural overlap of the Rtf1 HMD74-139 R124/6/8 structure (cyan) with Nhp6A (orange; PDB id: 1J5N). The 
two structures deviated by a r.m.s.d of 2.47 Å over 43 Cα atoms. B) Structure of Nhp6A (orange) bound to double 
stranded DNA (grey). The secondary strutural elements of Nhp6A are labelled along with the major groove of the 
bound DNA. C) The M29 and F48 hydrophobic wedges used to distort and bend the DNA helix. The critical 
hydrophobic wedge residues (M29, F48) are indicated (green sticks). D) Electrostatic surface representation of the 
HMD and Nhp6A generated in PyMol. Notice how Nhp6A has a basic internal channel to mediate interaction with 
DNA.  
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 While HMD R124/6/8A aligns reasonably well with Nhp6A, most of the alignment is 
confined to the HMD’s longer α2 helix with the α3 helix of Nhp6A. Functionally Nhp6A makes 
extensive hydrophobic and electrostatic contacts with DNA (Figure 31B). Of particular 
importance are two hydrophobic ridges referred to as the M29 wedge and the F48 wedge which 
are required to distort and bend DNA (Figure 31C) [331]. These hydrophobic wedges are not 
conserved in the HMD. Significant differences also exist in the surface electrostatics of the 
proteins, with the HMD lacking a basic cleft to accommodate DNA like that seen in Nhp6A 
(Figure 31D). Collectively, these structural differences between Nhp6A and the HMD strongly 
suggest the two proteins utilize their folds in a functionally different manner.  
3.2.4.2 The HMD has structural similarities to the histone fold 
Another intriguing possibility is that the HMD acts as a histone mimic to regulate nucleosome 
accessibility, promoting histone modifications including H2B K123 monoubiquitylation. When 
super-imposed on the structures of crystallized histones, the HMD aligns reasonably well. For 
instance, the HMD aligns with S. cerevisiae histone H2A with an r.m.s.d of 2.1 Å over 36 Cα 
atoms (PDB id: 1ID3; Figure 32A). The C-terminal helix in our structure (E100-R126) aligns 
well with the central helix of the histone fold. The smaller HMD helix (E89-S97), while similar 
to what is seen in a canonical histone fold (Figure 3), does not align properly with the α1 helix of 
H2A, differing by roughly 40o (Figure 32A). Interestingly, the predicted secondary structure for 
an extended HMD construct to residue 152 includes another small helix C-terminal of HMD74-139 
protein construct (Figure 26), a feature reminiscent of the canonical three helix histone fold. 
Before determining more structural information or binding data, however, it is difficult to make 
too much from these alignments. Not surprisingly, based on its structural similarities to the 
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histone fold, the HMD also shows similarities to several of the TATA-binding protein associated 
factors (TAF) of the general transcription factor TFIID (Figure 32B).  
 
 
Figure 32. The HMD shares structural similarity with histones 
A) Structural overlap of the Rtf1 HMD74-139 R124/6/8 structure (cyan) with S. cerevisiae H2A (orange; PDB id: 
1ID3). The two structures deviated by a r.m.s.d of 2.1 Å over 36 Cα atoms. B) Structural overlap of the Rtf1 HMD74-
139 R124/6/8 structure (cyan) with TAFII18 (magenta; PDB id: 1.4). The two structures deviated by a r.m.s.d of 2.47 
Å over 43 Cα atoms.  
3.2.5 Determining the crystal structure of HMD74-139 R126A 
By examining the neighboring HMD molecules in our HMD R124/6/8A crystal structure, it is 
clear that only R126A is making productive van der Waal interactions to facilitate crystallization 
(Figure 29). Knowing this and the R124/6/8A substitution mutations are defective in HMD 
function in yeast; I wanted to attempt crystallization of HMD74-139 with only a single charge 
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reduction mutation at R126 (R126A). To do this, I generated a new expression construct 
containing HMD74-139 R126A using site-directed mutagenesis. Additionally, I designed and 
cloned a collection of extended HMD constructs for crystallization trials. These constructs 
included those extending the HMD boundaries to residue 152 and 184, both of which add 
additional elements of predicted secondary structure. Further, I designed each of the constructs to 
include one of the following charge reduction mutations: R126A, R126/128A, or 
R124/126/128A (Figure 33).  
I have expressed, purified, and performed crystallization trials on several of the 
constructs designed (summarized in Table 4). Similar to what I have observed in my 
crystallization attempts with earlier HMD constructs, all of them form pseudo-crystals in a wide 
collection of conditions. Only the shortest HMD constructs (74-139) with substitutions 
containing R126A (R126A, R126/8A, or R126/6/8A), however, form crystals with well-defined 
and crisp edges.  
 
Figure 33. Extended HMD constructs generated 
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Domain architecture of S. cerevisiae Rtf1. The HMD is expanded, showing its predicted secondary structure 
(PSIPRED) and percent identity. The observed secondary structure for HMD74-139 R124/6/8A is shown below the 
predicted secondary structure. New HMD constructs are indicated below the secondary structure and percent 
identity as yellow bars. Charge reduction mutants for each construct are marked by asterisks. 
 
Initially I focused my attention on crystallizing HMD74-139 R126A. As expected, HMD74-
139 R126A crystals grow in the same conditions that generated the HMD R124/6/8A crystals 
(40% PEG 300, 0.1M phosphate-citrate (pH 4.2)) which we used for data collection and 
structural determination. Unlike what was seen with HMD R124/6/8A, the R126A mutant 
protein formed hundreds of small crystals (Figure 34A) as opposed to two or three large crystals. 
To collect a high resolution x-ray data set it is important to have large well defined crystals. This 
can often be accomplished by slightly altering the crystal growth conditions, typically through 
lower the precipitant concentration (in my case PEG300). Using the HMD R124/6/8A 
crystallization conditions (40% PEG 300, 0.1M phosphate-citrate (pH 4.2)) as a starting point, I 
went about systematically optimizing each of the different components of the crystallization 
experiment. Despite extensive efforts varying pH, temperature (4oC and 21oC), precipitant 
concentrations, and protein concentrations, HMD R126A continued to form hundreds of tiny 
protein crystals.  
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Table 4. S. cerevisiae Rtf1 HMD constructs in pQLinkH 
Construct Vector Notes DH5α 
HMD 74-139 pQLinkH Expressed/purified (2L growth » ~12 mg protein) AV608 
HMD 74-139 
R124A pQLinkH Expressed/purified (2L growth » ~12 mg protein) AV657 
HMD 74-139 
R126A pQLinkH Expressed/purified (2L growth » ~14 mg protein) AV611 
HMD 74-139 
R128A pQLinkH Cloned AV663 
HMD 74-139 
R126A, R128A pQLinkH Expressed/purified (2L growth » ~14 mg protein) AV612 
HMD 74-139 
R124A, R126A, R128A pQLinkH Expressed/purified (2L growth » ~28 mg protein) AV613 
HMD 74-152 pQLinkH Expressed/purified (2L growth » ~4 mg protein) AV609 
HMD 74-152 
R124A pQLinkH Expressed/purified (2L growth » ~3 mg protein) AV659 
HMD 74-152 
R126A pQLinkH Expressed/purified (2L growth » ~22 mg protein) AV614 
HMD 74-152 
R128A pQLinkH Cloned AV665 
HMD 74-152 
R126A, R128A pQLinkH Expressed/purified (2L growth » ~18 mg protein) AV615 
HMD 74-152 
R124A, R126A, R124A pQLinkH Expressed/purified AV616 
HMD 74-184 pQLinkH Expressed/purified (2L growth » ~40 mg protein) AV610 
HMD 74-184 
R124A pQLinkH Expressed/purified (2L growth » ~15 mg protein) AV661 
HMD 74-184 
R126A pQLinkH Expressed/purified (2L growth » ~15 mg protein) AV617 
HMD 74-184 
R128A pQLinkH Cloned AV667 
HMD 74-184 
R126A, R128A pQLinkH Cloned AV618 
HMD 74-184 
R124A, R126A, R128A pQLinkH Expressed/purified (2L growth » ~14 mg protein) AV619 
 
In addition to varying the buffer conditions and the protein concentrations, sometimes 
protein crystallization can be facilitated by the addition of an additive. An additive can be any 
small molecule such as an organic acid, a nucleotide, or a small peptide. Typically one screens 
through a collection of additives, looking for those that establish stabilizing intermolecular 
interactions with your protein and promote lattice formation and crystallization. Several 
companies make large, commercially available additive screens, for optimizing protein crystals. 
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Hampton Research for instance makes the Silver Bullets Bio additive screen that is made up of a 
collection of biologically important small molecules including things like small peptides, co-
factors, and biochemical pathway intermediates [332].  
Having little success optimizing the crystallization conditions for HMD74-139 R126A, I 
decided to perform additive screens, focusing first on using Hampton’s Silver Bullets Bio screen. 
Strikingly, I found four conditions in the Silver Bullets screen that grew beautiful crystals that 
were both larger in size and more uniform in definition (Figure 34A). Looking through the 
components of each of the four Silver Bullets conditions identified, I found that they all shared a 
common component, benzamidine. Of the four different Silver Bullets Bio conditions identified, 
condition 7 resulted in the largest and most uniform crystals. Using Silver Bullets condition 7 as 
an additive, I was able to optimize crystal growth in 28% PEG 300 and 0.1M phosphate-citrate 
(pH 4.2).  Crystals were cryoprotected by increasing the concentration of PEG 300 to 44% 
before being flash frozen in liquid nitrogen.  
I collected a native dataset at our home source and used molecular replacement to 
estimate phases using my HMD R124/6/8A structure as a model. This allowed me to generate an 
interpretable electron density map and build an initial model of the protein. The model was 
improved with manual building using Coot [312] and refined at 1.62 Å resolution with an Rwork 
and Rfree values of 19.4 and 22.8%, respectively (Table 5). The crystal of HMD R126A belongs 
to the R32:H space group like the HMD R124/6/8A crystal and contains two molecules in its 
asymmetric unit. The resulting crystal structure of HMD R126A is nearly identical to the original 
R124/6/8A structure, with an r.m.s.d of 0.31 Å over 52 Cα atoms (Figure 35A). The additive 
benzamidine interacts with HMD residues on the domain’s smaller α1 helix, forming pi stacking 
interactions with H94 and H-bonding interactions with S90 (Figure 35B). This interaction serves 
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to create a new crystal contact with a neighboring HMD molecule, mediated through residues 
H94 and S90 of both HMD molecules (Figure 35C). 
 
 
Figure 34. Crystallization and structural determination of S. cerevisiae Rtf1 HMD74-139 R126A 
A) Schematic of the crystallization and data collection process for HMD74-139 R126A. Representative images from 
the crystallization process are shown, including the buffer conditions used in each case. The additive screen 
condition used in crystal optimization is indicated, including a diagram of the critical component of the additive, 
benzamidine. A frame from the x-ray diffraction data is shown along with the resolution range and experientially 
determined space group. B) Section of the electron density map of the S. cerevisiae HMD74-139 R126A crystal 
structure. 
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Figure 35. Crystal structure of the S. cerevisiae Rtf1 HMD74-139 R124A 
A) Overlap of the Rtf1 HMD 74-139 R126A structure (orange) with the HMD74-139 R124/6/8A structure (blue). The 
two structures deviated by a r.m.s.d of 0.31 Å over 52 Cα atoms. B) Benzamidine binding surface important in a 
mediating crystal contact. Benzamidine is shown in green with HMD residues critical in its recognition shown as 
white sticks. Hydrogen bonding (black) and van der Waal interactions (magenta) involved in the recognition are 
indicated as dashed lines. C) Crystal contact generated with the addition of benzamidine. The neighboring symmetry 
mate in the crystal lattice is shown in blue (molecule B). 
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Table 5. Data collection and refinement statistics for S. cerevisiae Rtf1 HMD74-139 R126A  
 Native 
Data collection  
Space group R32:H 
Cell dimensions  
a, b, c (Å) 93.9, 93.9, 75.3 
α, β, γ (°) 90.0, 90.0, 120.0 
Unique Reflections 16,294 
Resolution (Å) 50.0 - 1.62 (1.65-1.62) 
Rmerge (%) 5.7 (50.3) 
I / σI 43.0(6.77) 
Completeness (%) 99.6 (100.0) 
Redundancy 20.1 (15.2) 
Refinement  
Resolution (Å) 30.00-1.62 (1.78-1.62) 
 Rwork / Rfree (%) 19.3/22.8 (20.1/25.3) 
                  Number of. atoms 
Protein 976 
Other 9 
Water 75 
                   B-factors (Å2) 
Protein 31.2 
Other 28.6 
Solvent 41.3 
R.m.s. deviations 
   Bond lengths (Å) 0.007 
 
   Bond angles (°) 1.05 
                  Ramachandran 
Outliers (%) 
 
0.00 
Allowed (%) 2.53 
Favored (%) 97.5 
Values in parentheses are for highest-resolution shell. 
Rmerge = (|(ΣI - <I>)|)/(ΣI), where <I> is the average intensity 
of multiple measurements. 
Rwork = Σhkl||Fobs(hkl)|| - Fcalc (hkl)||/Σhkl|Fobs(hkl)|. 
  h  lid i   f  f  % f h  
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Having identified an additive that promotes HMD crystallization by creating a new 
crystal contact, I decided to revisit crystallization attempts with wild-type constructs. Each of the 
wild-type HMD constructs (74-139, 74-184) readily form pseudo-crystals in a wide range of 
conditions, making it possible that the additional crystal contact afforded by benzamidine would 
be just enough to promote crystallization. At around this time, Branden Van Oss from the Arndt 
lab finished his analysis of the effects the HMD charge reduction mutations on H2B K123 
monoubiquitylation. He found that the defect in H2B K123 monoubiquitylation observed upon 
R124/6/8A substitution was localized primarily to the R126A substitution. Based on this 
information I decided to clone versions of each of the HMD constructs containing singular 
charge reduction substitutions at R124A and R128A (Table 4).    
I have expressed and purified several of the wild-type and single charge reduction 
substitution HMD constructs and subjected them to crystallization trials. Unfortunately it does 
not appear that the addition of benzamidine has a significant effect on facilitating crystallization 
of the wild-type constructs or the R124A and R128A substitutions. Pseudo-crystals still form in a 
broad range of diverse crystallization conditions. I have attempted to further optimize several of 
the different conditions identified for both wild-type and R124A substitution constructs (Table 
4), but have been unable to grow diffraction quality crystals.  
3.2.6 DNA and RNA binding capabilities of the HMD 
When looking for Rtf1 HMD interaction partners, Tony Piro in the Arndt lab made an interesting 
observation that HMD74-184 co-purified with a large amount of nucleic acid. The nucleic acid was 
susceptible to RNase, suggesting it was primarily RNA. Upon further investigation he found that 
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the shorter HMD construct (74-139) was not able to co-purify with RNA. This suggests that the 
HMD, specifically residues 140-184, contains a previously undescribed RNA binding domain. 
Both Rtf1 and Leo1 have been shown to be capable of binding RNA in vitro [255]. In the case of 
Rtf1, this interaction could be in part localized to the Plus3 domain which has been shown to 
interact with DNA [278]. 
To more fully characterize the HMD’s nucleic acid binding properties, I performed a 
series of electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) using a range of different DNA and RNA 
probes and Rtf1 constructs. In the work by Dermondy et al where they showed Rtf1 was able to 
bind RNA in vitro, they used large RNA oligonucleotides (67-74 nucleotides) created through in 
vitro transcription assays. For my assays, I designed a series of smaller 14 nucleotide probes 
(Table 6), including a double stranded, single stranded, and hairpin RNA. Additionally I 
designed a double and single stranded DNA probe. The sequences of each of the probes were 
designed to minimize unwanted secondary structure (OligoAnalyzer, Integrated DNA 
Technologies). I tested three Rtf1 constructs for nucleic acid binding, full-length Rtf1, HMD74-
139, and HMD74-184. 
Surprisingly, I found that nearly all of the Rtf1 constructs had little to not affinity to the 
nucleic acid probes tested. When adding an excess (25-50 μM) of either the full-length Rtf1 or 
the larger HMD construct (74-184), I would observe a disappearance of the free probe for the 
double stranded and single stranded RNA probes. This behavior suggests that the protein and 
RNA are aggregating and fail to enter the gel, making it difficult to ascertain specific RNA 
binding of either construct. Even if the disappearance of free RNA probe represents specific 
binding for full-length Rtf1 and HMD 74-184, the apparent dissociation constant (Kd) would fall 
well above the ~1.0 μM  Kd observed in the literature [255]. This difference in affinity may be 
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partially attributed to the size difference in oligonucleotide probes. Further, Dermondy et al 
cross-linked their reactions with UV irradiation prior to resolving them via SDS-PAGE [255]. I 
have confidence in the reaction conditions I used because full-length Rtf1 was able to bind 
double stranded and single stranded DNA with an estimated Kd in the micromolar range. This 
interaction is likely mediated through the Plus3 domain of the protein, which has been shown to 
bind DNA in vitro (Figure 13B) [278]. Further studies are required to more firmly establish the 
role, if any, the Rtf1 HMD has in nucleic acid binding. Currently however, I feel that if the HMD 
is capable of binding RNA it is not likely to be biologically relevant. It is possible that proper 
RNA binding by the HMD requires other regions of Rtf1 or another protein altogether.  
 
Table 6. Probes used in HMD nucleic acid EMSAs 
Name Sequence Storage (-20oC) Notes 
ssDNA14-F (ADW31) 5’ – CTTCTTGTCCGTCGA – 3’ ADW oligos box 1  
ssDNA14-R (ADW32) 5’ – TCGACGGACAAGAAG – 3’ ADW oligos box 1  
ssRNA14-F (ADW33) 5’ - ACGCGACUCAGGAG - 3’ ADW oligos box 1 Adapted from NCBI 
ID: 1C4L 
ssRNA14-R (ADW34) 5’ - CUCCUGAGUCGCGU - 3’ ADW oligos box 1 Adapted from NCBI 
ID: 1C4L 
hpRNA13 (ADW35) 5’ – GCUCUCAGUGAGC – 3’ ADW oligos box 1 Adapted from NCBI 
ID: 1Q75 
3.3 CONCLUSIONS 
The N-terminal histone modification domain of Rtf1 is a critical regulator of H2B 
monoubiquitylation of K123 in S. cerevisiae [177, 205]. Catalyzed by the ubiquitin-conjugating 
enzyme Rad6 and the ubiquitin-protein ligase Bre1 [155-157], H2B monoubiquitylation is a 
prerequisite for the downstream di- and trimethylation of histone H3 K4 and K79 by the 
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Set1/COMPASS and Dot1 methyltransferases, respectively [158-160]. Strikingly, while only 
composed of 90 amino acids (62-152), the HMD is necessary and sufficient for H2B K123 
ubiquitylation and H3 K4 and K79 methylation [177, 205]. Further still, the HMD is capable of 
localizing to chromatin in vivo when present as the only source of Rtf1 in S. cerevisiae [205]. 
How a domain of such size can accomplish all these feats is still a source of much debate. 
To aid in our mechanistic understanding of how the HMD functions, I determined the 
crystal structure of a region of the HMD spanning residues 74-139. The domain forms a 
deceptively simple structure composed of two α-helices arranged anti-parallel to one another, 
forming a planar and highly solvent accessible surface (Figure 28,35). Across this surface are a 
series of evolutionarily conserved residues, several of which form a patch on the domain (E100, 
E104, L107, F108, K116, Q115, Figure 30B) that is required for Rtf1-dependent histone 
modifications. This patch is very likely acting as a protein-protein interaction surface with an 
unknown binding partner to facilitate Rtf1-dependent histone modifications.  
Despite extensive efforts by the Arndt lab, the HMD’s binding partner has remained 
elusive. Logical interaction partners like the ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme Rad6 and the 
ubiquitin-protein ligase Bre1 do not appear to interact with the domain through in vitro and in 
vivo immunoprecipitations (Arndt lab, data unpublished). Structural homology searches with our 
crystal structure against the entire Protein Data Bank (PDB, http://www.rcsb.org/) reveal few 
definitive clues about the mechanism by which the domain functions. The domain shares loose 
structural homology with several chromatin-associated protein, including TAF proteins from the 
transcription initiation factor TFIID and the DNA binding protein Nhp6A. Further the domain 
exhibits structural similarities to the canonical histone fold, suggesting a possible mechanism 
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where the domain acts as a histone mimic to loosen chromatin structure and facilitate access for 
chromatin modifying enzymes.  
 Along the lines of acting as a histone mimic, it is also possible that the HMD interacts 
directly with the nucleosome. A particularly intriguing idea is that the HMD binds the 
nucleosome on the acidic patch formed at the H2A-H2B interface on the nucleosome surface 
(Figure 36). This interaction would thereby compete for acidic patch binding with the H4 N-
terminal tail, an interaction critical for chromatin compaction and higher order structure [333-
335]. There is already precedence for such an interaction in nucleosome-binding proteins [336-
340], exemplified in the co-crystal structures of the LANA peptide [337], the Sir3 BAH domain 
[336], and RCC1 [338] with the nucleosome. In each of these structures, the proteins specifically 
recognize the acidic patch of the nucleosome with a strategically located arginine residue 
forming hydrogen bonding interactions with H2A residues E62, D91, and E93 of the acidic patch 
(residue nomenclature is from S. cerevisiae, residue numbers and identities differ slightly 
between organisms). In the case of the HMD, two surface exposed invariant arginine residues 
(R92, R103) exist that could plausibly interact with the acidic patch (Figure 36). By mediating an 
interaction with the acidic patch of the nucleosome, the HMD would prevent the nucleosome-
nucleosome interactions important for intrinsic chromatin condensation. This in turn could lead 
to an alternate more open chromatin architecture accessible to chromatin modifying enzymes like 
Rad6-Bre1 and downstream methyltransferases. Future studies are needed to more full address 
this possibility. Preliminary work by Branden Van Oss of the Arndt lab shows that R92 and 
R103 alanine substitutions have modest effects on downstream H3 K4 and K79 methylation 
marks but little effect on K123 monoubiquitylation. In vitro HMD binding studies using 
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recombinant nucleosome could be particularly valuable. These studies could be coupled with 
crystallography efforts.  
 Further efforts to determine the structure of larger HMD constructs could be 
tremendously informative. Any additional structural elements will add complexity to the HMD 
fold and make structural homology searches easier and more meaningful. While I have 
performed extensive crystallization trials with several of the shorter HMD constructs generated, 
focused efforts on some of the larger constructs (Table 4), particularly those with the R128A 
substitutions could be beneficial. Crystallization of these larger constructs could be greatly aided 
with the addition of additives such as benzamidine, like that seen in my HMD R126A structure 
(Figure 35). Along these lines, generation of new HMD constructs could also facilitate 
crystallization. S. cerevisiae residues 134-146 are considerably more variable than the rest of the 
extended HMD sequence (74-184; Figure 26). It is possible that their removal could promote 
crystallization of a larger Rtf1 fragment containing the HMD.  
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Figure 36. The H2A-H2B acidic patch of the nucleosome 
A) H2A-H2B acidic patch on nucleosome surface. X-ray crystal structure of the nucleosome (PDB id: 1ZLA). The 
histones are shown as surface representations (H3, blue; H4, green; H2A, yellow; H2B, pink). H2A and H2B 
residues making up the acidic patch are highlighted in red. B) LANA (latency-associated nuclear antigen) peptide 
recognition surface on the X. laevis nucleosome (PDB id: 1ZLA). Critical LANA peptide residues and acidic H2A 
patch residues are indicated. Labels correspond to the residues in S. cerevisiae. C) Proposed HMD association with 
the H2A-H2B acidic patch. Conserved HMD arginine residues proposed to mediate binding are indicated (white 
sticks).  
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4.0  STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE 
CORE PAF1 COMPLEX 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
While the description and identification of individual regions or domains within Paf1C is 
incredibly valuable, a comprehensive understanding of Paf1C function requires an understanding 
of the spatial arrangement of Paf1C subunits. Subunit arrangement will provide a window into 
how Paf1C organizes functional domains and how it coordinates associations with RNA Pol II 
and other elongation factors. The best strategy to elucidate Paf1C’s spatial orientation is through 
structural analysis with techniques like x-ray crystallography, small angle x-ray scattering 
(SAXS), and electron microscopy. 
To gain insight into how Paf1C coordinates its functions and interactions, I have worked 
towards determining the crystal structure of Paf1C and any sub-complexes via x-ray 
crystallography. Success in obtaining protein crystals and quality x-ray diffraction data is heavily 
dependent upon choosing the correct constructs to work with. Orderly formation of a crystal 
lattice is greatly facilitated by removal of a protein’s flexible sequences, while retaining its rigid 
core sequences, those locked together through intrasubunit interactions. Flexible sequences of a 
protein can include N- and C-terminal tails, internal loops within the primary sequence, and even 
stable domains that are only tethered to the protein core. Removal of these flexible sequences 
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becomes even more critical when dealing with a protein complex, because any one could prevent 
crystallization of the entire complex. It is important to note that sequences required for biological 
functions can be found within both flexible and core sequences of a protein, but from a 
crystallographer’s standpoint, any sequences outside of the core would be best studied in 
isolation. 
While diffraction quality crystals of Paf1C have eluded me, I have been successful in 
establishing two recombinant expression systems for Paf1C sub-complexes. Notably, I have 
found that co-expression of the soluble N-terminus of Cdc73 solubilizes Ctr9, Paf1, and Leo1 in 
S. cerevisiae. This sub-complex is well expressed in E. coli and is amenable to a battery of 
purification techniques. Most importantly, the sub-complex co-elutes from a size exclusion 
chromatography column as a single peak, strongly suggesting the subunits are forming a 
complex.  
4.2 RESULTS 
4.2.1 Co-expression system for S. cerevisiae Ctr9, Paf1, Leo1, and Cdc73 
Recombinant expression for multi-protein complexes typically utilizes one of three possible 
strategies. The first involves a multi-plasmid approach in which each subunit is expressed from 
an individual plasmid. The second involves a single expression plasmid coding for a 
polycistronic message containing each protein of the complex. Finally you can reconstitute the 
protein complex with separately expressed and purified subunits, a strategy successfully used 
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with the exosome [341]. Each approach has its own advantages and disadvantages. The use of 
multiple vectors provides increased flexibility to modify the protein construct and individual 
vectors are often easier to construct. On the downside, individual vectors often show widely 
different expression levels, which may be undesirable. The polycistronic approach has the 
advantage of providing matched levels of protein expression under the control of a single 
promoter. Additionally, each subunit is expressed at a centralized location, promoting complex 
formation. In turn, it suffers from difficult vector construction. The reconstitution approach 
shares the advantages of multiple vectors, but is labor intensive and requires that each subunit is 
soluble for purification. For my first Paf1C expression system, I chose an approach that balanced 
these concepts, utilizing both polycistronic expression and multiple expression vectors.  
This Paf1C expression system was created with two compatible expression vectors 
(pMCSG7, pMCSG23) that were readily available. The first plasmid (CPL), cloned by Dr. 
Margaret Shirra, was a pMCSG7 vector coding for polycistronic expression of full-length Ctr9, 
full-length Leo1, and a truncated version of Paf1 (Paf1Δ5, residues 1-385). The second (HM73), 
cloned by Chris Amrich, utilized a pMCSG23 backbone and encoded an N-terminal fragment of 
Cdc73 (residues 1-230). The CPL vector encoded for a TEV cleavable His6-tagged Ctr9, while 
Paf1Δ5 and Leo1 remained untagged (Figure 37). The HM73 vector was engineered to produce a 
Cdc73 fusion protein with N-terminal His6 and maltose binding protein (MBP) tags, both of 
which could be removed by TEV protease (Figure 37). 
When separately transformed into CodonPlus E.Coli (Stratagene), both vectors were 
capable of expressing the cloned proteins. Expression of Ctr9, Leo1, and Paf1Δ5 however was 
very poor and was strictly insoluble. Remarkably, co-expression of HM73 with CPL (CPL73) 
successfully pulled Ctr9, Leo1, and Paf1Δ5 into the soluble fraction along with Cdc73 (Figure 
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38, lane 3). Solubilizing Ctr9, Leo1, and Paf1Δ5 with the addition of Cdc73 was a major advance 
because it allowed for bacterial expression of a large, nearly intact Paf1C sub-complex. This 
success focused my attention on utilizing bacterial expression vectors to obtain Paf1C for 
structural studies, in lieu of purifying physiological Paf1C from yeast. 
 
Figure 37. Schematic of the CPL73 expression system 
Ctr9, Paf1 1-385, and Leo1 were cloned into a pMCSG7 vector under the control of a single T7 promoter (CPL). 
The resulting polycistronic mRNA message contains internal ribosome entry sites (IRES), allowing the message to 
be translated into an N-terminally His6-tagged Ctr9 and untagged versions of Paf11-385 (Δ5) and Leo1. Cdc73 1-
230 was cloned into a pMCSG23 vector, downstream of a His6-MBP tag. Both vectors have different selection 
factors and compatible origins of replication, allowing for their co-expression in E.coli. 
 
Taking advantage of the N-terminal His6 tags imparted on Ctr9 and Cdc73 1-230 by their 
vectors, I used affinity chromatography (Ni-NTA) to begin complex purification. Consistent with 
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complex formation, untagged members of the complex (Leo1, Paf1Δ5) purified along with the 
tagged members (Ctr9, Cdc73) (Figure 38, lane 4). Following affinity chromatography, eluted 
complex was incubated at room temperature with TEV protease to remove tags on Ctr9 and 
Cdc73 (Figure 38, lane 5). Digested complex was sent over a 2nd Ni-NTA column to recapture 
nonspecific contaminants, while Paf1C was recovered in the flow through (FT) (Figure 38, lane 
6). Shifts in migration on SDS-PAGE upon TEV digestion support the identities of Ctr9 and 
Cdc73 1-230 (Figure 38, lane 4+6). As a final test for complex integrity and homogeneity, the 
complex was analyzed with size exclusion chromatography. Complex members co-eluted off an 
S500 sizing column in a single peak, further supporting complex formation (Figure 38, lanes 
7,8).  
 
Figure 38. Purification of a four member Paf1C subcomplex using the CPL73 expression system 
The CPL and HM73 expression vectors were co-transformed and expressed with IPTG induction (lane 2) and 
purified by two rounds of Ni affinity chromatography (lanes 4,6) followed by size exclusion chromatography (lane 
7). Contaminating proteins are marked with an asterisk (*). 
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The purified complex was able to be concentrated to approximately 6.4 mg/ml without 
precipitation, a range suitable for structural studies. I conducted a series of crystallization trials 
with the purified Paf1 subcomplex using our lab’s crystallography robot. The robot allowed me 
to screen for Paf1 subcomplex crystallization conditions in a 96-well format, using commercially 
available sparse-matrix crystallization screens. These screens failed to produce any initial crystal 
hits suitable for further optimization. This failure of the Paf1 subcomplex to form crystals was 
likely caused in part by a non-homogeneous protein sample. When viewed via SDS-PAGE, the 
concentrated protein samples used for crystallization contained several contaminates (Figure 38, 
lane 8). Many of these impurities are likely breakdown products of Paf1C subunits, supporting 
the notion that we have not identified the stable core components of Paf1C. Further it suggested 
that we needed to develop a new expression system able to be quickly modified to add or 
subtract regions of Paf1C subunits.  
4.2.2 Paf1C co-expression using the pQLink expression system  
Both the CPL and HM73 expression vectors were not originally designed for use in a multi-
vector co-expression system. This was exemplified by the fact that both vectors contained an N-
terminal His6 tag, resulting in the expression of His6 tagged Cdc73 and Ctr9. Additionally, 
neither vector was engineered to be easily manipulated after the initial cloning. This final point 
was critically important in my efforts to crystallize the core Paf1C. Successful crystallization of 
the complex would require screening through multiple constructs for each subunit to identify 
those comprising a stable Paf1C core. For this to be feasible, we needed an expression system 
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that was rapidly and easily amenable to iterative addition/subtraction of constructs, while not 
sacrificing overall protein expression.  
Many of those criteria were met by the pQLink expression system (Figure 39) [342]. The 
pQLink system is a unique expression system that allows for the generation of co-expression 
plasmids through ligation-independent cloning (LIC) of three standard pQLink plasmids (Figure 
39B). Each of the vectors contain two LINK sequences (LINK1, LINK2) [342], flanking the 
vector’s expression cassette (promoter, multiple cloning site, transcriptional terminator). These 
LINK sequences allow for the insertion of one expression cassette into a second pQLink vector 
through LIC, effectively allowing you to link together an unlimited number of genes (Figure 
39C). The vectors share a common vector backbone (pQTEV2), differing only in their affinity 
tag, or lack thereof (pQLinkN), imparted on the expressed protein. The pQLinkH vector for 
instance, imparts a His7 tag, whereas the pQLinkG vector imparts a GST tag. All of the pQLink 
vectors are capable of expressing single proteins or can be converted to co-expression plasmids 
through LIC reaction of other pQLink expression cassettes. After cloning your constructs into the 
desired pQLink vectors, you can quickly and easily combine them in any combination desirable. 
This system was perfectly suited for structural studies of Paf1C, because it allowed for simple 
generation of new co-expression plasmids as the different boundaries of the Paf1C core were 
determined. 
In collaboration with Dr. Margaret Shirra in the Arndt lab, we cloned a series of Paf1C 
subunits and subcomplexes into the pQLink vectors (summarized in Table 7). We cloned full-
length constructs of each Paf1C subunit into pQLink vectors, save Paf1 and Rtf1, which were 
cloned in truncated forms. In addition to the full-length constructs, truncated forms of Leo1, 
Ctr9, and Cdc73 were cloned into pQLink vectors (Table 7). Ctr9 and Cdc73 were cloned into 
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pQLinkH and pQLinkG vectors, respectively, while the other subunits were cloned into the 
pQLinkN vector. This allowed for selection of two subunits (Ctr9, Cdc73) during complex 
purification, using two different affinity tags (His7, GST), expediting complex purification and 
accurate complex stoichiometry.  
 
 
Figure 39. pQLink expression system and construction of co-expression plasmids 
A) Vector map of pQLinkH. Multiple cloning site (MCS), TEV protease cleavage site (TEV), Transcription 
terminator (term.) B) pQLink expression cassettes in each of the parent pQLink vectors. The vectors differ only in 
the tag imparted on the expressed protein. C) General overview of the construction of a co-expression plasmid from 
two pQLink plasmids containing different cDNA inserts (Gene1, Gene2).  
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I have tested the expression of each of the individual Paf1C subunits in a range of E.coli 
expression strains (RIL, RIPL, BL21). Subunit expression remained relatively consistent 
between expressions, but varied significantly between constructs. Ctr9 and Cdc73 for example, 
expressed well in all constructs tested, while Paf1Δ5 and full-length Leo1 were not detectable by 
coomassie staining. The truncated version of Leo1 (109-379) however, expressed very well, 
presenting the intriguing possibility that constructs could be initially screened based entirely on 
E.coli expression levels.  
In an effort to improve Paf1Δ5 and Leo1 expression, and test the co-expression ability of 
the pQLink vectors, we generated several co-expression vectors through LIC. Among the vectors 
created was a vector (qCPL73) mimicking my original CPL73 expression system, containing 
Paf1Δ5, full-length Ctr9, full-length Leo1, and Cdc73 (1-230). Based on my co-expression 
studies with several of the combined expression cassette vectors, I have found that subunits that 
express well on their own (Ctr9, Cdc73) continue to express strongly. For those subunits that 
express poorly, the results are more variable. For instance, dual expression of Paf1Δ5 with any of 
the other Paf1C subunits appears to have no effect on Paf1Δ5 expression levels, resulting in 
undetectable expression of Paf1Δ5 by coomassie staining. Interestingly when Paf1Δ5 is 
expressed in conjunction with full-length Cdc73 and full-length Ctr9 (qCP73), we see induction 
of a band that is sized appropriately to be Paf1Δ5 (Figure 40A). Counterintuitively, when Paf1Δ5 
is expressed with full-length Cdc73, full-length Ctr9, and full-length Leo1 (qCPL73), there is no 
clear induction band for Paf1Δ5 while Ctr9, Leo1, and Cdc73 express strongly (Figure 40B).  
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Figure 40. Expression and purification of pQLink Paf1 subcomplexes 
A) qCP73 IPTG expression. Expected subunits sizes: His7-Ctr9 ~125 kDa, GST-Cdc73 ~67 kDa, Paf1Δ5 ~45 kDa 
B) qCPL73 IPTG expression. Paf1Δ5 is not expressed (grey text). Expected subunits sizes: His7-Ctr9 ~125 kDa, 
GST-Cdc73 ~67 kDa, Paf1Δ5 ~45 kDa, Leo1 ~53.8 C) 1st Ni affinity chromatography column for qC73 . His7-Ctr9 
remains in the insoluble fraction. Paf1Δ5 is not expressed (grey text). D) 1st Ni affinity chromatography column for 
qCPL73. His7-Ctr9, GST-Cdc73, and Leo1 co-elute off of the Ni-column. Paf1Δ5 is not expressed (grey text). 
 
I have performed preliminary protein purifications with several of the IPTG co-
inductions, including the co-induction of Paf1Δ5 with full-length Ctr9 and the co-induction of 
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qCPL73. In the case of Paf1Δ5 and Ctr9, Paf1Δ5 is not induced and Ctr9 remains in the 
insoluble fraction (Figure 40C). The retention of Ctr9 in the insoluble fraction agrees well with 
our earlier purification trials using Ctr9 produced from other expression systems lacking Cdc73. 
Work with the pCPL73 co-expression vector has proven to be more successful. His7-Ctr9, GST-
Cdc73, and Leo1 are all confined to the soluble fraction of the bacterial lysate. Importantly, both 
GST-Cdc73 and Leo1 co-elute off of a Ni-affinity chromatography column, suggesting the three 
proteins are forming a complex together (Figure 40D). Paf1Δ5 expression is still problematic. 
There are no apparent bands for Paf1Δ5 in the induced gel sample or any of the subsequent 
samples throughout the affinity purification. The Ctr9-Cdc73-Leo1 subcomplex that co-elutes 
from the 1st Ni-affinity column remains intact through subsequent purification steps, including a 
2nd Ni-affinity column after TEV protease digestion and a gel filtration column (data not shown). 
Interestingly, a large portion of the Ctr9-Cdc73-Leo1 subcomplex remains bound to the Ni-
affinity resin after TEV cleavage, suggesting the tagged constructs are mildly resistant to TEV 
protease digestion. Future work is needed to more completely characterize the pQLink vectors 
currently cloned, specifically focusing on their expression levels and the amenability of the 
expressed proteins to purification.  
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Table 7. Paf1C pQLink vectors 
Construct Vector Notes VanDemark 
storage 
Arndt lab 
storage 
Rtf1 230-558 pQLinkN No HMD  KB965 
Paf1 2-385 pQLinkN Δ5  KB966 
Paf1’ 2-385 pQLinkN Codon optimized   
Leo1 2-464 pQLinkN Full-length  KB967 
Leo1 109-379 pQLinkN   KB968 
Ctr9 2-1077 pQLinkH Full-length  KB969 
Ctr9 40-870 pQLinkH   KB989 
Ctr9 870-1077 pQLinkH  AV371  
Cdc73 1-393 pQLinkG Full-length AV356  
Cdc73 1-205 pQLinkG  AV357  
Paf1 2-385 + Rtf1 230-558 pQLinkN   KB974 
Paf1 2-385 + Leo1 2-464 pQLinkN   KB975 
Paf1 2-385 + Leo1 109-379 pQLinkN   KB976 
Paf1 2-385 + Ctr9 2-1077 pQLinkN His7-Ctr9  KB977 
Paf1 2-385 + Ctr9 40-870 pQLinkN His7-Ctr9  KB982 
Paf1 2-385 + Cdc73 1-393 pQLinkN GST-Cdc73  KB996 
Cdc73 1-393 + Leo1 2-464 pQLinkG GST-Cdc73  KB997 
Cdc73 1-393 + Ctr9 2-1077 pQLinkG His7-Ctr9, GST-Cdc73  KB998 
Rtf1 230-558 + Leo1 109-379 pQLinkN   KB1002 
Paf1’ 2-385 + Cdc73 1-393 pQLinkN Paf1 codon optimized  KB1104 
Paf1 2-385 + Leo1 2-464 + 
Ctr9 40-870 
pQLinkN His7-Ctr9  KB988 
Paf1 2-385 + Leo1 2-464 + 
Cdc73 1-393 
pQLinkN GST-Cdc73  KB994 
Paf1 2-385 + Leo1 2-464 + 
Cdc73 1-205 
pQLinkN GST-Cdc73  KB995 
Paf1’ 2-385 + Cdc73 1-393 + 
Ctr9 2-1077 
pQLinkN Paf1 codon optimized, 
His7-Ctr9, GST-Cdc73 
 KB1106 
Paf1 2-385 + Leo1 2-464 + 
Cdc73 1-393 + Ctr9 2-1077 
pQLinkN His7-Ctr9, GST-Cdc73  KB999 
4.2.3 Limited proteolysis of a Paf1C subcomplex 
Limited proteolysis is a technique commonly used to identify stable domains of a protein or a 
protein complex. In the technique one exposes a purified protein to a protease at an extremely 
low concentration. When protease levels are limited, regions of a protein that are most accessible 
will be digested first, including surface loops, linkers, and the N- and C-termini. Buried regions 
of the protein however, like those found in a protein’s core, will be shielded from digestion. 
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Typically the digestion is done over an extended period of time (1-3 hours) and samples are 
taken throughout to visualize via SDS-PAGE. Protein bands that are still visible at the end of the 
digestion, via SDS-PAGE, are considered proteolytically stable fragments of the protein. Such a 
technique is ideal for identifying and refining the boundaries of a protein or complex of proteins 
for structural studies.  
To begin probing Paf1C stability and identifying the core complex, I performed a number 
of limited proteolysis experiments on a recominantly expressed and purified Paf1 subcomplex 
composed of Paf1Δ5, full-length Ctr9, full-length Leo1, and an N-terminal fragment of Cdc73 
(expressed from the pCPL73 expression system, Figure 37,38). The complex was digested with 
either trypsin or Subtilisin A and analyzed via SDS-PAGE and coomassie staining (Figure 
41A,C). Several bands appeared during the digestions that were stable throughout the trypsin and 
Subtilisin A time courses, potentially representing stable core fragments. These bands were 
excised from the gels and their identities determined by complete in-gel tryptic digestion 
combined with mass spectrometry in collaboration with Dr. Rich Gardner at the University of 
Washington (Department of Pharmacology). Several of the bands from the undigested Paf1 
subcomplex sample were also excised and sent for mass spectrometry analysis. This was done to 
ensure that our starting sample contained all of the expected subunits and confirm our 
assignments of the different subunits observed via SDS-PAGE.   
 Analysis of the different peptide fragments identified by the mass spectrometry analysis 
confirmed that our starting Paf1 subcomplex contained all 4 of the expected subunits, Paf1Δ5, 
full-length Ctr9, full-length Leo1, and an N-terminal fragment of Cdc73 (Figure 41). The 
identities of the proteolytically stable fragments from the trypsin and Subtilisin A time courses 
were much more surprising. Instead of containing truncated versions of all of the members of th 
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Paf1 subcomplex, we found that all of the proteolytically stable fragments excised from the gels 
were primarily composed of Ctr9 (Figure 41B,D). These data suggest that all of the subunits 
from the purified Paf1 subcomplex aside from Ctr9 are protease sensitive. One explanation for 
this observation is that the purified Paf1 subcomplex is not folded properly and hence is 
susceptible to proteases even at limiting amounts. It is also possible that lower protease 
concentrations are need to be used to generate meaningful data for the other subunits of the 
subcomplex. Future work is required to differentiate between these possibilities.  
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Figure 41. Limited proteolysis and mass spectrometry analysis of a Paf1 subcomplex 
A) Purified Paf1 subcomplex was subjected to limited proteolysis with 0.05% trypsin over a period of 3 hours, with 
samples taken at different time points and stopped with SDS loading dye before being run on an 15% SDS-
polyacrylamide gel. Bands to be excised for in-gel tryptic digestion followed by mass spectrometry analysis are 
labelled (APV1-14).  B) Bands were excised from the gel (APV1-14) in panel A and subjected to in-gel tryptic 
digestion before being analyzed by tandem-mass spectrometry analysis to identify peptide fragments. The peptide 
hits for each of the Paf1 subcomplex members are listed for each gel band analyzed. C) Purified Paf1C subcomplex 
was subjected to limited proteolysis with Subtilisin A (0.05 mg/ml) over a period of 1 hour. Samples were taken at 
different time points and stopped with SDS loading dye before being run on an 15% SDS-polyacrylamide gel. Bands 
to be excised for in-gel tryptic digestion followed by mass spectrometry analysis are labelled (APV15-21). D) Bands 
were excised from the gel (APV1-14) in panel C and subjected to in-gel tryptic digestion before being analyzed by 
tandem-mass spectrometry analysis to identify peptide fragments. The peptide hits for each of the Paf1 subcomplex 
members are listed for each gel band analyzed.  
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4.3 CONCLUSIONS 
Despite some of the initial setbacks, the pQLink expression system still holds great promise for 
exploring Paf1C architecture and determining the structure of the core complex. For the system 
to be successful, a more comprehensive and detailed expression study of the available constructs 
is needed. If Paf1 and Leo1 expression still prove to be problematic, their coding sequences can 
be replaced by ones optimized for expression in E.coli, both of which our lab currently has 
available. In the case of Paf1, Dr. Shirra has already cloned the optimized version (Paf1’) into 
the pQLink system individually, in combination with full-length Cdc73, and in combination with 
Cdc73 and full-length Ctr9 (Table 7). Paf1 could also be introduced on a separate expression 
vector compatible with the pQLink vectors. The pRSF vector would be a good candidate for such 
studies. I have already tested co-expression of pQLinkG-expressed Cdc73 and pRSF-expressed 
Rtf1 (HMD) and found the two vectors are compatible (data not shown). 
After successfully establishing a robust expression system and purification scheme, focus 
can be shifted to examining one Paf1C subunit at a time and systematically work through all of 
the cloned constructs to determine which behaves best in the context of the other subunits. This 
should allow us to narrow down Paf1C crystallization candidates, and loosely define the core of 
Paf1C. These results can be further refined through limited proteolysis studies coupled with mass 
spectrometry. Combining limited proteolysis of Paf1C with Native PAGE could also be 
particularly informative. The core Paf1 subcomplex remaining after limited proteolysis should 
travel as a single band when run on Native-PAGE, allowing for mass-spectrometry analysis and 
identification of the stabilized fragments physically associated with one another. 
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In addition to recombinant expression of Paf1C in bacteria, there is great promise in 
using other recombinant or endogenous sources to answer structural questions about Paf1C. 
While more costly and time consuming than using bacteria, recombinant expression of Paf1C in 
insect cells, using a baculovirus expression system, promises to be particularly powerful. Since 
expression occurs in a eukaryotic source, many of the post-translational modifications normally 
seen in endogenously expressed proteins are maintained. Incorporation of the proper post-
translation modification may be particularly important in formation of Paf1C, as evidence by my 
limited proteolysis work on the Paf1, Ctr9, Leo1, and Cdc73 subcomplex. The baculovirus 
expression system in insect cells has already been successfully used to reconstitute human Paf1C 
[181]. Endogenous expression and purification of the Paf1C could also be incredibly valuable as 
a source of complex for structural techniques such as electron microscopy and small-angle x-ray 
scattering (SAXS). Paf1C has already been successfully purified endogenously from several 
sources including humans [181], S.cerevisiae [114], and S. pombi [343]. 
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5.0  DISCUSSION 
My research in Dr. VanDemark’s lab has focused on revealing the mechanisms underlying DNA 
templated processes, including transcription and DNA repair. My transcriptional focus has been 
centered on the Paf1 complex, specifically the Rtf1 subunit of the complex and its role in 
regulating RNA polymerase II-mediated transcription. Using biochemical and structural 
techniques, I provided a molecular description of how Rtf1 mediates Paf1 complex recruitment 
to elongating RNA polymerase II. Recruitment of Rtf1 is controlled by its centrally located Plus3 
domain and a direct interaction with the evolutionarily conserved elongation factor Spt5. I solved 
the co-crystal structure of the human Plus3 domain of Rtf1 bound to a phosphorylated C-terminal 
repeat of Spt5. The structure revealed the basis for recognition of the repeat motif of Spt5, an 
important component in the recruitment of regulatory factors to RNA Pol II [311]. I have 
performed further structural characterization of Rtf1, studying the N-terminal histone 
modification domain. To gain insight into the molecular mechanism underlying the domain’s 
function, I successfully crystallized and solved the structure of a minimal region of the domain 
necessary and sufficient for Rtf1-mediated histone modifications. Further, I helped identify a 
conserved surface on the domain’s surface that is required for proper HMD function.  
In collaboration with the Bernstein lab, I have studied the S. cerevisiae Shu complex and 
its role in Rad51-dependent homologous recombination. Using fluorescence anisotropy and 
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electrophoretic mobility shift assays, I helped determine that the Csm2-Psy3 heterodimer of the 
Shu complex preferentially binds forked and 3’ DNA substrates, both substrates used in the 
homologous recombination pathway. Further we showed that Csm2 interacts with Rad51 through 
the Rad55-Rad57 heterodimer, promoting Rad51 filament formation and stability. This suggests 
Csm2-Psy3 acts to recruit the Shu complex to sites of double-stand breaks where it promotes 
error-free homologous recombination [344]. 
 My work here has just scratched the surface of all that can be learned about the roles of 
Rtf1 in regulating transcription. Work in the Arndt lab using S. cerevisiae has shown that the C-
terminal region of Rtf1 is required for its association with the rest of Paf1C [177]. Refining the 
boundaries of this region and establishing which members of Paf1C are involved in the 
interaction is an important standing question. In the case of the human version of Rtf1, its 
connection to Paf1C appears to be much more transitory, partially dissociating from Paf1C upon 
gel filtration [170, 181, 238, 239]. Studies using recombinant human Rtf1 suggests the subunit 
associates with Paf1C through the Paf1 and Cdc73 subunits, specifically requiring residues 250-
585 [181]. It remains to be determined if these interaction points are direct or indirect. The N-
terminus of Rtf1 (residues 3-30) is also known to be involved in the recruitment of the 
monomeric chromatin remodeler Chd1 [113, 177]. The phenylalanine at residue 11 is known to 
play some role in this because its substitution to alanine results in similar defect in Chd1 
recruitment [177]. Defining the specific mechanism for Rtf1-dependent Chd1recruitment will be 
important in more fully understanding Rtf1’s role in regulating chromatin structure.   
Moving away from the Rtf1 subunit, the remaining members of the Paf1 complex present 
even more questions. Several subunits of the complex, namely Leo1 and Ctr9, are still relatively 
uncharacterized both structurally and functionally. Sequence analysis of Ctr9 strongly suggests 
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that it is comprised almost entirely of TPR motifs (Figure 7) [242, 244]. These motifs have been 
crystallized in many different proteins [345-348], making Ctr9 a favorable target for structural 
studies. The biggest hurdle that needs to be overcome for Ctr9 structural studies is generating a 
soluble sample to work with. I have recently cloned the human form of Ctr9 into the bacterial 
expression vector pQLinkH. Preliminary expression tests and purifications using the vector are 
promising. Human Ctr9 is soluble; however it does not bind efficiently to Ni-NTA resin. This 
may suggest the protein is forming a soluble aggregate. Alternatively, the His7-tag may be 
obscured and benefit from being moved to the C-terminal end of the protein. If Ctr9 is forming a 
soluble aggregate, we may be able to get around this by expressing the protein with a different 
tag that has molecular chaperone characteristics, like maltose-binding protein [349, 350]. 
Additionally, recombinant expression of Ctr9 in insect cells using a baculovirus expression 
system could be a potential solution, because the Roeder lab has already successfully done so 
with the human form (of which we also have the expression plasmid) [181].  
Leo1 is perhaps the biggest mystery of all of the members of the Paf1 complex, as its loss 
in S. cerevisiae does not result in strong transcription-related phenotypes [167, 169]. It is known 
to play a role in recruiting Paf1C to chromatin through an interaction with RNA [255]. Looking 
deeper into this interaction promises to greatly expand our understanding of Leo1’s role in 
Paf1C. Like with Ctr9, one of the biggest challenges will be generating soluble Leo1 for 
biochemical studies. In our hands, the yeast form of Leo1 is insoluble when recombinantly 
expressed by itself in E. coli. The most direct course of action would be to shift to using the 
human form of the protein. Dermody et al. successfully co-expressed and purified full-length 
human Leo1 and Paf1 from E. coli [255]. With a soluble and well behaved version of Leo1, 
RNA binding can be assessed with EMSAs and fluorescent anisotropy.   
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Another intriguing avenue of study is investigating the molecular mechanisms underlying 
Cdc73’s role in cell cycle progression. While Cdc73 is often thought of as a tumor suppressor in 
humans [257], work by Iwata et al. has shown that Cdc73 can also promote cell growth and entry 
into S phase when overexpressed in cell lines expressing SV40 large T antigen (TAg) [351]. TAg 
is a protein encoded for by the small DNA virus SV40 (Simian Vacuolating Virus 40) upon 
infection (Reviewed in [352, 353]). The protein alters gene expression and growth of host cells 
by binding a range of transcription factors and components of the replication machinery, 
including p53 and retinoblastoma proteins like pRb, p107, and p130 [352]. These binding 
interactions are important for transformation and tumorigenesis [354]. Iwata et al. found that the 
enhanced cell proliferation caused by Cdc73 overexpression requires a direct interaction of 
Cdc73 with TAg [351]. The interaction was mapped to the central region of Cdc73 (residues 
218-263) and residues 361-481 of TAg’s helicase domain. Interestingly, the TAg-binding region 
on Cdc73 matches closely to its binding site for β-catenin [262], suggesting that Cdc73 has a 
common binding site for transcriptional activators. Further, the Cdc73-binding site on TAg 
colocalizes to one of the known binding sites of p53 [355].  
The direct interaction between human Cdc73 and TAg represents a promising candidate 
for structural studies and has the promise to greatly inform the mechanism used by Cdc73 to 
regulate the cell cycle. Several crystal structures exist of the helicase region of TAg [355, 356], 
including a co-crystal structure of the helicase region bound to the DNA binding region of p53 
[357]. These structures were all solved using protein recombinantly expressed in E.coli and 
purified following a simple scheme using affinity chromatography (GST) and gel filtration. All 
of these qualities make the domain very tractable for structural work in our lab. In the case of the 
TAg-binding domain of Cdc73 (residues 218-263) [351], little structural data exists. Secondary 
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structural predictions based on the protein’s primary sequence suggest the region is well ordered, 
forming a mixed α/β topology (DISOPRED [320]). Human Cdc73 residues 214-264 would serve 
as a reasonable construct for preliminary structural studies with the helicase domain of TAg. 
Aside from structural studies focusing on Cdc73-TAg binding, it will be important to 
more fully establish the molecular mechanisms underlying Cdc73’s role in recruiting Paf1C to 
chromatin. In yeast, the C-terminal region of Cdc73 from residues 201-393 are capable of 
binding diphosphorylated RNA Pol II CTD repeats and phosphorylated Spt5 CTR repeats [265]. 
Using fluorescence anisotropy, Chris Amrich from our lab confirmed yeast Cdc73 is capable of 
binding to a CTD peptide containing two repeats phosphorylated on Serines 2 and 5. It remains 
to be determined if the human form of Cdc73 has a similar affinity towards the phosphorylated 
RNA Pol II CTD and/or the Spt5 CTR. These can be easily examined with fluorescence 
anisotropy using the fluorescently labeled CTD and CTR peptides currently available in the lab. 
Chris Amrich has performed similar experiments using a C-terminal fragment of human Cdc73 
(residues 353-531) corresponding to the yeast C-domain and found no appreciable binding to 
either the CTD or CTR peptides. This agrees well with what is seen in yeast because the residues 
critical in binding are located right upstream of the C-domain (residues 201-229) [265]. To fully 
assess human Cdc73’s binding affinity towards the CTD and CTR peptides, larger Cdc73 
constructs need to be tested. The two best candidates are full-length Cdc73 (residues 1-531) and 
an extended C-terminal fragment from residues 241-531. I have recently cloned both versions of 
Cdc73 into the pQLinkH and pQLinkG2 E.coli expression vectors. Preliminary expression tests 
suggest that both versions of Cdc73 express well in the pQLinkG2 vector. After a simple 
purification, both versions of the protein can be tested for peptide binding with fluorescence 
anisotropy. Any interactions identified can then be accessed for specificity with NaCl completion 
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anisotropy experiments. Interactions that are stable at NaCl concentration between 100 and 150 
mM are likely biologically relevant.  
It will also be important to begin determining mechanistically how Paf1C mediates many 
of its broadly recognized functions. While we understand a great deal about how the complex is 
recruited to chromatin, we know much less about how the loss of Paf1C results in the reduction 
of levels of serine 2 phosphorylation of the CTD of RNA Polymerase II. Further, our 
understanding of how Paf1C mediates proper RNA 3’-end formation is limited. These functions 
are controlled by a complex network of interactions involving multiple members of Paf1C, 
necessitating an understanding of the complex as a whole rather than simply the individual 
subunits. This is supported by the recent work of Chu et al. showing the crystal structure of a 
human Paf1-Leo1 subcomplex and how heterodimerization of Paf1 and Leo1 is required for their 
association with the N-terminal tail of histone H3 [240].  Structural information detailing the 
spatial arrangement of Paf1C or other subcomplexes of Paf1C will be essential in understanding 
the physical basis for Paf1C’s different functions. Towards this end, I have helped develop 
several recombinant expression systems that are worth pursuing in more depth in the future.  
The initial efforts in studying Paf1C structurally should focus on using the CPL73 
expression system (Figure 37), due to the robust and reproducible expression of four of the 
Paf1C subunits. A closer examination and optimization of each of the stages during purification 
of the complex will be important. Further, the inclusion of additional purification steps could 
prove to be beneficial in generating better complex with proper stoichiometry. The most obvious 
inclusion would be adding an ion exchange column between Ni-affinity purification and gel 
filtration steps. I have successfully used several of these columns (Heparin, Q) to purify the 
CPL73 Paf1 subcomplex but never in combination with gel filtration.  
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Generating a monodisperse and homogeneous purification of the Paf1 subcomplex will 
be essential for any structural studies. Optimizing the purification conditions and the addition of 
ion exchange chromatography should hopefully accomplish all of this for the CPL73 generated 
complex. However due to the dynamic nature of protein complexes, it is still possible that the 
resulting complex will exhibit structural heterogeneity (compositional and/or conformational). 
Some of this heterogeneity may be able to be removed through redesigning the expression 
constructs and removing flexible or disordered regions. For Paf1C this will be difficult without 
some other piece of information to direct what segments can be removed. Alternatively, a 
technique could be used to stabilize the existing Paf1 subcomplex. Mild chemical crosslinking of 
the purified complex with formaldehyde or glutaraldehyde is one viable option. The technique 
GraFix (Gradient and Fixation) could be particularly valuable for our purposes. The technique 
involves sedimentation of your protein complex of interest in a combined density (glycerol, 
sucrose, etc) and crosslinker gradient [358, 359]. The technique was designed to generate 
stabilized monodisperse complexes for electron microscopy and has be used successfully for 
many complexes, including the yeast SWR1 chromatin-remodeling complex [360]. The density 
gradient helps separate and maintain monodisperse complexes while the chemical crosslinker 
gradient acts to stabilize the protein complex. After performing GraFix on the Paf1 subcomplex, 
all of the resulting fractions could be analyzed with structural techniques such as electron 
microscopy, SAXS, and hydrogen/deuterium exchange experiments. Formaldehyde would be a 
good candidate for a crosslinker because the crosslinks can be reversed and the complex 
analyzed by SDS-PAGE to assure complex stoichiometry is correct.  
While work is being done with the CPL73 expression system, it would be valuable to try 
and identify Paf1C complexes in other organisms that are predicted to be more amenable to 
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structural studies, like crystallography. Based solely on primary amino acid sequence, there are 
numerous properties that can be used as predictors of crystallizability, including secondary 
structural predictions, disorder predictions, a protein’s isoelectric point, and hydrophobicity 
[361]. These properties and others can be examined for each member of Paf1C over a diverse 
range of different organisms. The results from this analysis can be compared and an organism 
chosen that has exhibits the most favorable characteristics. This analysis can be done manually 
but it is very time consuming. Alternatively the analysis can be done in a more comprehensive 
and high throughput manner using the XtalHunter program in development in our lab.  
One potential candidate organism to use for structural studies of Paf1C is the 
thermophilic fungus Chaetomium thermophilum [362]. Proteins from thermophilic organisms are 
typically understood to be more stability folded than those of mesophilic relatives [363]. This 
makes them more attractive targets for structural and biochemical studies. The genome of C. 
thermophilum was recently sequenced and successfully utilized to study the nuclear pore 
complex through electron microscopy [362]. I have identified homologs of each of the members 
of Paf1C in C. thermophilum and performed preliminary RNA extractions from C. 
thermophilum. If we wish to pursue work with C. thermophilum, it may be more time and cost 
effective to have the genes synthesized.   
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6.0  MATERIALS AND METHODS 
6.1 PROTEIN EXPRESSION AND PURIFICATION 
6.1.1 Human Rtf1 Plus3 domain 
The coding sequence for the human Rtf1 Plus3 domain (amino acids 353-484) was amplified 
from a full-length construct (kindly provided by R. Roeder) and subcloned into the pLC3 
bacterial expression vector (J. Sacchettini). The resulting vector expresses the Plus3 domain 
tagged with N-terminal His6- and MBP- tags, both of which can be removed via digestion with 
TEV protease. Plus3 protein was expressed using E.coli Codon+ (RIPL) cells (Agilent 
Technologies) grown in ZY auto-induction media [322] at room temperature for 16-24 hours. 
Cells were harvested by centrifugation, lysed with homogenization in 20 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 500 
mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 5 mM Imidazole, 1 mM β-mercaptoethanol, and the lysates cleared by 
centrifugation at 30,000xg. Plus3 protein was purified by nickel affinity chromatography 
(Qiagen) followed by an overnight digestion with TEV protease. After digestion, any uncleaved 
protein, His6-MBP tag, and His6-tagged TEV protease were removed by a second round of nickel 
affinity chromatography. The protein was then dialyzed at 4°C overnight against a buffer 
containing 20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 20 mM NaCl, 8% glycerol, and 1 mM β-mercaptoethanol, prior 
to cation exchange chromatography and gel filtration using a Sephacryl S-200 column (GE 
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Healthcare). Peak fractions were concentrated to 8.5 mg/ml in 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.6), 80 mM 
NaCl, and 1 mM β-mercaptoethanol using a Vivaspin concentrator (Millipore) prior to 
crystallization. 
Plasmids expressing mutant Plus3 proteins were generated by site-directed mutagenesis 
(QuickChange-Stratagene) and the resulting protein expressed and purified in a manner similar 
to wild-type. After purification, Plus3 variants were concentrated to 6.0 mg/ml in 20 mM Tris pH 
8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, and 1 mM β-mercaptoethanol using a Vivaspin concentrator for 
use in differential scanning fluorometry and fluorescence anisotropy assays. All peptides were 
synthesized at the University of Pittsburgh Peptide Synthesis Core. 
6.1.2 S. cerevisiae Rtf1 HMD 
S. cerevisiae Rtf1 residues 74-184 and 74-139 (HMD) were amplified from genomic DNA by 
PCR and cloned into the pET151/D-TOPO (Invitrogen) vector. The HMD 74-139 construct was 
then used as a template for site-directed mutagenesis to simultaneously replace residues R124, 
R126, and R128 with alanines (R124/6/8A) using the QuikChange method (Stratagene). The 
R124/6/8A construct was transformed into E.coli Codon+ (RIPL) cells (Stratagene) and 
R124/6/8A protein was expressed by growth in ZY auto-induction media [322] at room 
temperature for 16-24 hours. Cells were harvested by centrifugation, lysed with homogenization 
in 20 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 5 mM imidazole, 5 mM β-
mercaptoethanol, and the lysates cleared by centrifugation at 10,000xg. R124/6/8A protein was 
purified by nickel affinity chromatography (Qiagen) followed by an overnight digestion with 
TEV protease dialyzed against a buffer containing 20 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 500 mM NaCl, 8% 
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glycerol, 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol. After digestion, any uncleaved protein and the His-tagged 
TEV protease were removed by a second round of nickel affinity chromatography.  Cleaved 
R124/6/8A protein was further purified through sequential use of HiTrap SP FF and HiTrap Q 
FF (GE Healthcare) ion exchange chromatography. As a final purification step, protein was run 
over a size exclusion Sephacryl S-200 column (GE Healthcare), with peak fractions eluting as an 
apparent monomer. Protein was concentrated to 15 mg/ml in 10 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM 
β-mercaptoethanol using a Vivaspin concentrator (Millipore). Selenomethione-substituated 
R124/6/8A was expressed using PASM media [322] and purified following the same procedure 
for the native protein.  
 S. cerevisiae Rtf1 residues 74-184, 74-152, and 74-139 were also cloned into the 
pQLinkH vector [342]. These constructs were then used as a template for site-directed 
mutagenesis to create a series of charge reduction substitutions (detailed in Table 4) targeting 
residues R124, R126, and R128. Expression and purification of each of these proteins followed 
the same procedure as the R124/6/8A protein.  
6.1.3 Paf1 subcomplexes 
Paf1 subcomplexes from both the CPL73 and pQLink expression systems were transformed into 
E.coli Codon+ (RIL or RIPL) cells (Stratagene) and protein was expressed by IPTG induction at 
room temperature for 6-8 hours. Cells were harvested by centrifugation, lysed with 
homogenization in 25 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 175 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 5 mM imidazole, 1 mM 
β-mercaptoethanol, and the lysates cleared by centrifugation at 10,000xg. Paf1 subcomplexes 
were purified by nickel affinity chromatography (Qiagen) followed by an overnight digestion 
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with TEV protease dialyzed against a buffer containing 25 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 175 mM NaCl, 
10% glycerol, 1 mM β-mercaptoethanol. Digested complex was sent over a 2nd nickel affinity 
column to recapture nonspecific contaminants, uncleaved protein, and the His-tagged TEV 
protease. As a final purification step, subcomplexes were run over a size exclusion Sephacryl S-
500 column (GE Healthcare), with peak fractions eluting as an apparent monomer. Protein was 
concentrated to 6 mg/ml in 20 mM Tris, 170 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, and 1 mM β-
mercaptoethanol using a Vivaspin 100,000 MWCO concentrator (Millipore). 
6.1.4 S. cerevisiae Csm2-Psy3 complex 
Full-length S. cerevisiae Csm2 and Psy3 were amplified from genomic DNA by PCR and cloned 
into the bacterial co-expression plasmid pCDF Duet-1 (EMD Millipore). Protein expression was 
performed in E. coli Codon+(pRIL) cells (Stratagene)  via IPTG induction at room temperature 
for 6-12 hours. Cells were harvested by centrifugation, lysed in 20 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 300 mM 
NaCl, 10% glycerol, 5 mM imidazole and 1 mM β-mercaptoethanol and the lysates cleared by 
centrifugation at 30 000g. Csm2 and Psy3 were co-purified by nickel affinity chromatography 
(Qiagen) via the His6-tag on Csm2, followed by an overnight digestion with TEV protease. The 
Csm2–Psy3 complex was then further purified using HiTrap Heparin HP (GE Healthcare) 
affinity chromatography and size-exclusion chromatography using a Sephacryl S-200 column 
(GE Healthcare) with peak fractions eluting as an apparent heterodimer verified by SDS-PAGE. 
The peak fractions were dialysed into a buffer containing 20 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 300 mM NaCl, 
8% glycerol and 1 mM dithiothreitol and concentrated to 1.6 mg/ml using a Vivaspin 
concentrator (Millipore). 
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6.2 CRYSTALLIZATION AND STRUCTURE DETERMINATION  
6.2.1 Human Rft1 Plus3 domain 
Plus3 crystals were grown at room temperature over 1-2 weeks using the sitting drop vapor 
diffusion method against a reservoir solution containing 0.1M sodium citrate pH 5.5 and 18% 
PEG 3000. Crystals were cryoprotected by transition of the crystal into reservoir solution 
supplemented to 26% PEG3000 and 20% glycerol followed by flash freezing with liquid 
nitrogen. To generate crystals of the Plus3-pCTR complex, Plus3 at 7.0 mg/ml was mixed with a 
5-fold molar excess of pCTR peptide, and crystallized using sitting drop vapor diffusion as 
before using a reservoir solution containing 0.1 M sodium acetate pH 4.2 and 2.0 M ammonium 
sulfate. Crystals were grown at room temperature over a two-week period and were optimized 
using microseeding. Crystals were cryoprotected by transitioning the crystal into mother liquor 
supplemented to 3.5M ammonium sulfate and flash freezing under liquid nitrogen. 
Diffraction data for the crystal were collected at our home source, using an FR-E rotating 
anode generator with VariMax optics and RAXIS IV ++ image plate detector. Diffraction data 
were integrated, scaled, and merged using HKL2000 [364]. Crystals of human Plus3 belong to 
the space group P212121 (a=33.6 Å, b=68.0 Å, c=117.0 Å; α=β=γ= 90.0°) and contain two 
molecules in the asymmetric unit. Initial phases were estimated via molecular replacement using 
Phaser [365] and a search model derived from structural analysis of the Plus3 domain by NMR 
[278]. The model was then refined against data to 2.12 Å resolution and the model improved by 
manual rebuilding within COOT [312] combined with simulated annealing, positional, B-factor, 
and TLS refinement [366] within PHENIX [367].  
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Diffraction data for Plus3-pCTR crystals were collected at the National Synchrotron 
Light Source on beamline X25 using a Pilatus 6M detector.  Plus3-pCTR crystals belong to the 
space group C21 (a=112.9 Å, b=172.5 Å, c=58.5 Å; β= 107.0°) and contain six Rtf1 molecules in 
the asymmetric unit. Phases were determined using molecular replacement with PHASER but 
using our Plus3 structure as a starting model. Refinement restraints for the phosphothreonine 
residues were generated using eLBOW [368] as implemented in PHENIX. The model was 
refined against diffraction data at 2.4 Å resolution and improved through the use of simulated 
annealing and refinement using positional, B-factor, TLS, and NCS parameters. Model quality 
for both structures was assessed using MolProbity [369]. All structural figures were generated 
using PyMol (PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.5.0.4, Schrödinger, LLC.).   
Models and structure factors for both the human Rtf1 Plus3 domain and the Plus3-pCTR 
complex presented in this manuscript have been deposited in Protein Data Bank (www.rcsb.org) 
under the codes 4L1P and 4L1U. 
6.2.2 S. cerevisiae Rtf1 HMD 74-139 
Native HMD R124/6/8A crystals were grown at room temperature over 2-3 weeks using sitting 
drop vapor diffusion against a reservoir solution containing 0.1M phosphate-citrate (pH 4.2) and 
40% PEG 300. The drops contained one part protein solution concentrated to 15 mg/ml and one 
part reservoir solution. Single crystals were taken directly from the mother liquor and flash 
frozen with liquid nitrogen. Selenomethione-substitiuted R124/6/8A crystals were grown over a 
one week after period after seeding the mother liquor with native R124/6/8A crystals using a cat 
whisker. The reservoir solution contained 0.1M phosphate-citrate (pH 4.2) and 38% PEG 300. 
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Crystals were cryoprotected by increasing PEG 300 concentration to 44% in 2% intervals 
followed by flash freezing with liquid nitrogen.   
Single wavelength-anomalous dispersion (SAD) data were collected at the National 
Synchrotron Light Source on beamline X25A using a Pilatus 6M detector. The quality of both 
native and selenomethionine-substituted crystals was high, with low mosaicity and high 
resolution, 1.74 Å, 1.32 Å respectively. Both crystals belong to the R32:H space group 
(a=b=94.31 Å, c=76.98 Å, α=β= 90.0°, γ= 120.00°) and contain two molecules in the 
asymmetric unit. HKL2000 was used to integrate, scale, and merge the data [364]. 
Four of the six possible selenomethiones in the two molecules of the asymmetric unit 
were located using SOLVE [370] within AutoSol and an interpretable electron density map was 
generated [367]. An initial model was built into this experimental density using AutoBuild and 
the model was used for molecular replacement [323, 324] into the native dataset. Subsequent 
model building was performed in COOT [312], and the model was improved using simulated 
annealing, positional, and anisotropic B-factor refinement within PHENIX [367]. Model quality 
for the structure was assessed using MolProbity [369].  
Native HMD R126A crystals were grown at room temperature over the period of one 
week using sitting drop vapor diffusion against a reservoir solution containing 0.1M phosphate-
citrate (pH 4.2) and 28% PEG 300. Each drop contained 1 μl protein solution concentrated to 18 
mg/ml, 1 μl  reservoir solution, and 0.3μl of Silver Bullets Bio condition 7 (Hampton). Crystals 
were cryoprotected by increasing PEG 300 concentration to 44% in 2% intervals followed by 
flash freezing with liquid nitrogen.  
Diffraction data for the HMD R126A crystals were collected at our home source, using 
an FR-E rotating anode generator with VariMax optics and RAXIS IV ++ image plate detector. 
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Diffraction data were integrated, scaled, and merged using HKL2000 [364]. HMD R126A 
crystals belong to the R32:H space group (a=b=93.9 Å, c=75.3 Å, α=β= 90.0°, γ= 120.00°) and 
contain two molecules in the asymmetric unit. Initial phases were determined via molecular 
replacement using Phaser [365] and our HMD R124/6/8A structure as a starting model. 
Benzamidine was identified and fit into the electron density map with Ligand Identification 
within PHENIX [371, 372]. The model was refined against data to 1.62 Å resolution and 
improved with manual building in COOT [312], along with simulated annealing, positional, and 
anisotropic B-factor refinement within PHENIX [367]. 
6.3 DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING FLUOROMETRY 
6.3.1 Human Rtf1 Plus3 domain 
Differential scanning fluorometry assays were performed following a method outlined in [309]. 
Each Plus3 variant was assayed at a final protein concentration of 33 µM, in a reaction buffer 
containing 20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 1 mM β-mercaptoethanol and 1.7X 
SYPRO® Orange (Invitrogen, S-6650) in the presence or absence of 100 µM of peptide (pCTR, 
CTR). Protein unfolding was assessed by monitoring SYPRO Orange fluorescence at 570 nm as 
a function of temperature. Fluorescence data was analyzed using the Protein Thermal Shift 
Software v1.1 (Applied Biosystems), utilizing the Boltzmann model to calculate the Tm. 
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6.4 FLUORESCENCE ANISOTROPY 
6.4.1 Human Rtf1 Plus3 domain 
Fluorescence anisotropy was measured using a Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer 
(Varian) equipped with an automated polarizer and multicell holder with a peltier thermostat. 
Titration experiments were measured at 4°C with an excitation wavelength of 498 nm (slit-width 
5 nm) and an emission wavelength of 520 nm (slit-width 5 nm) using a photomultiplier tube 
voltage of 780 V. Purified Plus3 was titrated into a 400 µl reaction (10 mM HEPES, 50 mM 
NaCl) containing 20 nM fluorescein-labeled peptide (pCTR, pCTD, CTR) and equilibrated for 
2.5 minutes before measuring its anisotropic signal. Binding curves for each protein were 
performed in triplicate and average values and standard deviation for each measurement was 
calculated. The Plus3-peptide dissociation constants (Kd) were determined in PRISM (GraphPad) 
using non-linear regression analysis. Anisotropy curves using the mutant forms of Plus3 were 
carried out as detailed above using a modified reaction buffer (20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 100 mM 
NaCl, 5% glycerol, and 1 mM β-mercaptoethanol). Fluorescence anisotropy experiments using 
fluorescein-labeled DNA substrates (Figure 22) were carried out exactly like those using peptide 
using a reaction buffer containing 20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, and 1 mM β-
mercaptoethanol.  
For NaCl dissociation curves, fluorescence experiments were carried out at 20oC with 20 
nM fluorescein-labeled probe (pCTR, pCTD, CTR, ssDNA, dsDNA, dsBubble) and 20 μM 
purified Plus3 in a 400 μl reaction (10 mM HEPES, 50 mM NaCl). 5M NaCl was titrated into the 
reaction increasing concentrations from 50 mM to 1M, allowing a two minute equilibration 
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period before taking its anisotropic signal. NaCl dissociation data was graphed in PRISM 
(GraphPad).  
6.4.2 S. Cerevisiae Csm2-Psy3 
All experiments were performed using a Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer (Varian) 
fitted with a peltier thermostatted multicell holder and automated polarizer. Fluorescent 
anisotropy/polarization measurements were collected with the excitation wavelength of 498 nm 
(slit-width 5 nm) and the emission wavelength at 520 nm (slit-width 5 nm), with a 
photomultiplier tube voltage of 780 V. Reactions were carried out at 30°C in a standard reaction 
buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 8, and 100 mM NaCl) with a total volume of 400 µl. A fluorescein-
labelled DNA fork substrate was used in each of the experiments at a concentration of 20 nM. 
Purified Csm2–Psy3 was titrated into the reaction volume to the indicated concentration and 
allowed 7.5 min for equilibration before the anisotropy measurement. Protein was titrated until 
the anisotropy signal plateaued, indicating saturation of the labelled probe. The Kd and Hill 
coefficient were calculated in PRISM (GraphPad) using a global non-linear regression from the 
three Csm2–Psy3 binding isotherms. For the competition curves, fluorescence experiments were 
carried out with 25 nM fluorescein-labelled DNA fork and 546.6 nM Csm2–Psy3. The 
unlabelled competitors were added at increasing concentrations and allowed 7.5 min 
equilibration time before each measurement. Unlabelled DNA probe was added until polarized 
fluorescence stabilized, indicating saturation of the reaction with unlabelled DNA probe. 
Experiments were done in triplicate. The apparent Ki for each competitor was calculated in 
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PRISM using a non-linear regression assuming a single-binding site, which is consistent with our 
EMSA results. 
6.5 ELECTROPHORETIC MOBILITY SHIFT ASSAYS 
6.5.1 S. cerevisiae Rtf1 HMD  
25 ng of nucleic acid (detailed in Table 6) was incubated on ice for 20 minutes with purified 
HMD (74-139, 74-189) with a final concentration ranging from 0.016-50 μM in EMSA reaction 
buffer (20 mM Tris pH 7.3, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA, 0.05 mg/ml BSA) in a 
reaction volume of 10 μl. Equilibrated samples were loaded on a pre-cooled and pre-run 5% 
native polyacrylamide gel containing 0.5X TBE and run at 70 volts for 3.5 hours at 4ºC. The 
resulting gel was stained with 1x SYBR Gold (Invitrogen) for 10 minutes at room temperature 
before being visualized using a LAS-3000 Imager (Fujifilm).  
6.5.2 S. cerevisiae Csm2-Psy3 
For competition EMSAs, fluorescein-labeled DNA fork (260 nM), detailed in Table 6, with or 
without an unlabeled competitor DNA oligonucleotide (1300 nM), was incubated on ice for 30 
minutes with purified Csm2-Psy3 complex (3.0 µM) in EMSA reaction buffer (10 mM Tris pH 
8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 2 mM DTT, 4 mM MgCl2) in a reaction volume of 10 µl. Equilibrated 
samples were loaded on a pre-cooled and pre-run 5% native polyacrylamide gel containing 0.5X 
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TBE and run at 200 volts for 2 hours at 4ºC. The resulting gel was visualized by fluorescence 
using a FLA-5100 Fluorescent Image Analyzer (FujiFilm). 
6.6 LIMITED PROTEOLYSIS 
6.6.1 Paf1 subcomplex – Ctr9, Paf1 1-385, Leo1, Cdc73 1-230  
Purified Paf1 subcomplex (1.8 mg/ml) was subjected to limited proteolysis with 0.05% trypsin 
over a period of 3 hours. Samples were taken at different time points and stopped with 2 μl of 
phenylmethanesulfonylfluoride (PMSF) and SDS loading dye before being loaded on a pre-
cooled and pre-run 15% SDS-polyacrylamide gel and run at 200 volts for 3 hours at 4oC. Bands 
to be analyzed by in-gel tryptic digestion coupled with mass spectrometry were excised from the 
gel with a razor blade. Gel slices were washed three times in Destain buffer I (40% methanol, 
7% acetic acid) with gentle agitation for 30 minutes, followed by three wash with Destain buffer 
II (5% methanol, 7% acetic acid), and a final three washes with deionized water.  
Limited proteolysis of purified Paf1 subcomplex using Subtilisin A was performed 
exactly like those with trypsin, with the exception that digestions were performed over a one 
hour time period and Subtilisin A final concentrations were 0.05 mg/ml in the digestions.   
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6.7 MASS SPECTROMETRY  
6.7.1 Paf1 subcomplex – Ctr9, Paf1 1-385, Leo1, Cdc73 1-230 
All mass spectrometry work and analysis was performed in collaboration with Dr. Richard 
Gardner at the University of Washington (Department of Pharmacology). Excised gel bands 
from limited proteolysis experiments were subjected to in-gel tryptic digestion before being 
analyzed by tandem-mass spectrometry analysis using an Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Fred 
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center Proteomics Facility). Peptide Prophet [373] was used to 
evaluate the validity of peptide identifications, eliminating peptides with a score of <0.85 (<2.5% 
false discovery rate). Values represent the sum of identified peptides for each sample. 
6.8 MOLECULAR DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS  
6.8.1 Human Rtf1 Plus3 domain 
All molecular dynamic simulations were performed in collaboration with Dr. Michael Grabe and 
Dr. Pushkar Pendse. Using the co-crystal structure of the human Plus3 domain of Rtf1 bound to a 
single Spt5 CTR repeat (PDB ID: 4L1U) as a starting point [311], the CTR peptide 
(GSGSRTPMYGSQ) was extended in Coot [312] to include an additional CTR repeat on either 
end (772-GSQTPMY-778, 791-TPLQD-795). The model was then solvated and ionized (0.15M 
NaCl) using CHARMM [374, 375], with an approximate system size of 88 Å x 88 Å x 88 Å, 
consisting of 59777 atoms. The model was parameterized using the CHARM36 force field [376] 
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with the CHARMM phosphothreonine  parameter, and the TIP3P explicit water model [377]. 
The resulting model was minimized, heated, and equilibrated using NAMD2.7 [378] and the 
coordinates and velocities after heating were moved to Stampede at the Texas Advanced 
Computing Center (TACC) to carry out 20 ns of production.  
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APPENDIX A 
THE CSM2-PSY3 HETERODIMER PREFERENTIALLY BINDS FORKED OR 3’ 
OVERHANG DNA SUBSTRATES   
I worked in collaboration with the Bernstein lab on a project focusing on the S. cerevisiae Shu 
complex. The Shu Complex promotes Rad51-dependent homologous recombination (HR) and 
consists of Shu1, Shu2, Csm2, and Psy3 [379, 380]. Recently two studies determined the 
structure of Csm2 complexed with Psy3 and found they are structurally homologous to Rad51. 
Additionally, both studies showed the Csm2-Psy3 heterodimer was capable of binding DNA 
[381, 382]. Neither study however examined DNA substrates more typical to what would be seen 
in HR, like 3’ overhang DNA, making the preferred physiological substrate unclear. 
 To address the preferred DNA substrate of the Csm2-Psy3 heterodimer, I worked hand in 
hand with Stephen Godin of the Bernstein lab conducting a number of biochemical assays. After 
recombinantly expressing and purifying the S. cerevisiae Csm2-Psy3 heterodimer from E. coli, 
we used the purified complex in fluorescence anisotropy and electrophoretic mobility shift 
assays (EMSA), to determine binding affinities to different DNA substrates. First we assessed 
Csm2-Psy3’s affinity to a fluorescein-labeled forked DNA substrate using fluorescence 
anisotropy, estimating an equilibrium dissociation constant, Kd, of 599 ± 105.4 nM (Figure 42A). 
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Next to begin defining the preferred binding substrate for the Csm2-Psy3 heterodimer, I 
performed a competition assay in the form of an EMSA. In this assay a mobility shift is observed 
when an unlabeled DNA substrate (DNA fork, 5’ overhang, 3’ overhang, dsDNA, ssDNA) 
competes off the fluorescently labeled fork substrate from the Csm2-Psy3 heterodimer. We 
found the Csm2/Psy3 heterodimer preferentially binds forked and 3’ overhang DNA substrates 
(Figure 42B). Using fluorescence anisotropy, a more quantitative assay, we confirmed the results 
of the EMSA (Figure 42C). 
   
 
 
Figure 42. The Csm2-Psy3 heterodimer preferentially binds forked DNA substrates 
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A) DNA binding affinity of the Csm2–Psy3 heterodimer. Increasing concentrations of Csm2–Psy3 were added to a 
reaction mixture containing 25 nM fluorescein-labelled DNA fork in a fluorescence spectrophotometer. The binding 
isotherm was performed on three separate days, and each data set is shown. These data were fit using a global non-
linear regression to obtain the Kd and a Hill coefficient. B) Fluorescein-labeled DNA fork (2.6 pmol) was incubated 
for 20 minutes on ice with Csm2-Psy3 heterodimer (30 pmol) either alone or in the presence of 13 pmol unlabeled 
DNA competitors (DNA Fork, 5’ Overhang, 3’ Overhang, dsDNA, ssDNA).  Sample were then visualized via 
Native-PAGE. C) Complexes of Csm2–Psy3 bound to a fluorescein-labelled fork substrate were generated and 
fluorescence anisotropy was then measured with increasing concentrations of the indicated unlabelled competitors. 
Competition curves were fit using non-linear regression to calculate the apparent Ki. The experiment was done in 
triplicate, and standard deviations are plotted. 
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